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I. IMTRODCTION AND SLW4ARY 

A. Background. Since 1980, USAID/Zambia program strategy has 
emphasized the importance of better economic policies and of improving.
the institutional capacity of the GRZ to deal with policy issues. The 
ZATPID I project, together with its large non-project AID portfolio, has 
beeni the focus of USAID efforts to date in implementing this strategy for 
the agricultural sector. ZATPID I, funded at a life of project level of 
US9,755,000, was authorized in September 1980 to assist the GRZ to 
improve and strengthen its capacity for, and performance in, analysis,
planning and management in the agricultural sector. An early political 
impasse, completely un-elated to the project, delayed full implementation 
until 19e2. The project will continue through FY 1987. 

A central activity of the project has been collaboration by ZATPID
 
advisors and GRZ personnel in bonducting studies on specific policy or 
planning issues. These studies have a dual purpose of (1) improving 
current policy and management, and (2) contributing to the institution 
building needed to improved policymaking over the longer run. The January

1986 "ZATPID Impact Assessment and Institutional Analysis" (included as 
Annex G to this Project Paper) found that the project has begun to have a 
significant impact on the agricultural policy process, both in terms of 
the effect of specific project policy studies, .and in terms of 
strengthened coordination between key Zambian institutions. 

Th-e conclusion from the assessment, and from the analyses conducted 
during project design, is that while some progress has been made toward 
sustained, institutionalized and localized processes during the 
implementation of ZATEID .1, a great deal more needs to be done in both 
policy formulation and institutional development. This is even more the 
case since, within the last 2 or 3 years, pressure fcr policy change in
 
agriculture has mounted, and there has been greatly increased demand for 
sound policy analysis. The situation of continued need and the positive
 
impact of ZATPID I clearly justify proceeding to a follow-on project,
 
following the same basic design concept.
 

B. Goal and Purpose. Consistent with the SAID/Zambia emphasis on
 
improvin,3 performance in the agriculture sector, the g of this project
is to increase Zambia's total and per capita food production, and small 
farmer income. 

The specific purpose of the project is to improve GRZ agricultural policy 
formulation, sectoral planning, and management in key policymasing 
institutions. Changes to be expected by the end of the project which 
will indicate that the project purpose has been achieved will be: (1)

improved planning and management in key policymaking institutions; (2) an 
increase in the availability and effective utilization of information and 
analysis for policy decisions; (3) improved communication and 
coordination among GRZ institutions key to the policymaking process; (4)
improved and more effective allocation of GRZ and donor resources for 
investment in the agricultural sector; and (5) improved design and 
execution of agricultural projects.
 

C. Project Strategy. The GRZ has undertaken a comprehensive and 
far-reaching set of economic reforms during the last few years, and has
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adopted, or agreed to adopt within the next two years, virtually all the 
major agricultural pricing and marketing policy reforms so far 
recommended by AID, the World Bank, and the DIF (see II.A. and .11I.B., 
below for discussion of economic policy reforms.) The next few years, 
therefore, will be a period of consolidation, of refinement of the major

policy reforms already approved, and of learning to manage the 
implementation of these reforms. It will also be a period reauiring 
careful monitoting of the effects of new policies on different groups
withiz the society and econocy, of subsidiary policy adjustments in 
response to policy impacts, and of designing and implementing measures to 
ease the transition period for those most adversely affected. Whereas 
foreign donors have been important participants in the design of the 
major policy reforms adopted to date, outsiders will play a somewhat 
smaller role during the period of consolidation. The continuation of. the, 
ZATPI effort to improve Zambian institutional capacity to perform these 
functions therefore assumes'added importance. 

Four types of project outputs are anticipated: 
(1) collaborative policy studies;
 
(2) better collection, processing and analysis of appropriate data 
for formulating and implementing policy;
 
(3) studies and plans for improved management systems and procedures
and for institutional coordination; and 
(4) trained personnel in key analysis, management and decision mating 
positions. 

The areas of Zambian agricultural policy most likely to need continued 
attention and possibly further reform over the next seven years, and'the
 
reasons therefore, are discussed in Section II.3., and listed as Annex 
I. Because of the evolving nature of the economic and political context 
within which policy must be determined, and because of its inhereat
 
complexity, particularly in the wake of the major package of reforms 
currently being implemented, the list of priority areas for study must be 
kept flexible. 

D. Project Elements and Inmuts. Resident advisors will be placed 
in three key policymaicing institutons: the Ministry of Agriculture and 
"fater Development/PKanniug Division (M!AWD/FD), the National Commission 
for Develorment Planning (N11P), and the Central Statistics Office 
(CSO). The :'!nistr7 of Finance ('IOF), another key -olicyma-king 
institution, will be assisted by short term advisors. Resident advisors
 
and short term consultants, who will assist the .!inistry of Cooperatives
(MOC), NANIoard'and the Rural Development Studies Bureau (RDS) as well 
as the four core institutions, will provide gaidance in the collection, 
processing and analysis of data; conduct policy studies; conduct 
management studios; address internal organization and mana5gement issues; 
and conduct or assist with local training courses, seminars and workshops 
on topical and management issues. On-the-job training will be conducted 
during The process of executing analyses and studies. Long range 
participant training will be provided to counterparts of the long term 
advisors. S'ort term external in-ser-vice training will be providod to 
IRZ professionals 6o augment specific skills. 

Overall, the project "will proide 27 person years of long term technical 
assistance, with 6 advisors in country for varying lengths of time. An 



estimated 85. person zonths of short term technical assistance, 57 personyears of long term degree training, and 150 person months of short termtraining will be p:'ovided. Commodities to be purchased include computer
equipuent, books a:2d learning materials, office equipment, someaudio/visual trainilg eouipment, and vehicles. Counterpart funds will b(accessed for the sLpport of in-country seminars, workshops and trainingcourses; construction of a conference facility at HAID; studies,
including a'fund to permit the GRZ to contract for selected studies; and
for project operational costs (see E. below). 

E. Financial Summary. .The total cost AIDto will be $11,113,000.By type of input,. costvs are as follows: long term technical assistancp,
45,010,000, or 46 percent! -htrt term technical assistance, $1,275,000, 
or 11 percent; training, j2,390,000, or 21 percent; commodities,675,000, or 6 percent. Administrative and monitoring costs will be1100,0CO, or 1 percent. Contingency and inflation (compounded) for all
 years will be 1,673,00, or 15 percent of the total. 91 percent of AIDcosts in the project are going to the core institutions, MAWD/PD, NCDP, 
CSO and MOF.
 

The GRZ inputs consists of counterpart funds and the host country
contribution from the regular budget. The total for counterpart fundswill be the local currency equivalent of $2,863,000. These funds will beused for in-country training, construction, project administration ar.dmonitoring, and other costs. The "other costs" item includes funds forsupport of studies (including contracting locally) ; local cost support ofproject personnel and vehicles; graduate student trainee research; and per diem, fuel and other operating costs to permit participating GRZinstitutions, with the existing pool of staff, to work effectively withproject technical assistance. The remaining countryhost countribution 
represents annual contributions by institution from budgeted salaries fortrainees, office space and administrative support, existing levels of perdiem, travel and vehicle support, and other items provided to project
activities as part of already-budpeted operating costs. This item totals
the local currency eouivalent of $3,467,000.
 

F. Implementation Plan. The primary GRZ institution responsible
for implementation of the ZATPID II project is to be MAWD/PD.
Implementation will require regular coordination of project activitiesbetween M4AD/PD and MOF, 6CP and CS0, and other institutions receivingZATPID support. GRZ coordination of ZATPID II activities will be throughthe Project Executive Committee (EEC) established during ZATPID I. TheDirector of MAWD/PD heads this fully-functioning committee, and otherinstitutions with representatives on it include 1CDP, MOF, UNZA, USAID,and a representative of the AID contractor. The FEC (whose activities are fully described in the Implementation Plan, IV, below) will develop

and review annual project workplans which will set forth short and longterm training, studies, in-country training and short term technical 
assistance. 

The-EEC is also responsible to assure GRZ inputs to the project such asprovision of counterparts, supplies, transport and survey personnel. The 
(RZ has prov.ided inputs in a timely fashion during ZATFID I andcommunications are regular and working relationships excellent between 
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those institutions involved in ZATPID I and MA.M/Zanbias This situation 
is expected to continue "through ZATPID II. 

1I. PROJECT RAT NALE 

A. Economic and Sectoral Background 

Zambian bilateral relations with the United States are good. U.S.objectives are to encourage Zambian stability, self-reliance, and growthso that the country can pursue economic develoment despite the politicaland military turmoil in the region. Given its strategic position insouthern Africa, a andsecure prosperous Zambia will help fosterstability in the region as a whole, ensure continued access to Zambia's
strategic minerals, and enable the country to continue in the active
pursuit of initiatives seeking peaceful solutions to the conflicts in thearea. As a leading member of the region's front line states, Zambiaplays a vital role in efforts to resolve conflicts in Namibia, 2Mozambioue 
and Angola. 

Zambia's landlocked position and heavy economic dependence on a single
commodity (copper), has made it particularly vulnerable 
 to events outsideits control. The dependence on copper and on imported goods, sectoral
income differentials, wage adjustments were
which often unrel.at-d
productivity gains, and repd urbanization 

to 
have all been factorsinhibiting growth. The manufacturing sector's dependency on i-ported
inputs has placed increasing demands on scarce foreign exchant; and
given the ec.oncmy's inability 
to meet the aector's reauirements, ca:acicyutilizatica, manufacturing output and employment have fallea. Severebalance of payments deficits have made it necessary to search for sourcesof external financing, and this in turn has led to mounting foreign debt
and debt service requirements which the economy has not been able to
meet. The fall in mining revenues has imacted the domestic economy and
contributed 
 to large gaps between revenues and expenditures. The
 

government's response was reduce
to capital expenditures andthe domestic banking system, which borrow fromhas led to monetary expansion and
inflationary pressures. Faced awith declining mineral resource base,deteriorating terms trade,of falling incomes, growing unemployment andincreasing underemployment, economic diversification cannot be further
 
postponed. *
 

The develoment of Zambia's agriculture sector has lagged behind itaspotential. Zambia has approximately 60 million ha. of arable land, but
only about 12 million (20%) is currently cultivated. 'While much of the
lard is relatively infertile and is suited mainly to extensive farming,there remain large areas of idle land with medium to high potential forproduction. The rainfa.j.! pattern tends to be erratic, but the climate is generally favorable for the cultivation of a wide range of crops. Maizeis by far the most important accounts overcrop and for -C%of" -he value 

vTor a more detailed analysis of the Zambian economy see :adley 2 . 
zmith, ":&croeconomic Analysis," Arex K of the "FY 1965 CIE? ?AAf,"USA!,iZambia and ?EBSO/ESA, Nairobi, December 15, 1964, theand "Zambia 
Auction ?rogram (ZAP) Support ?AAD," LMA./Zambia, October 10, 1985, pr.
4-19. 
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of the marketed agricultural produ'cts. Cassava, millet, sorghum,
groundnuts, sunflower, cotton, tobacco, sugar cane, rice, 
 soyabeans, anda variety of legumes and vegetables are other significant crops. Zambiaalso has a sizeable number of the various types of livestock, and cattleare a major 3ource of cash income and offer a considerable potential for
animal draft power. 

-While the farm production secto'r remains essentially dualistic, it isactually composed of four basic groups of farmers: (1) traditional 
farmers (460,000), who use hand tools and produce little marketable

surplus .(cash value per family of K60-.C70 in 1982) ; (2) emergent
commercial farmers (120,000),. who use improved technology and some
mechanization and produce an increasing marketable 
 surplus (KlOoo-K3000rer family in 1982); (3) medium-scale commercial farmers with 10-40 ha.
25,000); and (4) the large-scale commercial farmers 
with more than 40
ha. (740), who use capital intensive technology with a large foreign
exchange component 
 and produce 40-60% of the marketed production.* 

Much of the growth in agriculture has been in the non-food sector. The
food sector has 
 been growing at an annual rate of approximately 2%, whilepopulati6n growth has over 3%.been Hence, Zambia's degree of foodself-sufficiency in staple grains declined from 97% during 1964-66 to 79%oduring 1978-80 (IBRD Report No. 4764ZA). The declining foodself-sufficiency has caused Zambia to turn to imports, particularly ofwheat, maize and vegetable oil. The decline in food self-sufficiency

reflects the general stagnation in agricultural productivity, due in
large part to inappropriate policies,** exacerbated by the strain of 
rapid population growth. 

The GRZ has embarked on a comprehensive package of policy reforms inorder to restructure the economy away from its reliance on copper,
imported inputs and capital intensive modes of production. The successof such a restructuring effort depends heavily on changing the pricesignals 1) to encourage producers and potential investors to direct more
productive resources 
 toward the agricultural sector and toward morelabor-intensive industrial activities and 2) to encourage consumers toswitch their consumption habits away from tradable commodities (both
exports and imports) toward other commodities produced domestically.This is a necessary and vital first step, and most of the reforms 
undertaken to date involve price adjustments of one kind or another,including 1) the devaluation and continued flexibility of the exchangerate, culminating in the October 1985 initiation of an auction system foravailable foreign exchange, 2) the increase of agricultural producerprices and an agreement to adopt a pricing methodology utilizing borderprice concepts, 3) the raising and gradual decontrol of agricultural
consumer prices, 4) the phased elimination of consumer, farm input(namely fertilizer) and commodity subsidies, 5) budgetary and wage 

*These estimates of the numbers of farmers in each category have come
recently from the Commercial Farmers Bureau of Zambia.*See the "Zambia Auction Program (ZAP) Support PAAD" (611-0757),USAID/Zambia, 10/30/85, pp. 12-19, for a discussion of policy constraints: 

affecting agriculture. 
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restraint, and 6) the elimination of interest rate controls. Inaddition, the Government has recently announced the withdrawal ofNAMBoard 's monopnoly control over maize and fertilizer markets and hasagreed to allow private traders to compete with NAMqoard and the
Provincial Cooperative Unions. 

In May 1984 the GRZ presented the report, "Restructuring in the '.idst ofCrisis," to the Consultative Group (CG) forZambia. The report outlinedpolicies the GRZ proposed to undertake to reduce dependence on the miningsector and develop the productive capacity of the agricultural sector,corentrating on the smallholders, reforming price incentives, makingmarketing systems more open and competitive, and increasing theavailability of consumer wage goods in rural areas. In addition, it
"tressed: "i) the- importance of macroeconomic policies, including
exchange rate and budgetary policies, in ensuring the efficientallocation and of scarceuse resources; ii) the need to ensure thatpa:astatal companies operate efficiently within commerciala environmentto the maximum extent possible; and iii) the importance of institutional
changes to upgrade economic management."* 

In its 1985 presentation to the CG, the GRZ reconfirmed its commitment tothese development policy objectives. Over the last year the GRZ has
sought to reach a rational consensus in support of the reauired, 
 andpolitically difficult, measures--an effort led by President Kaunda 
himself. 

?ecognizing the importance economicof better policies, the A/USAa..b aFY 1982 CISS (approved in 1980) identified the imrovement of Zamoia's
institutional capacity to generate and process reliable data andanalyze todeveloment problems and the implications of alternative policiesas key areas for AM support. The importance of better policies and ofimproving the institutional capacity of the GRZ to deal with policyissues was validated by a major evaluation of AM's assistance- strategyfor Zambia in 1983 * and re-emphasized in the FY 1985 CISS. The ZATP,project has been a key element in the implementation of this USA=strategy, and provides the substantive inputs and daily personal contactsessential to the conduct of what has so far been a very effective po 1cydialogue process, a process that has been supported by substantialamounts of non-project assi.tance as well. Taken together, the ZATFIDproject and parallel IAID aon-projec-. assistance zrovide an effectivemechanism for accomplishment of overall USA- program goals. 

* Re.ublic of Zambia, "An Action Programme for Economic estructuring,"
preseuted to the Consultative Group for Zambia, June .-5, 1985, p. 1. 

,bid., t. 2.
* Aulakh, .avi, C. Stuart Callison, Colette Claude, and Dirk -ijkerman,Evaluation of AID's Assistance Statezy for abia, RED--S0/:A," A..D.,
Nairobi, June 1983, pp. 12C-124. 
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B. Progress Under ZATPID I 

ZATFID I, funded at a life of project level of US9,755,000, was
authorized in September 19e0, with the objective to assist the GRZimprove and strengthen its capacity for planning and management in theagricultural sector. An early political impasse, completely unrelated to
the project, delayed full implementation until 1982. The project will
 
continue through FY 1987.
 

The project addresses the necessary and close relationship between goodpolicies, especially those relating directly to the agricultural sector,
.and the performance of that sector. Since policy formulation is a
continuing process reflecting changing objectives and circumstances, the
project aims to develop, within key GRZ institutions, a greater capacity

for analyzing problems in the agricultural sector. The end product

sought is a process 
which involves multiple institutions 
adeauately staffed by competent personnel. Ideally, these institutions 
will make those policy decisions which, when implemented, will achieve
 
desired objectives in the agricultural sector.
 

The majority of ZATFID's activities have been implemented through a

Cooperative Agreement between USAID and Iowa State University, which
 
began in 198'. CSO receives assistance in data collection and processing

under a PASA with the U.S. 
 Bureau of the Census (BUCEN). The project
involves short &nd long term training of professionals in relevant
disciplines, and the development of operational skills through on-the-job
experience and in-country training. Long term training has been provided
in agricultural economics, rural sociology, development studies,

agricultural statistiis, and other subjects. 
 Short term in-country

training courses include mathematics for economists, use of

microcomputers, management and development planning. Long term advisors
 
and short term consultant.i have been pro, .ded in such areas as
agricultural economics, development management, computer science,

agricultural financing, agri,.ultural statistics, 
 and regional planning.
Advisors provide guidance in he conceptualization of appropriate
organizational and management procedures for the institutions key to the
policymaking process, and in deflning and elaborating analytic framewcrks

and information required for needed 
 analyses. A modest amount ofcommodity support has broadened dati processing and library facilities.
Most activities to date have involved MAWD/PD, -withother major support
to CSO and UNZA. Support to MOF and NCDP has been limited to training.
It is also important to note that the Project Executive Committee, a GRZ

body formed to coordinate ZATFID implemetltation, also provides 
 a forum 
for dialogue among the key policymaking i1stitutions. 

A central activity of the project has been collaboration by ZATFID
advisors and GRZ personnel in conducting studies. MAWD/PD has produced
nineteen significant research and planning stuaies ranging from groundnut
production and marketing in Eastern Province, fe.-tilizer supply and
distribution, regional production and pricine models, and the economics
of wheat production, to an inventory and assessment of Planning Division 
outputs. Studies are carried out using a collaborative problem-solving 
approach with the dual purpose of (1) improving curreLt policy and 
management, and (2) contributing to the institution building needed for
improved policymaking over the longer run. Thus, the svidies are aimej 

/2 
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at improving the GRZ's performance in,and strengthening its capabilities

for, analysis, planning and management in the agricultural sector. 
The external evaluation undertaken in February 1984 =oted three

modifications in the original project design: (1) the selection of an
institutional cooperative agreement as the implementing mechanism ratherthan personal services contractors as proposed in the PP; (2) relativelygreater emphasis on activities in AAWD/Pfl than on ICDP; and (3)relatively greater emphasis 
on initiatives with UNZA. 
The evaluation
reviewed project activities from a number of perspectives, includingeffectiveness of institution building, extent of collaborative policyanalysis, adecuacy of technical assistance provided, appropriateness oftraining, degree of coordination with other donors, extent of datacollection and management activities, and the overall adecuacy of projectmanagement. 
The evaluation made a series of detailed recommendations and
concluded that, despite some implementation problems, the project should
continue through its final two years. 

The January 1986 "ZATPID Impact Assessment and Institutional Analysis"
(Annex G) found that the project has begun to have a significant impact
on the agricultural policy process, both in 
terms of the effect of
specific project studies, and in 
terms of strengthened coordination
between key Zambian institutions. For example, certain of the studies
(e.g. Groundnut Study, Agricultural Finance Varkets Study, Tractor Hire
Study) formed a basis for specif.c policy recommendations. Also, several
particiants have returned to Zambia, most toof them the insti:uticns
"hich sent them and to positions from which they can affect airicultural
policies. Accomplishments cited as important to the insti:ution buildingobjective have included establishment of a library in liD, compu.teracenter in .AWD, and a data processing center at CSO, the regular
publication of an Agricultural Planning Zlewsletter and 
 other informaticndissemination, and various seminars related to 
improved procedures and
management. 
 Also noted in the assessment was the collaboration betweenCSO and 4AM;'D/PD on a majcr agricultural survey, whereas in the past both
organizations independently collected this type of data. 
 (See also the
paper, "Anthropology and Agricultural Planning in Zambia," for a detailedsummary of management-related activities under ZATPID I, included in the
Project Paper as Annex H). 

The purpose of ZATID I is "to improve the GR.Z's pnerformance andstrengthen its capacity for the analysis, planning and management in :heagricultural sector to contribute to an increase in Zambia's per capitafood production and the incomes of small farmers." Five aspects of GRZsocioeconomic performance identifiedwere in the PP as indicators ofpurpose achievement. These were 
(1)increased investment of resources in
the agriculral sector; (2)a 
more coherent and effective agricul.-ral

strategy; (.3) an in the andincrease availability 'utilization otinformation needed for managing the agricultural sector; (4L) im~rcveddesign and execution of agricultural projects in small farmer areas; and 
(5) improved procedures in analysis, planning and management in ".CO.,

:.IAWD,- and other appropriate institutions. 

The assessment pointed out that while some progress has been made cn' all
 
five purpose achievement indicators, significant progress directly
attributable to the project has been made on only of them -two 
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increased availability and utilization of information, and improvedprocedures in analysis, planning and management. Some of the reasons forthis are due to delays unrelated to the project. However, there has been
less impact on relevant policymaking organizations than envis.toned in theproject's design. The assessment examined to what extent a follow-on
project should broaden the scope of ZATIID Ias opposed to continueactivities toward a more thorough achievement of the same objectives as
ZATFID I. It recommended that ZATFID II "stay the course," and continueto emphasize policy formulation and planning, and improved management in
key institutions involved in planning and decisinn m-kn, 4 +I


agricultural sector.
 

Regarding relative emphases among actiVities in ZATPID I, the assessment
team agreed with the 1984 project evaluation that there is a distinction
between the short to medium term policy reform impact achieved throughcollaborative studies, and the longer term institution building impact of
all project activities. 
Both are important, and production of analysesand studies is 
one means to achieve longer term institutional

objectives. However, in the follow-on project, in order to maximize the
long term impact of both ZATPID I and ZATPID II,and the ability of
Zambia to sustain sound policy formulation in the futune without donor
assistance, emphasis should be ecually on establishing sustainable
institutions as on studies. 
 This should include greater attention to
development of improved management and budget systems and institutional 
coordination. 

The conclusion from the assessment is that while some progress towe'd
sustained, institutionalized and localized processes has been made during
the implementation of ZATFID I,
a great deal more needs to be done in
both policy formul.tion and institutional coordination. AID's
involvement in strengthening a Zambian policy formulation and planning
process should contiaue, since that job is not yet completed. This iseven more the case since, within the last 2 or 3 years, pressure forpolicy change inagriculture has mounted, and there has been greatly
increased demand for policy analysis. The institutions are simply unableto keep up. 
The team found the basic design concept of ZATPID I to besound, and recommended its continuation under ZATPID II. According tothe assessment, the situation of continued need and the positive impact
of ZATFID I clearly justify proceeding to a follow-on project. 

C. Other Donor SuDnort 

The technical assistance (TA), training and commodities provided underZATPID I and planned under ZATPID II complements the support received bythe same agencies from other donors, which is summarized below:
 

KAWD/PD. The other major donor providing assistance to MIAD/PD is theCanadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Their project was
initiated in 1984 and will terminate in 1990. It includes 30 personyears of long-term TA and 15 months of short-term TA. The present TA
team consists of 1) the team leader, iswho assigned to the Dire'ctor'sOffice to 
provide policy advice and management support, 2) a senior
 
financial analyst thein Budget Section, 3) a senior statistical analyst"
in the Statistics Section, a4) senior agricultural economist in the 
Sectoral Policy Analyjis Section (in the near future this advisor will 

/ 
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have greater involvement in the Project Section assisting with theimPlemotation of the Fourth National Development Plan (FNDP), and 5) asenior production economist in the Production and Hareting Section. 

In addition to the technical assistance, the CIDA project will financeperson-years of long-term participant trainig and 4 years of short-termtraining. It will also provide two more 1t PC/X's to the ComputerCenter and will help in upgrading HAWD'd telephone system. 

Five expatriate advisors fundedare separately by other donors, not asparts of specific projects, and function as line staff: 

0RIAD One agricultural economist in the Projects Section 

S WA One advisor in the Women's Program 

FAO One statistical advisor for the Early 'Warning Program 

World Bank One agricultural economist in the Projects Section 
working with irrigation projects 

ODA One position vacant 

NCDP and MIOF. Phase two of the 'World Bank Technical Assistance .rojectfor Zambia, which is expected to be approved this spiing or sumner, willprovide TA to most of the analytical sections of :TCDP, primarily toassist it prepare the ?P, to toand XIOF, improve its budgetaryanalysis, planning and control functions. 'While of 2a copy t Bankproject document is not available in Lusaka to provide more szecificinformation on this assistance, the World Bank office in Lusakaidentified agricultural economics as a weak area in both the NCDP and :iOF
staffing patterns, making it difficult for them to coordinate their
planning and budgetary activities and reouirements with -Xi'D. 
 Theresident Bank representative did thinknot their TA Project was designedto address this weakness, since the TA Pro4,ect was concerned primarilywith the more general plannin; and budgetary processes, and he expressedhis hope that the LSALD ZATPFI) 1I Project would indeed do so. 
CSC. The Central Statistical Office is receiving technical assistancefrom several sources with most: of the assistance cosisting of long ermadvisors. The I1 is assisting CSO with the Labor Force Survey byproviding one advisor on a short term basis. The FAO is providingsupport to the Early 'Warning System for agricultural output forecastingby providing one advisor with duties split between the Planning Unit ofIfD and CSO. The National Accounts section of CSO is being suppo ted byone long term advisor provided by tRNDP and the Census work of CSO issupported by UNFkA through a full time advisor. The World Bank has at
limes provided very short term assistance and is expected to continue the
same relatively low level of activity. -n addition, S:A is zursuinZ theidea of providing some yet undefined support to CSO. "n addi±Ion to !.heTA mentioned above, short and long term training has also been provided

by the above donors. 
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IAMDoard. The World Bank is providing some technical assistance to
NAMBoard assist with the design, construction and management of grain
storage facilities, but it has not funded TA to help them deal with thebroader questions of establishing and managing a strategic grain reserve,including the need for stock rotation and the market activities (buyingand selling) that will entail. The short-tetm TA and training to beprovided NAMBoard under ZATPID II, together with the alailability of along-term agricultural marketing advisor in M4AXL/Pfl, will address these 
recuirements. 

UNZA and RESB. There are five departments in the School of Agricultural
Sciences of the University of Zambia (UNZA): Crop Science, Soil Science,
,nimal Science, Agricultural Engineering, and Rural Economy and MtensionEducation (DREEE). The Netherlands is assisting Agricultural Engineering
and Belgium Soil Science. The Canadians (CIDA) are providing two facultymembers in Crop Science, one in Animal Science, and one in the DREEE.The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) is currently providing two
faculty in the DREEE, and USAID is funding an agricultural economics
professor in Both and alsothe DREEE. DAAD CIDA provide a modest amountof material support for books, classroom eauipment and.supplies; and CIDAalso provides some vehicles, local Currency for housing, and is planningto provide computers. CIDA is currently funding long-term degree
training for 12 faculty members. 

RIB presently has four professionals studying abroad for Ph.D. degrees:

one in the U.S. funded by USAID, one in Australia funded by the
Australian government, and t-o in the U.K. on UVZA fellowships. TheInternational Food Policy Research Institute (IFFRI) in Washington, D.C.,
has provided some support, including a project vehicle, for a survey itis sponsoring, and plans to provide 18 months of training for one RDSBprofessor. RDSB presently has three expatriate researchers working w' ththe staff, but two of them are leaving within the next 3 months. (Itspresent authorized professional staff level is eight; and plans to expandto a professional staff level of 15 have been postponed indefinitely dueto recurrent cost limitations). Other donor support, including that from

the Netherlands, FAO Bank(with World funding), NORAD, and the CanadianIDRC, is mostly ad hoc in connection with specific surveys and study

projects desired by the donors themselves, and it consists largely of

operational fundinq, a vehicles
few and some office and survey supplies. 

III. PROJECT DESCRIFTION 

A. Goal and Purpose 

Consistent with the USAID/Zambia emphasis on improving performance in theagricultural sector, the goal of this project is to increase Zambia'stotal and per capita food production, and small farmer income. 

The specific purpose of the project is to improve GRZ agriculturai policy
formulation, sectoral planning, and inmanagement key policymaking
institutions. Changes expected by the end of the project which will 
indicate that the project purpose has been achieved will be: (1) improved
planning and management in MAWD/PD, NCDP, MOF and CSO, and other relevant
institutions; (2) an increase in the availability and effective 
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utilization of information and analysis for policy decisions;, (3)improved communication and coordination among GRZ institutions key to thepolicymacing process; (4) improved and more effective allocation of GRZand donor resources for investment in the agricultural sector; and (5)improved design and execution of agricultural projects.
 

B. Project StrateA7
 

Inadecuate performance of the Zambian agricultural sector is the mainproblem that this proposed project addresses. The project's basic
premise is that two main factors account for Zambia's unsatisfactory
agricultural performance: (1)inappropriate macroeconomic and
agricultural policies, and oor planning fo- implementation of policyreforms; and (2) inadecuate implementation of agricultural programs andprojects. Both ZATFID I and the proposed ZATP-D 1I deal primarily withthe first factor. Inapprdpriate policies are largely the result of (a)
insufficient and unreliable data for the analysis of agricultural andrelated macroeconomic problems; (b) inadecuate data processing andstorage capabilities and performance; (c) inadecuate capabilitiescarrying out needed analyses and the formulation of alternative 
for 

policies,and (d) inadeauate management procedures and organizationaleffectiveness, including cooperation among relevent GRZ entities involved

in the policymaking prccess.. 

ZATFID I has been helping the MIZ address these constraints. 4uch progress has been made during the last few years, with increasedavailability and utilization of informa'tion and improved procedures in
analysis, planning and maragement 
 in NCDP and M.&D noted in zhe "ZAT.7-Impact Assessment and Institutional Analysis" (Annex G). Considering theimprovements in agricultural pricing and marketing that hav- been madesince 1980 and their aparent effect of increased production, it is clear
that considerable progress has also been made toward a more coherent and
effective agricultural strategy and in stimulating investment in theagricultural sector. This progress should be greatly accelerated whenthe recently agreed-upon reforms involving maize and fertilizer pricing

and marketing* are implemented.
 

The GRZ has undertaken a comprehensive and far-reaching set of economicreforma during the last few years. -n fact, the =ace of change may beginto outstrip government's ability deal with any social and economicproblems -hey may engender and the 
to 

consequent need for detailed andwell-designed supporting measures. 
 These reforms have included theforeign exchange auction system, the elimination of all controls oninterest rates, the effective decontrol of all commodity prices exceptmaize and fertilizer, and continued wage restraints. Also i=nortant arecommitments to end the 'IA4oard arastatal monopoly in maize andfertilizer markets and to allow the prices of those commodities tof _uctmae "withLi r economic rarge determined by border priceecuivalents. The GRZ has thus adozted, or agreed to adopt within -he
nezt tio years, virtually all 7he ma.jor agricultural zricinz andmarketing policy reforms (including the institution of a realiszicforeign exchange 
rate througn *which commodity :rices are related to 
world
 
market values) so far recommended by AZ7D, the World Bank and the 
 .
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The next few years, therefore, will be a period of consolidation, of
refinement of the major policy reforms already approved, and of learning
to manage the implemehtation of these reforms. It will also be a period
reatiiring careful monitoring of the effects of new policies on different 
groups within the society and on the economy, of subsidiary policy

adjustments in response to policy impacts, afid of designing andimplementing measures 
to ease the transition period for those most
adversely affected. At the same time, the GRZ should also be encouraging
renewed investment in agriculture and other employment- and
 
export-generating activities. 
 Ultimately, more emphasis will also have
to be placed on the design and execution of agricul.tural projects which
address non-policy constraints and problem areas, and on determining

their most effective priority order.
 

Whereas foreign donors have been important participants in the design and
rationalization of the major policy reforms adopted to 
date, their
 
analysis and advice will play a somewhat smaller role during the period

of consolidation. 
 The details and timing of policy refinements and
 
supporting measures will have to 
account for cultural and political

.factors peculiar to 
the Zambian context, and be undertaken by Zambians,

with others in a supporting (but collaborative) position. Success will
depend on the cuality of Zambian data generation, processing and
 
analytical efforts, 
in support of improved Zambian policy formulation and
decision making. The continuation of the ZATPID effort to 
improve Zambian
 
institutional capacity to 
perform these functions therefore assumes added
 
importan.ce.
 

The ZATFID II PID design team proposed what was essentially a
 
continuation of the ZATPID I approach and made a conscious effort to 
"get
back to the original design" in ZATPID II, in order to better assure the
 
overall success of the effort. 
The intent in the PID was to 
provide

adecuate support to those institutions key to the policymaking process
and which must coordinate their efforts in that process 
-- to make it
effective and efficient. 
Even though they were included in the original

design of the first project, several of these institutions -- NAIBoard,

NCDP and MOF -- have not, for various historical reasons, received the
 
support anticipated under ZATPID I. 
Major support under ZATPID I has
 
been concentrated in MAWD/FD and CSO.
 

The ECPR guidance, transmitted in 85 STATE 274279 (see Annex A),

expressed concern about the management burden on USAID of supporting so
 many different institutions, and the likelihood of limited project impact.

in doing do. 
 It zuggested that "the most appropriate ZATFID II project
design...may involve selection of a smaller number of institutions on

which to focus assistance and/or assistance to 
institutions on an

as-needed basis." (para.4). 
 The ECPR also recommended a thorough review
 
of the policymaking process and of the institutions involved in it, in

order to provide a sounder basis for selection of institutions and

reauired support. 
The "ZATPID Impact Assessment and Institutional

Analysis" was undertaken to provide additional inputs into the design of
 
ZATFID II. 
 It proposed a conceptual distinction among policy

formulation, planning, policy implementation and program execution,
 
suggesting that ZATFID II restrict its support to 
the first two. This
 
distinction, and the findings of the assessment team concerning the
 
policymaking process and the institutions and linkages key to 
it, provide
 

http:importan.ce
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a useful rationale for focussing the project on four key institutionsinvolved in agricultural policy formulation and planning, namely the core
group of MAMD/PD, NICDP, CSO and HOP. NUEoard and UOC, which areinvolved more in implementation and execution, will receive some
short-term technical assistance and training improveto their ability tomanage a successful implementation process, and RLS3 will receive sometraining and short term technical assistance to further improve its
ability to conduct surveys and analyses, but they will not receive major
support from tHis project. (The Agricultural Economics (B.S.) degree
program at UNZA will be considered for possible additional support under
the Zambia Agricultural Research (ZAMARE) Project (611-0201), instead of
continued support under ZATPID 
-- see Annex K.) This overall approach
should serve to maximize the project's impact on agricultural policy

making processes and institutions.
 

The ECPR guidance also suggested that "the focus of the ZATPID 11 Project
should be on aspects of agricultural policy which deserve attention
and/or reform. Once these are identified, a number of analytical studies
will be undertaken by Zambian institutions ..... 
The staff resources which
are strengthened by training and participation in the studies will
result, in turn, in the development of particular institution(s)...the
selection of studies will determine which institutions will be assisted
throgh staff development." (Pars. 2). 
 However, the assessment concluded
that the emphasis in the follow-on project should be on establishing
sustainable institutions for policy 'ormulation and planning. Althoughsome resources 
should be devoted to continued productLon of studies, more
attention should be paid to developing management systems and zrocedures,
to-training, and to institutional coordination. 

These suggestions and expressions of concern have been helpful toUSAID/Zambia and the design team in the final project design effort. 
The
project strategy proposed in this PP incorporates key elements of all
these inputs and has relied heavily on the "ZATFID Impact Assessment and

Institutional Analysis."
 

Four types of project outputs are anticipated, which are .ecuired to
assist the core policymaking institutions improve GRZ agricultural policy
formulation, sectoral planning and .management 
-- the purpose of the
project. These are:
 

Collaborative tolicy studies; 

Better collection, processing and analysis of appropriate data forformulating and implementing policy; 

Studies and plans for imprcved management sstems and procedures andfor institutional coordination;
 

Trained personnel in key analysis, management and decision -aking
positions.
 

The areas of Zambian agricultural policy most likely needing conti'nued
 
attention and possibly further reform over the next seven yeari, and the
reasons therefore, as 
listed as Annex 1. They are likely to include, as
candidates for early attention under ZATPID I1: 
 pricing policy;
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development of a market information system; marketing policy; rural
non-farm small scale enterprise; private sector agribusiness ciiiate,
potential and ability to assume NAMBoard marketing functions;establishment and management of a National Grain Reserve; agriculturalcredit; fertilizer production, marketing, subsidies and use; effectsmacroeconomic trends and policies on agricultural development; 

of 
and,impact.of policy reforms on various social groups. Because of theevolving nature of the economic and political context within which policymust be determined, and because of its inherent complexity, particularlyin the wake of the major package of reforms currently being implemented,the list of priority areas for study must be kept flexible, and under the

:control of the GRZ's Project Executive Committee (FEC) for ZATPID II as
it assembles annual workplans.
 

ZATFID II will continue to take the collaborative problem-solvingapproach of ZATPID I. A major element in this approach is constituted byanalyses and studies of sub-sector and problem-areas that are carried outby GRZ officials with the assistance of resident advisors and short-termconsultants. These analyses and studies have two purposes: 1) to providefindings of immediate utility for policy; 2) to strengthen GRZ 

2-OX
 

http:impact.of


capabilities for data collection, processing, analysis and the
formulation of policy. 
 These studies and analytical procedures areadopted by the instittion in ouestion and thus become an integral part
of the policymaking and ultimate implementation process. 

The pressing needs which ZATPID II will address through its assistanceare for improved management systems and proceduresi better institutionalcoordination in policy analysis and formulation, and still bettercapacity to gez;erate and process the relevant data to analyze key probleareas, and to provide decision makers with well designed policy
alternatives. 

C. ProJect Elements and Inuts 

1. Ovqrview 

The ZATPID II Project inputs have been designed to emphasize professiona
staff training, both short and long term; to reduce the number oflong-term technical advisors, slotting those retained only for the "coreinstitutions involved in policy formulation; and to rely a little more
heavily on short-term technical assistance to fill specific needs as the,
arise.
 

The technical assistance and bothtraining, in-country and external, wil:provide the GRZ with resources to address the policy, human resources an.institutional constraints identified in the above sections. Residentadvisors in A.AWD/PD, "ICDP, and CSO, and short- term consultants, will "worwith the poic- institutions to: provide guidance in 1he collection,processing and analysis conductof data; policy studies; conduct
management studies; address organization and management issues; and
ccnduct or assist with local training courses, seminars and workshops ontopical and management issues. n-the-job training will be conducted
during the process of executing analyses and studies. Lcng rangeparticipant training will be provided to counterparts of the long termadvisors. Short term rxternal in-service training "ill be provided toGRZ professionals to augment specific skills. Long term advisors willalso identify training needs, make arrangements for training, and propose
specific short term technical assistance needs. 

The project will provide 27 person years of long term technicalassistance, with 7 advisors in country for vary.:g lengths of :ine. AMestimated 85 person months of short term technical assistance, 57 tersonyears of long term degree training, and 150 person months of short termtraining will be provided. Commodities to D'rchasedbe include computereauipment, books and learning materials, office eouinment, someaudio/visual training euirment, and vehicles. Counterpart funds,derived from non-project assistance, -will be obtained for -he support ofin-countr7 seminars, wor:.shors and training courses; constuctica of aconference facility at support for studies, including a fund topermit the GRZ to zontract for selected studies; and for additonaloperational costs incurred as the result of initiatives by projectechnical assistance. Readers should refer to section 7, below, COst 
Estimate and ?inancial Plan, for further detail on the project budget. 

21 
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2. Categories of Inauts 
a. Technical Assistance 

Critical to the acheivement of project outputs will be the provision ofappropriate technical assistance. Long term.advisors, as detailed below,
will represent a number of disciplines. Although project needs be
canstated in a general way during the design phase, final terms of referencefor these individuals should be reviewed and approved by the FEC.Although
some of the short term technical assistance, such as that to be provided
to CSO, can be configured with some detail at this point, much of it will
be specified only as GRZ staff 
of the re-levant institutions or ZATPID
long term advisors plan and proceed with the studies and other project
activities. Terms of reference for short term technical assistance
should also be reviewed and approved by the PEC. All advisors, long and

short term, will take a collaborative 
 problem solving approach and workclosely with Zambian staff in the institutions they are assisting, in the

conduct of policy and management studies, in conduct 
of seminars,
workshops and courses, and in day-to-day functioni at each institution.
 
In-country courses will address specific policy areas, planning issues

(for example, establishment of a rational 
project cycle, resource
allocation), organization and management, research and statistical

methodologies, and computer applications. It is anticipated 
 that many ofthe short term advisors will be individuals who return to Zambia more
than once or stay for relatively long periods (several month-,), in order
that their skills can be more effectively transferred to the relevant 
GRZ 
institutions and individuals. 

Both long term and short term advisors will spend a significant
proportion of their- time in the conduct Of specific studies. The

illustrative 
list of study areas has been addressed in section III. B.,
above and is included as Annex 
 I. Also, general criteria, related to
consistency with project objectives and with GRZ needs, will be applied

as studies are selected, planned and designed. These are more fully
discussed in the Technical Analysis, VII. B., 
below. The ZATFID II

approach is to maximize Zambian involvement in the choice and development
 
of studies.
 

b. Training
 

Short and long term external training will be important inputs to theinstitution building objectives of ZATPID II. For the most part, the

focus of long and short term training will be as 
it has been during
ZATPID I, that is, in the areas of agricultural economics, economics,
statistics, computer science, rural sociology, survey methods,
international development, and public policy. However, much more
emphasis will be given to management development in the second phase
project, and training is anticipated in such areas as public
administration and business management, for MAWD/FD and for staff 
involved in agricultural policy in the 
core institutions.
 

The record is impressive for ZATPID-funded trainees, 10 of which have 
returned to Zambia. Nine theof 10 are With the institutions which sent 
them, and occupy positions from which they can.influence policy. 
The
 
recent assessment of ZATPID I noted., however, that despite the 

22 
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accomplishments to date, there remains a keen shortage of skilledZambians in key positions. It will be important that long term 	 trainingcontinue to be provided to increase the skills of Zambians in priorityareas. The possibility that there may be some fallout, with a fewtrainees leaving government for positions in the private sector, has beenconsidered and taken into account in estimating training needs. Longterm 	 training under ZATPID II will be staggered through the life of
project and formally structured along counterpart lines much
as aspossible, to preclude any temporary weakening of institutional capacity.It will. also be coordinated with any training to be provided by other
donors. 

Although general needs for short term training can be identified a*t thistime, specific courses, training sites and individuals for training willbe identified collaboratively as the project proceeds, since specificneeds will relate to particular deficiencies identified by the technicaladvisors, and the particular management concerns and policy forareasstudy which will emerge during the life of the project. Also, it is
anticipated that institutions other than MMD/FD, which do not have
de.tailed training plans at this time, will develop them during the early
part of the project. 

c. 	 Data Processing Ecuitment 

One of the project's major areas of output will be better collection,
processing and analysis of appropriate data for formulatin-g end
implementing policy. Reviews conducted under ZAT7fD I f'or CS0 and .. T,
and reviews of the situation by the 'ATPID 1i PID team, the 
 imractassessment team and the Project Pa;er design team reaffirm that a keyinput to achieve this will beobjective additional and/or improved dataprocessi:.g eauipment and software. Ttems imported as a part of ZATFIDhave 	begun to fill a pressing need, -and are appropriately used. 
1 

Furtherreouirementa for increased computer capacity have been 	 identified jo nttywith 	 the GRZ, and exact specifications will 	 take into account assessmentof existing capacity, planned uses, overall need and comatibili:y. Theneeds of CSO in this area are greater than other institutions, given itsmandate for national statistics and its current constraints. In the caseof CSO, the design team agrees strongly with the recommendation made inthe impact assessment that short term technical assistance be brought infrom AIDA,./SE/Ip4/ or elsewhere to define needs. For the otherinstitutions, short term assistance will 	be brought in as needed. 

3. The Aaricultural Policy Institutions 

a. 	 of Agriculture andWater 
_eNvelorment/Plannng -:ivislon (.AW ,D./?D) 

ZATFID II will sup.part a broad program of assistance to M.A-ID, includizztechnical assistance, both long and short zarm; degree training; shortterm training; and -rocurement of mncrocommutar ecuizment, officematerials, training materials, and some furnishings. Acivities "ill
include improvement of data .n-thc-jobcuality; 	 training in aralysis andagriculture policy concerns; 3eminars and workshops on research 
methodologies, com.-uteruse, policy issues, and management; managementstudies; increased information dissemination; and establishment of a 
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monitoring and evaluation system. Much of the training material andfurnishings will be provided to the planned conference and resource
facility, which will be constructed near the RAWD headauarters buildingusing counterpart funds made available through the project. Counterpartfunds will also be made available to contract for studies and analyseslocally, to RBSB or private organizations, in order to enhance the
breadth and 
 number of analyses produced f.or MAWD/PD. 

Three long term personnel will be provided, for a total of 17 personyears. The configuration and number of people is based or a firm requestby MAWD/PD. A senior person, who should be the contractor's chief ofparty, will work directly with and advise the Director of the PlanningDivision,.particularly on overall management issues, and work with the
Project Analysis and Implementation Section as well (see below). This person should be a social scientist with experience in organizational
management, and with a strong financial background. By section, project
personnel will include: 

(1)One person in the Sectoral Policy Analysis Section. This personwill continue the work on key sectoral policy issues begun in ZATPID

I, including marketing and pricing, and also provide outreach
assistance on marketing issues (as developed in the annual
workplans) to NAHBoard and the Ministry of Cooperatives. An
agricultural economist who is strong in the field of marketing will
 
be required.
 

(2) One person in the Prcduction and ,!arketing Section. 
 This person
will be charged with assisting M4AWD/PD in its program of smaller

scale surveys of the agricultural population. The Director of
MAWD/PD is particularly interested 'in examining 
 contributions toproduction and agricultural income by different household members,and in the role of women in agricultural production. The surveys
undertaken by this section should provide one key source 
of
information on the socioeconomic impact of different policy changes,

and on the continuing constraints at the level of the householdwhich should be addressed at the national policy level. 
 Studies arelikely to include costs of production and household decision making.This position requires a social scientist (rural sociologist,
agricultural economist or anthropologist) with experience inconducting agricultural and social surveys and relating them to
 
policy formulation.
 

(3) The person who assists the Project Analysis and Implementation
Section will work to establish an overall system of monitoring and
evaluation for all agricultural projects, and will train staff to
implement it. Monitoring and evaluation is a new but very importantmandate for MA,D/PD, and establishment of such a system is requiredof a rational planning process in agricultfire. The person in this

position can also assist with (1) efforts to 
rationalize the overall

agricultural project cycle, (2) the management of different donor
inputs., and (3) along with colleagues in NCDP, the analysis of

investment alternatives in agriculture. Activities 
undertaken in
this section can include in-depth anthropological fieldwork as 
well
 
as broader surveys to address policy and program impact on target 
groups.
 

2LIx 
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Master's level degree training will be provided for 9 individuals,
according to the already-developed XND/PD training plan. Short termtraining for !11AWD/FD staff (35 person months) and short term technicalassistance (15 person months) will be in a wide range of agricultural,
development and management topics, and will include public
administration. 
 All training will be consistent with the already
developed MAWD/ED staff training plan. 

X&D/PD will, as a result of this assistance, have improved analyticalcapability; contribute effectivelymore to agricultural policymaking on.the basis of analysis; have improved monitoring, evaluation and planningability; and, in general, have a much stronger instittional basis toachieve its mandate, including institutional ties to ZTCDP, MOP, NOC and
CSC. 

b. 
National Commission for Develoruent Planninz ('TCDP) 

Activities will be similar to those undertaken in M1AD/PD, and willinclude improvement of data ouality for sectoral planning and investmentpolicy; on-the-job training in data processing and analysis, statisticaland financial procedures; seminars and workshops on sectoral and regonalplanning and policy issues; and policy and management studies. 'ost of3TCDP's in-country seminars and workshops cross institutional and
disciplinary boundaries, and develop channels for communication i-rortantto overall allocation of development resources. Long shortterm and termadvisors will interact closely with Zambian staff and ZAT.D advisors in
XAW D/PD. It is important to, note that "ZA.PID Z support will comclement
major support to 
NCDP from the V'orld 3ank (see II.C., above, Other'
 
Donors).
 

ZATPID I. will provide one long term (four year) advisor to the Sectoral
Planning department, the unit of LCDP charged with analysis of resourceallocations to the agriculture sector and coordination with NZID. The
Sectoral Planning staff of economists analyze and negotiate A&D's budget
submissions. Short term technical- assistance (1U person months) will be
provided to this department and to the departments for Investment Policy
and Regional Planning. Degree training in economics will be provided to

3 individuals. 
 A total of 32 person months of short term training is
budgeted. Relatively greater r1evels of short term training and technicalassistance are planned for 1CD and this is intended to orcvideadditional oporvranities for external and in-country tr-aning of s:aff inthe Investment Policy and Regional Planning divisions, as well asSectoral Planning, whose responsibilities relate to agriculture. Fundsfor two microcomputers and some learning materials and office eauipment 
are budgeted. 

As 
a result of ZAT-J II support, JTCP will have improved analytical

caacity; strengthened coordination with IzAFD/PD in developingagricultural policy and resource priorities and in considering the i=racrof macroeconomic -olcies in the agricultural sector; bettercommunications with the nation concerning agricultural zolicies and theirimract; and an overall improvement in plannU.g capacity with reference
the agricultural sector. 

to 
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a. Ministry of Finance (11OF) 

Funds are budgeted for 11 person months termof short technical
assistance to work along with Zambian personnel and provide in-country
training in budget analysis, financial analysis and economics.
Assistance will probably include analysis of-agricultural programs,
expenditure analysis, economic planning, balance of payments analysis,
public finance and fiscal- policy, and budgetary policy in relation toagricultural policy. In-country short training willterm also beprovided in computer applications. Long term degree training (3 persons:
will be prcvided in economics and development studies/public finance.Short term training (36 Person months) will be provided in agricultural
economics, to familiarize staff economists with policy issues in
agriculture, and in such 
areas as computer programming, expenditure
impact analysis, public expendibure planning, analysis of economic policyissues, and auantitative methods, according to a detailed MOF plan.Some short term training may also be provided in public adminijtration

and management. Funds for two microcomputers, a vehicle, and various
 
training materials are included.
 

ZATFID II assistance will help the Ministry of Finance realize improved
functions related to allo-cation and use of ftnancial resources for °
 
agriculture, including strengthening the expenditure monitoring control
and reporting system, and the analysis of impact of agricultural policy
shifts on the budget and the economy The determination of effective useof allocated resources for agriculture will also be enhanced.Strengthened sectoral capacity in MOF is important given the greatly

increased national emphasis on agriculture. The MOP will also realize
improved coordination with the departments 
 of NCDP involved in
agriculture sector planning, and with MAWD. 

d. The Central Statistics Office (CSO) 

Support will follow the program laid out in the current PASA with theU.S. Bureau of the Census for ZATPID I. That document presents a 5 yearprogram, but only a portion of it will be funded with ZATFID I funds.The rest will be picked up under ZATPID II, and will include long and 
short term technical assistance, long and short term training andcommodity support, in the general areas of surrey/census design and the
development of procedures. for data collection, processing and analysis. 

Two long term advisors will be provided, for a total of 7 person years.The current data processing advisor position will continue in order to
assist CSO establish a fully functioning data processing center. TheBUMN PASA will include a survey manager/census advisor, who will work
with CSO counterparts for planning, implementation and analy.3is of theagriculture and demographic surveys, and 1990 census planning. Thisperson will also coordinate the work of BUCEN short term statis-icians,
systems analysts, data processing experts and mathematical 
statisticians. Sixteen person months of short term assistance is
budgeted. Short term advisors will provide on 
the job training and
wdrkshops, according to the general plan laid out in the PASA document.
Long term training (3 persons) and short term training (17 person months) 
will be provided to CSO staff in such as surveyareas methods,
agricultural statistics, demographic statistics, computer science, and 
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data processing. Commodity support ill include computer ecuipaent -- tobe specified in final following review bya consultant -- and training
materials..
 

ZATPID 1I support will improve the timely collection, processing andanalysis of data and application of survey methods at CSO. The projectwill assist CSO in its establishment of a data processing centar and *acontinuous process of census and su-rey design, implementation anddissemination of findings. Comunications and coordination with user.' GRZagencies, especially those involved inagricultural planning and policy,will increase through workshops, seminars and regular inter-institut.Icna!discussions, as will assistance to users tothese interpret CSO data

.rinistry of Cooneratives (.OC) and ITAOBoard 
The Ministry of Cooperatives (previously parta of MAifD) and :T~Aoard (aparastatal administratively under MAWfD) will receive assistance in keyareas of arketing'policy. Also, both institutions will have toaccessthe skills of the marketing advisor placed in eIfD/PL, and willcollaboizate with IAD/-D in conduct of policy studies related tomarketing issues. 
 in addition, both institutons'will be receivi=g
support from other donors, and in the case of :.OC, other support toinstitution may come from theUSAIDl via a different mechanism. The ZAr Ii
assistance to these institutions is fully complementary to other sources 
of assistance. 

Short tern technical assistance (I0 person months) and shorttraining, particularly in management term
(I0person months), a microc,.-vuterand learning aterials will be .arovided toin-country training. 

the ICC, along with funds forZATPID II assistance will improve :iOC managementand planning capacity for cooperative support, and its coordination with
'IAWD/PD in the 
areas of pricing and marketing olic.
 

AMoard will receive short term technical assistance (-8 person months),
short term training (11 person months), one microcomputer, and funds for
in-country training. This assistance will help YAMBoard with foodgrain
projections and monitoring, Lnd assist it to establish and manage a
national foodgrain reserve.
 

As 
a result of ZATHD support, both 3rganizations w.I be better able :o
manage new respionsibilities related to markceting, especially given the
impacts of lifting the NIA!Board monopoly and the liberalization ofagricultural markets in Zambia as part of recent and ongoing policy

develorments. 

f. Rural DevelctmentStudies ?urea: ( 
 )/tJUzA 

R:S3, administratively a rart of the University of Zambia, will receve
short and long :erm :raining and short termsome tec.mical assistance an-ndwill also be provided a microcomputor, a vehicle, office and learningeouipment, and counterpart funds for studies, in-country training and
same operating costs. in addition, R3B should benefit from ZAT-IDsu.port to aID/?D in two ways: (I)particization in seminars, w'orksho.s
 
and courses in such areas as 
research methodologies, com.uter use, and
 
policy issues; and (2) 
contracts from :,IAD/PD to undertake sreclfic
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studies on its own or in collaboration with PD analysts. As a result of
ZATPID II support, RDSB will be better able to 
carry out special

agricultural surveys and analyses, to continue its investigations into
the nature and constraints of the rural non-farm small scale enterprise

sector, and to serve future GRZ needs for such studies and analyses.
ZATPID I has strengthened the linkage between U17ZA and RDSB, on the one

hand, and M'AD/PD. This linkage will be strengthened during ZATPID I,
 
as will University linkages with CSO.
 

4. Flexibility and Collaboration
 

As has been discussed in the preceding pages and sections, many project
details will be decided on an annual basis and collaboratively between

M AID, the contractor, and the GRZ. 
 This flexibility is built into the

project because, while constraints and needs can be identified in a
 
general sense at this 
time, it is not possible to identify,the best mix
and timing of inputs to address these identified constraints. The PP
team has identified institutional weaknesses by institution, as well as
 
areas of agricultural policy which will reouire attention over the life
 
of project. 
This has formed the basis for designing long term technical
assistance and training inputs for each institution. However, the exact

configuration of short term consultancies, short term training, and in
 
country training will be finalized on an annual basis using an iterative
 
process, in which needs 
are defined as better understanding is gained of
the management and policy problems of concern, and as the GRZ steps up

the pace of change in unanticipated areas -- or slows it down in others
 
-- in response to the sociopolitical envi7.,onment.
 

Cooperation between USAID, the GRZ and the contractor in -roject

implementation will be maintained through the Project Executive Committee

-and regular communications between the ZATPID II institutions. 
The
 
activities of the FEC are more 
fully descr'ibed in thp laplementation

Plan, V., below. The PEC assures formal involvement of GRZ entities in
 
approving studies, technical assistance and training, and increases

forward planning and GRZ participation in the overall project.

Collaborative mechanisms built into the project, and their broader role
 
in increasing institutional collaboration and contributing to

achievement of project purpose, 

the
 
are further discussed in the Technical
 

Analysis, VII.B., below.
 

IV. 
 COST ETIMATE AND FINANCIAL PLAN
 

A. AID Input
 

Table 1 shows a brerokdown of the total project costs for both AID and the

GRZ. See Annex D. Budget Backup, for explanation of the basis of

calculations. The budget includes 
costs by input and by institution or
each year of the project. Ail cost estinates are based on known current
 
'prices, and a contingency factor of 7 percent is used. 
 Inflation is

calculated at 5 percent (compounded) for AID costs. '(Costs for project

support by USAID/Zambia's Project Support Unit (ESU) are built into costs
 
for technical assistance.)
 

Z y 
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The total cost to AID, including contingency and inflation, ,ill be411,113,000. By type of input, costs are as follows: long term technicalassistance, 15,010,00, or 46 percent; short term technical assistance,$1,275,000, or 11 percent; training, $2,390,000, or 21 percent;commodities, 4675,C00, 6 percent.or Administrative and monitoring costs'ill be $100,000, or 1 percent. Contingency'and inflation (compounded)for all years will be 4,673,0C0, or 15 percent of the total. The lineitem for project administration ad evaluation includes funds for the
mid-term and final evaluations, funds to hire 
an administrative assistantto the chief of party, and funds for a vehicle for this person. 

Table 2 is 
a summary of project costs by project element, showing a
breakdown by'each institution: the "core" institutions"MXID/PD, NCDP, 
 CSOand H0F, as well as N{AIMBoard, HOC and UNA (RDSB). 91 percent of AIDcosts in the project are going to the core institutions. 

Table 2: Costing of Project Elements 
(in $000) 

H/C
 
Institution AID(FT.) MID (LC)- Regular- %ud~st 

MAT DI/PD 
.. 

8 
.. 

0 "600
 
ZTMD? 4395 1035-60HoF 
 675 170 
 C0
NCD P 1475 210 360CS0 
 2065 315 360 

NAboard 205 65 120.OC 
 245 165 300RXB(=7A) 38o 290 
 130
 

SUBTOTAL 
 9440 2250 
 2520
Contingency and Inflation 
 1673 613 
 947
 

TTAL 
 11113 2863 3467
 

*To be generated from AM CIP and Program grants.
Llote: Project administration/moni:oring/evaluation costs are built into
 
3stimate for MX.rD/PD.
 

rt is planned that t2.0 million will be obligated in FYl19E7. The•emalander of funds are planned to be obligated as follows: 
 7Yl9LS, 43.1
illion; FT1e9, . million; FM.990, $3.0 million. 
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A projectionOf expenditures by fiscal year is shown in Table 3, 

Table 3:" Expenditures by Fiscal Year
 
(in*000)
 

H/C

Fiscal Year AID CTP (LC) Regular Budget
 

1987 716 392 360
 
1988 2058 590 360
 
1989 2150 393 
 360
 
1990 1842 335 360
 
1991 1371 250 360
 
1992 827 200 360
 
1993 476 90 360
 

Subtotal 9440 2250 2520
 
Contingency/Inflation 1673 613 947
 

TOTAL 11113 
 2863 3467
 

B. GRZ InDut
 

The GRZ input consists of counterpart funds and host country

contributions from the regular budget. 
See Annex D, Budget Backup, for
further detail on budgeted items. An inflation rate of 10 percent

(compounded) and a contingency of 7 percent has been used in compiling

these estimates. The total for counterpart funds will be the local
 
currency equivalent of $2,863,000. These funds will be used for
 
in-country training ($635,000), construction ($4C0,000), project

administration and monitoring ($125,000) and other costs 
(1,090,000).

The "other costs" item includes funds for support of studies (including

contracting locally); local cost support of project personnel and
 
vehicles; graduate student trainee research; and per diem, fuel and other
 
operating costs to permit participating GRZ institutions, with the
 
existing pool of staff, to work effectively with project technical
 
assistance. The remaining host country countribution represents annual
 
contributions by institution'from budgeted salaries for trainees, office 
space and administrative support, existing levels of per diem, travel and
 
vehicle support, and other items provided to project activities as part

of already-budgeted operating costs. 
This item totals the local currency
 
equivalent of $3,467,000.
 

The recurrent cost implications-of project support are examined in the
 
Economic Analysis, VII. C., below. However, it is important tb note here
 
that the majority of the host country input represents costs which will
 
be budgeted by the GR7 for activities related to agricultural policy

making and planning, many of which are a continuation of activities
 
Initiated under ZATPID 1. Counterpart funds represent additional GRZ
 
resources applied to ZATPID II, given its priority at this time. 
 The

'other costs" item from the counterpart funds represents added costs
 
needed by each institution in order to function effectively, given the.
 
increased level of activity generated by project technical assistance.
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V. rPMETATIN PLANr 

A. GRZ Resonsibilities 

The primary GRa institution responsible for tmplementation of the "ATPID1I project is to be the Xinistry of Agriculture and Water Development,Planning Division (MAOD/FD). Implementation will reauire regularcoordination of project activities between MAWD/PD and HOF, 11CDP, CSO,and other institutions receiving ZATPD support, including M.OC, NAI-oard,and RDSB(UA). Active participation of representatives from theseinstitutions will be critical to successi'.l implementation of the project, 

GRZ coordination of ZATPID 11 activities will be through the Project
Executive Committee (MEC) established 
during ZATFID I to provide a meansto coordinate and-aprove actions necessary to implement the project.The Director of Mt&D/FD heads this fully-functioning committee, and otherinstitutions with representatives on it include NCDP, MOF, RDSB/UIZA, the
Contractor, and USAID. 

The FEC reviews annual project workplans based on proposals by eachinstitution, and- coordinates and assures the avproval of the workplan byeach committee member. The worklans for ZATPD I will set forthplanned short and termlong training, studies, in-country training, andshort term technical assistance. Training proposals reviewedare -instgeneral criteria and compared with each institution's training plan.EC reviews and approves candidates for long term training and nay 
The 

recommend specific ty7es of training and training site, The :-C
 approves the terms of reference for each major study. 
 erresponsibilities of the FEC are to assure GRZ funding for projectactivities and GRZ supporting actions such as provision of counterarts,survey personnel, supplies and transport. The FEC will also be involvedin developing and approving evaluation plans, will participate in reviewof evaluations, and -will, in general, review the progress of the project. 
The GRZ has provided inputs (trainees, salary support, office space) in a
timely fashion during the implementation of ZATPID 1. Communications 
 areregular and working relationships excellent between those GRZinstitutions involved in ZATFID I and MAZ/Zambia. This condition
expected to continue through implementation of ZATFTD t.is 

is
 

impc-tant to note that adeauate counterpart support to the technicalassistance team will be critical to successfuil imzlementa'ion of ZATFE.11. The current head of ,IAWD/?D, as chairman of the FEC and Directorasof M&AD/PD, is taking steps to ensure that technical assistants will beprovided appropriate counterparts and that sound counterpartrelationships -will be maintained (e.g., he has recently appointedpermanent sec7ion chiefs, who will in turn be responsible for designating
and maintaining appropriate counterpart relatnnhips ",i-hin theirrespective staffs.). 

B. USATD and Contractor Res onsibilities 

Primary responsibility for overall project management will be with "he 
A-D Director in Zambia. The project manager thewill be GeneralDevelopnent Officer, who will coordinate activities of contractorthe annthe BUCEIT PASA team and maintain liaison •wlh -IAfD/PD and with other GRZ 
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institutions. USAID will also interact with GRZ and the contractor
through participation on the FEC, and be actively involved in developmen.
of the annual workplan and review of prQject progress. 

The Commodity Vanagement Officer will assist with commodity procurementmatters. The USAID Training Officer will prbvide backstopping assistancefor long term and short term training. REDSO/ESA will provide legal,
contracting, and periodic project backstopping. Logistic support for 
contractor staff and many project activities will provided byUSAID/Zambia's Project Support Unit (PSU). The PSU is an administrative 
office established at USAID/Zambia to provide logistical support to allUSAID proje'cts. The BSU performs a variety of general services 
functions, including procurement, real property management, motor pool
management, housing maintenance, and non-expendable property management. 

The majority of project activities will be implemented through a contract
with a private institution. The contractor will provide appropriate long
term and short term .technical assistance to the key ZATPID II
institutions, provide placement support toand services long and shortterm trainees, review commodity needs, and, if so decided by USAI),
undertake a proportion of the commodity procurement (see E. below). -The
contractor's chief of party will supervise the long term technicalassistance provided to XAWD/PD, NCDP, and CSO and "willcoord'nate closely
with the GRZ, primarily through the PEC, and with the USALD Project

Manager, to ensure proper completion of items as planned and progress

toward project 
outputs. The project includes counterpart funds for a
locally-hired Administrative Assistant to the contractor's chief of
 
party, to assist with administrative matters. 

C.. Counternart Funds 

Counterpart funds, generated under the program assistance components ofUSAID/Zambia's portfolio (e.g., CIP programs and Program Grants) will be

made available in direct support of project activities. Counterpart

funds will be provided for: in-country seminars, workshops and training

courses; 
 selected studies; operational costs and project administration;
and construction of a conference and resource facility at MAWD
headauarters. Disbureement cf counterpart funds to those entities

charged with implementation of the above activities will be 
 made inconformity 'with the procedures as agreed upon by the GRZ and USAID, which
became effective March 27, 19E6. 

Funds reauired for conference facility construction will be releasedthe Bank of Zambia to MAWD/PD, and domiciled in a dedicated special 
from 

account of MAWD/PD's choice, controlled by the Project Eecutive 
Committee Chairman.
 

Funds reauired for seminars, workshops, training, operational costs andproject administration will be released from the BOZ in conformity with
the annual work plan drawn up and approved by the Project ExecutiveCommittee on an annual basis. These funds will be deposited into a

dedicated s.ecial account under tife joint control of the PEC Chairman and 
the 00OP. 
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D. Contracting for Services 

The majority of reouired services for project implementation will beprovided by a U.S. institution through a direct AID contract. Consistentwith the recommendation made in the ECFR for. the PID, competition will beopen. It is important to point out that, although ZATPID I has beenimplemented through cooperativea agreement with a U. S. University,universities have no uniue experience in a project such as this, whichcombines studies and analyses with management develotment in governmentpolicymaking, planning and financial institutions. 

The design team considered the advisability of using performanceincentive contracting for ZATPID 1I, but decided that it would not beappropriate in this case. First, given the rapidly changing policy andeconomic environment in Zambia, it is very likely that' factors outside 
A.D or the contractor's control could affectcontractor performance of project implementation andtargetted accomplishments. Second, the projectdesign incorporates a great deal of flexibility in setting of annualtargets in certain key areas (e.g. studies), thus making it eifficult toset forth discrete and measurable performance targets in the contract. 

For ZATPID I, it will be important that the contractor's chief of zartyhave project implementation exrerience in Africa, preferably involvinginstitutional develo ment and policy analysis in the agricultur a
sector. All long term technical assistance should bring appropriate
development e:cperience (preferably in Africa) Zambia. contractorto Themust be able to have to wide ofaccess a range experts in agriculturalpolicy, planning, agriculuzral marketing, economics and a-ri cu2 tural
economics, social science 
 applications, public administration, andfinancial and organization management. Since UDMA will not receivesupport in ZATFID I as one of the core policy institutions, the minorproject activities to be supported at UNZA do not re-uire assistancethrough a university for this as.pect. An outline of possible futureassistance to isLRIZA contained in a letter, dated 4 March 1986, thefromUSAID Director to the Deputy Vice Chancellor of the University of Zambia

( Annex K).
 

Ideally, at least one representative of the contractor' s technicalassistance team should be on site by '!ay 1987 or before, in order tooverlap with the team for ZAT.- D _ and ensure an orderly trensition.The current cooperative agreement ends in June 1987 (the project's RACDis June 30, 1987), and at least one team member will remain through i.ay.Although PP review is scheduled for June of 19E5, the project will not beauthorized and the Grant Agreement signed until early PY 1987. Givenhese timing constraints, it recommended the designis by team that thetendering process initiatedbe prior to project authorization, and assoon as possible after review and approval of the PP. The IF? -willindicate, 4-n this :ase, That the contrac-: is subject to finalautnoriza-ion, signing of -he Project Agreemen;, and availability of
funds. 

The Central Statistical Office %CSO) will be provided technical
assistance through ?.ASAa .,ith the U.S. Bureau of the Census (3UC-:1).
conformance with Handbook 12, Chapter 1B2, the design team has examinedthe Justification for using a U. S. government entity in this case. 

I 
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First, the technical assistance is required. CSO's data collection,

processing and analysis activities, with which BUCEN will assist, provide

nationwide socioeonomic stati.stics which are required input'to the
 
analytical activities undertaken by 1XAWD/PD and other institutions.
 
Without assistance to CSO in conjunction with other project activities,

the project would not achieve its purpose. Secondly, BUCEN's facilities
 
are particularly and uniquely suited for this technical assistance.
 
Support is to be provided through the International Statistical Programs

Center (ISPC) of the U.S. Census Bureau, which has demonstrable U.S.
 
experience in the design and implementation of national censuses and
 
large scale national surveys. This experience is already being tapped

for support through a PASA under ZATP*D I. Furthqrmore, BUCEN is the
 
U.S. institution analagous to the CSO, in that CSO is responsible for
 
Zambia's national censuses and statistics and for intergovernmental

coordination of requi d data collection and analysis. BUCEN is not in
 
competition with the private sector for the provision of these 
technical

services, and in fact has clear superiority to the private sector, as
 
only a government institution of this type would be suited to assist in

such an area, and transfer similar institutional expertise to the GRZ.
 
Finally, BUCE's services and facilities can be made available without
 
unduly interfering with its domestic programs, especially as the support

is to be provided through a branch of the organization charged with
 
conducting international activities. It is important to point out, as
 
well, that BUCEN support provided to ZATPID I to date has been
 
excellent. The choice of such a PASA arrangement is clearly appropriate
 
in this case.
 

The design team has reviewed options for participation of Gray Amendment
 
entities in the implementation of the project, including through joinventures or subcontracts with larger firms and/or institutions. The
 
USAID/Zambia mission director certifies, by submission of this PP, that
 
the Project's procurement plan was developed with full consideration of
 
maximally involving such organizations in the provision of required goods

and services and that the project is appropriate for minority or Gray

Amendment contracting. Involvment of minority or Gray Amendment
 
organizations will be determined through the procedures for open

competition and the selection criteria included in the RFP. 
 The CBD
 
notice and the RFP for this activity will contain the following statement:
 

"AID encourages the participation to the maximum extent possible of
 
small business concerns, small disadvantaged business concerns, and

women-owned small business concerns in this activity as prime 
contractors or subcontractors in accordance with Part 19 of the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation. In this respect, it is anticipated

that AID will make every reasonable effort to identify and make
 
maximum practicable use of such concerns. 
All selection evaluation
 
criteria being found equal, the participation of such concerns may

become a determining factor for selection."
 

E. Commodity Procurement
 

The authorized source and origin for procurement is Geographic Code 000
 
and Zambia. Commodities will be received and cleared through customs by

the USAID/Zambia Project Support Unit. The procurement of required
 
commodities isdiscussed below:
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Vehicles: 
Vehicles to be procured incude 4 eight-passenger station
wagons for an estimated total of *50,00, and 5 four-wheel drive
passenger vehicles (long wheel base for an estimated total of $80,000.Host countr7 procurement procedures have been reviewed and found'to be
acceptable by AID procurement personnel. However, todue concernsrelated to project management and contractor effectiveness, USAID/Zambia
prefers to procure vehicles directly. Vehicle'procurement will be underthe Agency-wide blanket waiver for right hand drive vehicles under 11,000pouchds. 
 in the even that this waiver lapses and is not reinstated to
permit timely procurement in theFY 87, necessaz waiver is attached in 

Annex L. 

Computer Equipment: Requirements are for (1) 
one minicomputer at an
estimated cost of $200,000, (2) eleven microcomputers for'an est 
 eated
total of $110,000, and (3) upgrading of existing systems and hardware at
an estimated value of $65,00. 
 As part of the scope of work, the
technical assistance contractor may be required to 
assess the existing
facilities and capabilities of GRZ agencies participating in the project
and recommend exact configurations and models best suited to achieve
project objectives. 
 Computer equipment purchases will be cleared as

reouired with X/SER/I11%. 

USAID/Zambia intends to include a statement in the RFP such t.at
contractors may be 
required to procure project commodities, and that
contractors must submit their procurement qualifications and a fee
schedule along with their proposals. If the contractor selected to
marage the project appears unqualified *or too expersive to procure the
required equipment, the work will be assigned 
to a procurement serices
 
agent under one of the AID IQC'S.
 

Books and Periodicals: 
 When exact requirements have been determined
by the contractor, books will be procured through the IQC with 4.eAmerican Overseas Book Company, or its successor, per a purchase order
issued by USAID/Zambia. Periodicals will be procured by the TA
contractor with subscription costs beto reimbursed under the contract. 

Conference Facility/Librar7 Equipment: 
 Requirements are: (1)
each slide projector, one
sound projector and projector screen at anestimated cost of $2,270; (2) 
two photocopies at an estimated total of
$7,600, (3) one public address system, complete with microphone, mizer,amplifier and speakers, at an estimated $1,500, and (4±) one eachmulti-system video cassette recorder, multi-system television and camera
with accessories at an eszinated total of S4,CO. 
This equinmenz vill be
procured by the TA contractor or an ZQC PSA (same foras the computerequipment). 
 A waiver to procure the public address system, audiovisual
equipment and photocopiers from Geographic Code 935 countries is included 

in Annex L. 

F. Prooosed Schedule of Activities 

Date 
 Action
 

?0roJect0,86 Paper reviewed and approved

8/86 Preparation of RFP
 
9186 CSD Notice/Solic"tation of Prooosals
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Date Action 

10/86 Project Authorization 
11/86 Grant Agreement Signed

11/86 Conditions Precedent Diet
11/86 Overall local Currency Agreement Signed with GRZ
 

11/86-2/87 Proposal submission and review; contractor selection;
negotiations.
 

2/87 Contract signed

5/87 First contractor team member arrives
 
6/87 PACD for ZATPID I 

8/87 Full teamcontractor in-country

8/87 First long term trainee departs

8/87 
 First short term trainee departs


12/87 First in-country training given
 

12/87 PEC Prepares Annual Workplan

1/88 LC Funding Released for Year
 

10/88 Annual Internal Review
 
12/88 EEC Prepares Annual orkplan

1/89 LC Funding Released for Year
 

10/89 Annual Internal Review
 
12/89 PEC Prepares Annual Workplan

1/90 LC Funding Released for Year
 

2/90 Mid-Term External Evaluation 

10/90 Annual Internal Review
 
12/90 PEC Prepares Annual Workplan


1/91 LC Funding Released for Year
 

10/91 Annual Internal Review
 
12/91 PEC Prepares Annual Workplan


1/92 LC Funding Released for Year 

10/92 Annual Internal Revlew
 
12/92 PEC Prepares Annual Workplan

1/93 LC Funding Released for Year
 

8/93 Final Evaluation
 
10/93 Project Assistance Completion ate 

VI. MONITORING PILAIT 

Within USAID/Zambia, primary responsibility for monitoring of project
progress will be assigned to the General Development Officer, who serves 
as project manager. The mission's agricultural economist will assist 
with monitoring of substantive aspects of project activities. The 
training officer and commodity management officer will asisx in their 
areas of specialization. 
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Monitoring will be facilitated through the regular activities of theProject Eecutive Committee, including meetings, re.ports and thepreparation of the annual workplan, and through mission participationthe committee. Also, contractors' ouarterly reports 

on 
summarizing inputs,accomplishments and planned activities will assist the monitoring

function. 

VIz. SLU4IVARMS OF ANALMES 

A. .4.d.-i.s tive/I ns ti4.a t.ionaliira 

This section is based primarily on the February 1986 ""ATPID Lmpact
Assessment and Institutional Analysis," 
 -which details tlie findings offour week review..of (1) the project's impact to date, (2) the
agricultural policymaking environment and decision mwcing process in
Zambia, (3) needs and constraints in key G.Z policymaking institutions.
with recommendations for ZATPID Ii support. 

1. Policymaking Process 

Recent policy changes affecting agriculture in Zambia are discussed in
Section II1. B. Significant steps have been 
 taken, and there is reasonto believe that the -ace of change in both macroeconomic and sectoralreforms will (and indeed should) slow as the country enters a period o;consolidation and of :olicy refinement. In nany ways the cos-s of thesechanges to particular groups in the society are unknown, and need to bemonitored (as iiscu3sed 4-n the Social Analysis, 71r. D. In _eneral,however, it is imortant to note that Zambia realizes tha- a strong
capacity for policy formulation and program 
 implementation are essentialto a successful agricultural sector. Its overall envircnmen: for policy

discuassion 
 is open and flexible. 

The assessment provides a detailed description of the channels foragricultural pclicy decision making and of the organizations andindividuals involved. Although a generalized "model" is described, thereare actually several routes whereby policy decisions can be proposed,vetted and finalized. The impetas for olicy formulation and decisionmaking can come from internal political forces, professional technicalassessments, or external parties such as donors. Cnce the need for apolicy analysis has been id=ntified, it can be -rizuaed by severa
 
means. A Cabine- officer 
or member of :ne Central Commi-tee :ay reauest a study, or a professional staff member (Zambian or expa:riate) of aministry may make a proposal. In the case of agricultaral molicy; :..A'ID is
usually the responsible minis-y -- and within MAND 
 the Planning ivsi"on
is the action office -- charged wit' conducting the relevant 
 szaiies. 

All such saiies are s.'omo:sized for presentation to the :;ho =a!hinister,ac: on a recmended :curse of acticn, or call a ze,.ting of relevant.art-es A -o.-;itin-iscuss anal'rsisahe end the crzons i pres ents.
He may also decide -z "ake no action, or decide 
not to iscide.Unilateral decisions i-by L,.1 are :ossible -he lies vatter';i:hin thelinister's sa-utory authority. Or, !-'j.A may present a Cabnelt 
memorandum, usually drafted by the individual who performed the inizial
analysis. The Cabinet Xemorandum is circulated to other relevant GRZ
Ministers and agency heads, and the receigimg parties direct -heir staffs 
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to comment on it. MAiD will usually make revisions in light of comments
receive4. After incorporating comments from the civil service, the
Minister formally presents the memorandum to his Cabinet colleagues. In 
most cases, Cabinet will not act on a major policy issue without 
concurrence of the Central Committee. A policy accepted by the Central 
Committee is then passed for implementation. 

2. The Budget Process 

Priorities within the agriculture sector are determined by budget

decisions as well as 
 by sectoral analysis. Thus, those institutions 
involved in the budget process are important to overall planning and
 
management 
 of the sector. The MOF is responsible for the recurrent
budget and NCDP (now within MOF) is responsible for the capital budget.The submission to Parliament is made in one document amalgamatinag both 
budgets. The budget cycle starts with the MOF and NCDP issuing budget
guidelines in July or August of each year, which include ceilings for
expenditure by each Ministry. The sectoral ministries prepare budget

submissions according to the guidelines. Within MAWD, 
 the Budget
Analysis Section of PD has the responsibility to meld the submissions
each department into a ministry-wide budget. Submissions 

of 
are made toNCDP and the MOF during September-October, if on track. The Sectoral

Planning Unit of NCDP reviews the capital submission, while the 'IOF
Budget Office reviews the recurrent submission. These offices negotiate 
as necessary with the sectoral ministries, and the completed budget forthe current fiscal year is prepared by MOF and then submitted to Cabinet 
on the 31st of January of the budget year.
 

3. Constraints to Fmuirically-Based Decision ',!akinz 

As discussed in detail in the referenced assessment, these include: 

Organizational Coordiration: 
There is need for improved coordination
 
among departments in 4AWD, and among the range of GRZ actors in the
agricultural policy making process. There is need to prioritize problems
and establish a common agenda across government at the senior technical 
level, and to avoid duplicative data gathering and analysis. 

Data Collection and Analysis: Available data and analyses 
are

inadeauate to meet the greatly increased demand caused by the need to
make major decisions on agriculture sector policy. Considerable progress
has been made under ZATPID I in strengthening the CSO, MAWD/PD, and to 
some extent RtSB capacity to handle data collection and analytical
tasks. However, the saturation point has yet to be reached. :IA.WD/PD is 
fully staffed, but still short on human resources with advanced 
training. The CSO will need to institutionalize the upcoming agriculture
survey so that it can be repeated every three to five years, and will 
need to begin preparing for the 1990 census. The MOF ,fill reauire 
training to manage its move into microcomputers for budget analysis. 

anagement ofInvestment in the Agricultural Sector: At present and
for the foreseeable future, capital resources for GRZ agricultural 
development are supplied entirely by donors. Not only does the GRZ needto manage better the donor flows it receives, but it needs. to establish 
sustainable systems for planning and implementing realistic development 
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plans eor the sector. With assistance from the World Bank, the isGRZinsvituting a financial management s~tem that is specifically designedto track the 30-oad streams of donor funds that flow into Zambia. Thenext step will be to organize the planning of donor expenditures
according to Zambia's priorities and perceived needs, rather than
according to donors' interests or mandates. Related* to this concern isthe need to standardize the project cycle, specifically procedures and
schedules for project identification, approval, and evaluation within the
agricultural sector. These activities will involve NICDP, '!OF and AWD.
 

Resource Allocation: As agriculture begins to 
generate revenues for
the econoqr, come 
funds 4hould be redirected 
to additional agricultural

develo;ment. This 
can only happen if some institutional =emory is
established, time series can be constructed, and trend analyses carried
out to 
convince decision makers that they should reiael the agriculture
sector rather than drain resources from it. There is also 
an
intersectoral element to resource allocation. Choosing from amongalternative investment opportunities requires sectoral developmentto plans
be considered in conjunction with their contribution to overall
 
gbrowth. 

4. Institutional Profiles 

The key civil service org-anizations involved in :olicy formulation and
planning for the agriculture sector in Zambia are 
the M.inistry of
Agriculture end U'tater Develoment (!.MD), 
 and the .tnistry of Finance
(MOF), ;;ich adnmLaistra-lively includes the National Commission for
•evelomuent Planning ('CDP) 
 and the Central StatistiOs Office C).Other government organizaticns tha 
 play a role in agricultural .olcinclude the 'tinistry of Cooceratives (:I-.C) and the -arastatal TationalAgricultural Harketing Board ('A14oard). The Rural 'evelopnent StudiesBureau (RIB)at the University of Zambia also plays a role, in support
of data collection efforts and in conduct of research studies.. 
The !inistry of Agricul-ure andwfater Develonent (...fD) theis prLnci.:alagency for agriculture and is responsible for providing services and
advice to the farming population and for managing develorment of tnesector consistent with sound :olicy objectives. The Plannin; Division
(PD) is the locus of policymaking within -t..aD.
"ts du::es Jnclude thecoordination of budget submissions; planning and project implementation;compilation of a .icUl'±ral statistics; and zerformin,6 ecozcric and ,:erspecial studies. The Planning Division is divided in:o six sec±i:ns:Technical Assistance (TA), Budget Analysis (BAS), Project Analysis and
Implementation (PAl), Production and Marketing Section (P&:), Sectoral 
?olicy Analysis (SPA) and Agricultural Statistics (ASS). 

To perform its f=unctions effectively, PD needs to strenthen isZazabiliy for coordination, policy analysis and zlanninz crocesses forthe long term. The capabili:y of :tXTD/-1D to zerform :hese f,nctions isaffected by ofshcr.a~e acmronriately -rained and experienced sraff,corsiderable time span: on crisis mar-gemen: and insufficien aua.ity of 
iata reouire for policy analysis and Jecision making. 

The Ministrr ofFinance is responsible for apcropriating and allocating
financial resources 
to all sectors. ft also monitors how the allocated
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resources are utilized, through audits. In 1985 the National Commission
for Development Planning was subsumed under the portfolio of theMinistry. Thus, the Ministry now has a planning arm as well as afinancial administration arm. The Budget Office of MOF has
responsibility, along with 
 the Sectoral Planning and Investment Policy
Departments of NCDP, for preparing the annual budget submission toParliament. In somewhata cumbersome arrangement, MOF currently makes 
resource allocation decisions for the recurrent budget, while NCDP makessuch decisions for the capital budget. The Ministry lacks procedures foruantifying and analyzing the efficiency of expenditure allocations toand within the sectoral Ministries, including MAWD. There are also
problems with timeliness and accuracy in the budget process. 

The National Commission for Develoument Planning is responsible

coordinating sectoral planning across 

for
 
the Zambian economy, forcoordinating technical assistance, for managing the Provincial PlanningUnits, and for national level data collection and statistical analysis.


It coordinates the preparation of the country's published development
plans. 
 Of note, its Investment Policy unit weighs the alternatives

presented in the agriculture sector against those in other productive
sectors and analyzes non-government as well as government resource

allocation. NCDP 
 is an important link in developing capability forcollaborative planning, policy analysis and implementation processes
all levels. Its problems include insufficient data, weak institutional

at 

procedures and linkages, insufficiently trained and experienced manpower,
and insufficient computer capability. 

The Central Statistics Office, administratively under NCDP, has statutory
authority to approve and oversee all data collection efforts in Zambia; 
carry out censuses and sample surveys; and organize a coordinated schemeof social and economic statistics related to Zambia. CSO is responsible
for collecting and processing national agricultural statistics andimplementing special surveys for MAWD or other ministries. It is animportant link in MAWD/PD's planning, policymaking and decision making
processes. It currently lacks adeauate capability, including the skilled 
manpower, to collect, andprocess analyze data to perform its function.The Rural Development Studies Bureau is complementary to the CSO in terms
of types of collection efforts, levels of analysis, methodologies and

study purposes, often performing smaller, more in-depth, or more
specific studies. With a permanent staff of 8 researchers, it is one offour research institutes that comprise the National Integrated RuralDevelopment Studies Centre, part of researcha the arm of the University
of Zambia. In addition to the support received from UNZA, RSB enters

into contracts 
 to perform studies and analyses for GRZ, donor or othe'r
entities and is thus self-financing to a certain extent. 
 It is, however,
constrained by a shortage of funds for operating costs and for capital
eouipment, and will be in need of additional training support over the
 
ZATPID II period.
 

-.The Ministry of Cooperatives was formed in 1983 from the former
Department of Cooperatives and Marketing within MAWD. Its major tasks

include analysis of the physical reouirements for marketing, support 
 and 
outreach to cooperatives for input supply and marketing, and marketing

policies. As marketing policy and agricultural pricing policy are
 



closely linked, .AOC and MARf/PD need to incollaborate the formulation of

these policies.
 

IfAoard is a parastatal, originally established as the sole buyer ofcontrolled agricultural produce and distributor of .nputs. The functionsof NAMBoard have been reduced over the last few years in an attempt tocut subsidies and improve the organization's efficiency. ITAI.oard will,in the future, be limited to managing a national food grain andreserveserving as buyer and seller of last resort. Officially, .11AMBoardlonger nohas the monopoly on marketing of maize and fertilizer, although,as of this writing, details have not been announced. 

5. summary 

Two particular weaknesses emerged in the analysis of the agriculturalpolicymaking process. The first is a shortage of appropriately trained
individuals in the relevant institutions wtih the skills to 
 conductthorough analyses and translate them into actionable recommendations.The second is in management -- of time, of financial resources, ofpersonnel, and of collaborative efforts across institutional boundaries.The dearth of management capacity has led to weaknesses in organizational
stru ctures, functions and procedures. 

Mjor MZ Policymasking and agricultural sector management problems resultfrom these weaknesses. These include (1) i-adeua,:e infor=atica tounderstand and analyze the nature of key develorment prcblems and -oconsider the effects of alternative solutions; ('2) iradeouate analysi3 ofdevelopnent problems and their possible solutions; (3) ineffectivecoordination among key ministries and agencies dealing with tarticularproblems; and (4) inefficient use of financial resources to achieve
priority GRZ objectives. 

B. Technical Analysis 

The following analysis examines (1) the project strategy and institutionsto be supported; (2) the types of resources to be providel; and (2) theproject's implementation procedures (including the operation of tne .Cin setting annual workplans), in order to verify the technicalsuitability and appropriateness of the overall project structure to
support the project purnose, to improve GRZ agricultural sector olicy
formulation, Planning and L.nstitutional management. Specific astec's of
the projec.t wnich will enhance iaut to outout and out'ut to purpose
 
linkages are highlighted. " p" 

In the broadest sense, the project toaims ameliorate the problem ofinappropriate macroeconomic and agricultural policies and inadeoua:aplanning for implemenarion of .oUL7y refor= in Zambia. As has beenPointed out in previous analyses, this problem is 'he result of
insufficient and 1:reliable da a fcr the analysis of agriccalra- andrelated macroecoamic problens; inadecuate capabilities for carrr.ng outneeded analyses and -he -'or-ula-- n of aloernative :olicies;inadecuate management procedures and organizational 

and 
effectiveness, 

including cooeration. among relevan'. GRZ entities involved in thepolicymaking Process. "'he constraints which lead to these inade-uacies,as identified in the institutional analysis, above, and the recent 

LU 

http:carrr.ng
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assessment of ZATFID I, are (1) a shortage of appropriately trained human 
resources in the institutions involved in policymaking, (2) weaknesses in
data collection, processing, storage and analysis, and (3) weaknesses in 
management and organizational procedures. U. S. inpts of technical 
assistance and training, both in-country and external, and selected 
commodities, will provide the GRZ with resources to address these
 
constraints*.
 

The overall strategy followed in the project is to support those 
institutions (as identified in the recent institutional assessment) which 
are critical to policymaking. This has Limited major project support to
four institutions: MAWD/PD, N.CDP, MOF, and CSO. Primary support is given
to MAWD/PD, and support to the other three, and to MOC, TA Board, and 
RDSB, will enhance linkages between these institutions and XAWD/PD in 
analyzing agricultural policy, making re.source allocation decisions or 
providing data for policy. MAWD/PD will play an appropriately central 
coordinating role in the project through its direction of the 
broadly-representative Project Executive Committee. This approach of 
focusing on the key players in the policymaking process will have the 
dual effect of maximizing the impact of AID resources on the policymeking 
process, on the one hand, and reducing the span of management for AD and 
the contractor, on the other. 

The production of specific policy studies will be a concrete output of 
the project. in ZATPID II as in ZATPID I, the conduct and application of 
results of policy studies will have the dual effect of (1) providing
findings of immediate utility for policy, and (2) strengthening GRZ 
capabilities for data collection, processing, analysis and the future 
formulation of policy. Studies will be initiated in response to Zambian
 
concerns as voiced through the FEC. Although study topics will be in
 
accord with the detailed list of potential study areas in Annex I, they

will be specified on an annual basis by the FEC. This flexibility is
 
deliberately included and will enhance Zambian participation, as well as
 
permit the FEC to respond to changing economic and political
circumstances (see Project Strategy, III. B., above). This serveshould 
to 
maximize selection of appropriate topics and the involvement of

Zambians in the ultimate use of information and results in policy 
formulation and planning.
 

In addition, application of criteria for studies will further verify
their suitability to impact the policymaking process. These criteria 
are: (1) the study addresses one of the topics on the list of studies in 
Annex I; (2) the study relates directly to the achievement of the 
project's purpose goal; the study conforms to theand (3) Zambian 
strategy for agriculture; and (4) the study is of demonstrated interest 
to Zambian policymakers, or key Zambians who feed information and 
analysis to policymakers. The coramittment of Zambian human resources to 
active participation in the study will be one key indicator of Zambian 
interest. Also, be if isstudies will not supported there duplication
with similar activities undertaken by other donors or by Zambian 
institutions. All studies will be designed following a thorough review 
of existing work in same in order to ensure thatthe area, previous
studies and recommendations have been taken into account in study design. 



In order to provide a sound foundation for a Zambian policymakingprocess, the project strategy emphasizes activities specifically directed.to improvement of overall mnagement capacity within key institutions.The assessment noted the effectiveness of management-related activitiesin ZATPID 1. The assessment's recommendation has been followed thatZATPID II place even greter em'hasis on management, organizationalplanning and internal procedures, through the activitiespersonnel and of proJectthrough training. Ti~e assessment concluded,team strongli agrees, and the designthat sustaine institutional development recuiresgood management systems, clearly determined organizational functions,procedures for accomplishing andthe necessary work. With in.ovementsthese areas, investments made for ZATPID . will 
in 

be more likely tooutlast the project itself. 

The actual confiiuration of inputs, particularly long training andtechnical assistance, term
is based on a series of meetings with and requestsmade by the GRZ. Long and termshort advisors will be involved in a widerange of activities to include improvement of data cualit-y; on-the-jobtraining in analysis and policy and managementworkshops on research methodologies, computer 

topics; seminars and 
use, policy issues andmanagement; management studies; information dissemination; andestablishment of organizational and procedural systems. "orkshot Padseminars are an effective tool for institution building and provide forinteraction and feedback :clicy issueson across different levels withinthe GRZ. aBy adopting collabcrative 

working closely with 
.roblem solring approach andZambian soaff to prcjectmeet obJectives, :heworkof the project advisors is more likely to be success-hl. Cal'abora: onwill be reauired in the conduct of policy and management stadies, inconduct of seminars, workshops and courses, and in day -o day functionsat each institution. Inasmuch as 
the short term advisors are familiarwith Zambia and understand the Zambian context, they will be moreeffective. Many activities will reauire follo'wup by the same short termadvisor, or stays of adeouate length to transfer the necessary skills.Short term advisors who have nreviously worked im Zambia "will .rc'ably bemore effective. 
 oa
 

Given the identified skills shorta2ss in each institution, short and longterm external training will be imcrtant to the instituti.: buildingobjectives of ZATPID Z, and vital to the achievementpurpose. Although the fields of study will 
of croject

be diverse, and be suited tothe needs of each institution, it its immor-an: to noze the increasedemphasis to placedbe on training to skillsenhance in managementcomputer applications. Participants will be carefually 
and 

proposals made selected followingby participating insitutions to the MEC. :,!AWD/?D hasdetailed training plan, and training will be in accord withOther institutions that plan.are in the process of developing sim'1ar trainingplans for submission to Shcrtthe FC. term :raining needs should becarefully reviewed on an annual basis, and will depend in large zart, .the activities develored by che pro.jecr's adviscrs. .Aivisors ilbe involved 2asoin examining skills deficiencies in each of -heinstitutions. The level if long term training funded t.e'in-- cro'ecttakes into theaccount likelihood of a small percentage if turnover inthe key institutions, despite planned toefforts increase the inc-intivestructure for staff, and despite the excellent record to date v, thretention of ZATFID trainees in the institutions hich senthsve them. 
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Long and short term training criteria as applied in ZATPID I will
continue to apply in ZATPID. II and will be used PEC in
by the selectingcandidates. These (1) fixedinclude a period of service in the homeinstitution before departure for training; (2) work in a discipline thataddresses constraints identified in the PP; (3) an acceptable level ofacademic achievement; (4) and meeting the specific criteria of the
 
sending institution.
 

To achieve the project purpose calls for close collaboration and
coordination between the various GRZ institutions involved in policyformulation and planning for the agriculture sector. The implementationprocess established for the project should enhancd cooperation not onlybetween USAID, the GRZ and the contractor, but also between the GRZinstitutions. The Project Executive Committee and regular communications
between the ZATPID II institutions provide the fora for collaborationbetween GRZ institutions in project implementation. The activities of
the PEC are more fully described in the Implementation Plah, V. above.
The EEC assures formal involvement of GRZ entities 
 in selecting topics

for and approving studies, technical assistance and training, and
increases forward planning and GRZ participation in the overall project.
(The recent assessment's recommeadation for a technical subcommittee ofthe FEC fur technical guidance of activities undertaken by the projectteam will be considered by the PEC. The design team views such a
subcommittee, if seen as viable by the FEC, as one mechanism to improveinvolvement by GRZ staff in -substantive aspects of the annual
workplan.) The capability of the FEC to meet assigned tasks has alreadybeen demonstrated since its establishment during ZATPID I. Thiscapability should increase as project activities to improve management
skills within ZATPID institutions have anticipated
thei- effect. 

ZATPID support to the core institutions should increase collaboration

between them. The institutions which must collaborate to improve datacollection, processing and analysis for policy formulation are primarily
MAD/PD, CSO and, to some extent, RLSB. CSO provides national social andagricultural statistics; XIAD/PD conducts. agricultural surveys

studies focussed on agricultural problems; 

and
 
and RrSB supports theseefforts through taking on responsibility for specific studies, and alsohas the capacity to conduct more focussed and in-depth social research.As a result of ZATPID II, it is anticipated that duplication will be

minimized, sharing of information will increase, and more complementary

inputs will be made by these three institutions to the overall data base
for agricultural policymaking. Between 
 NCDP, MOF, and MAD/FD it is
anticipated that policy concerns, whose impact and importance will be
more precisely -nderstood, informwill better resource allocation andsectoral planning, and that agricultural objectives will better inform
 
the budget and planning process.
 

The four types of project outputs are (1) collaborative policy studies;(2) better collection, processing and analysis of appropriate data for
formulating and implementing policy; (3) studies and plans for improved
management systems and procedures end institutional coordination; and (4)trained personnel in key analysis, management and decision making 
positions. The inputs to'be provided by ZATPID II, the plan for 
implementation, and the collaborative problem solvin.g approach to be 
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taken by resident advisors and short term consultants, will all
 
contribute directly to 
 the acheivement of these outputs.
 
A rigorous analysis of alternate options to acheive 
 project out.uts (e.g.no long term advisors, training only, or a greatly reduced level oftraining) has not been conducted for this analysis. However,
selection of project inputs, the


the implementation plan and the proJeczapproach have taken into consideration the findings of an assessment byan AIDashington team, statements by GRZ representatives, andundertaken by the Project Paper design 
analyses 

team. ALternate courses of actionhave, for various reasons (e.g. inconsistency of a lower level oftraining with the known magnitude of the human resources constraint) beendeemed less appropriate. Hore importantly, the project structure isconsistent with 'lessons learned and the proven experience to date inZATFID I. In conclusion, the technical alternative chosen should providethe most appropriate solution to the identified problems, 

The assignment of implementatior functions to government, to thecontractor, and to ISAID appears appropriate to ensure timely conductplanned tasks. In addition, the design stresses GRZ 
of 

involvement, andminimizes, through its' focus on a few key institutions, the managementburden on USA/Zambia. Because the design combines short term out-uts(policy studies) with long term institution building (managementievelopment) the returns to AD investment should be maximazed. 

C. 7conomic Analsis 

As appropriate for an institution building projecz, cost-effectivenessconsiderations have the mix of long
guided design efforts to determine

and short term technical assistance and training which wouldeffective in achieving improved be most
policymaking performance. The potentialfor improving the performance of the whole economy by designing betterpolicies is o high, and the magnitudes of investment resources -hatcould be better directed and of additional income that could be therebycresated are so great, that effectiveness considerations must outweigh

small differences in costs. 

Even so, least-cost considerations have guided choices among in-countryand overseas trainung, long and short term training, and long and shcrtterm technical assistance, resulting in the indicative mix of assia-appearing in rhe nceproject budget, which has been discussed az some lengthwith the heads of the agencies involved and which has benefitted fromtheir experience to date with ZATPID I. For example, long term technicalassistance has been reduced from the 45 person years budgetted in the PI:to 27 person years, wnile funds for short term technical assistance andtraining have been increased. -n order to achieve ma:xmum iiract wi-h
the limited funds available, planned support has been concentrated on thefour agencies most heavily involved in the agricultural sectorpolicymalcng process, namely :!JDi.n, .CP, :.0F and CSO. 

In another effort to improve the overall effectiveness of the projectand, ultiately, to helo assure the successful development of the Zambian
agricultural sector, :he illustrative list of policy areas of concern,attached to this paper as Annex I, has been expanded to include the -aJormacroeconomic policy areas affecting agriculture and the impact of .olicy 
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reforms on different social groups, with special attention to -days of
 
alleviating severe cases of hardship.
 

With respect to recurrent costs, it does not appear that they will be

increased significantly by the activities of this project 
for any of the
GRZ agencies involved. While a few existing vacancies may be filled by
newly recruited employees, the positions are already-established and
 
funded. With these few exceptions, all the agencies designated to

receive support expect to use 
 the technical assistance and training to

upgrade personnel already on board. None of 
the activities to be
 
supported are new, but 
are rather tasks already being performed or 
planned for the next few years by existing staff. If 'TAWD/PD, NCDP and
(SO do expand any further during the lifetime of ZATFID I, as suggested
by one official interviewed, it will be because their functions are
 
deemed to have high priority and are exempted from 
 the current GRZ-wide
 
hiring freeze, and not because of this project.
 

In fact, this project is deliberately designed to help the GRZ solve its
 
current economic crisis and its consecuent recurrent cost budgetary

problems. Preliminary figures indicate that total 
GRZ revenues collected
in 1985.amounted to K1.6 billion, or 25.8 percent of GDP, while total
 
expenditures were K2.6 billion, or 
a whopping 40.2 percent of GDP. This
 
level of public sector revenues is quite high, compared with other
developing 
 co.untries, but the level of expenditures is even more
 
unusual. The resulting fiscal deficit, equal to 14.5 percent of GDP in

1985, imposes an immense inflationary financial burden 
 on the faltering
economy. If used wisely for basic social and economic services and

infrastructure, the level of revenue currently collected should be more

than adequate for a strong and effective government in Zambia. Overall

public expenditures not 
only need to be reduced, but redirected toward
 
more efficient and productive government activities. The ZATPID Project

is designed in part to help the GRZ achieve 
 these goals with respect to
the agricultural sector, and, if successful, it will help the GRZ deal 
more effectively with its overall recurrent cost problems. 

For example, food and fertilizer subsidies have varied from year to year,

but have often amounted to around 10 percent ;of total government
expenditures. They are budgetted for K334 million (about US45O million)
in 1986, and could well, with supplemental budgets, wind up considerably 
more than that. Even so, as the ZATPID Impact Assessment has noted,recently announced price increases for fertilizer and maize will result
in subsidy reductions from without-price-increase levels and consequent
savings for the GRZ of more than K300 million (US$45 million) in 1986,
according to Ministry of Finance estimates (unpublished). Fertilizer andmaize price policy studies conducted by M4AD/PD and supported by ZATPID 
were part of the decision making process that led to these price
increases. The GRZ intends to press for political approval of further
reductions in such subsidies over the next two or three years, with their
complete elimination as the ultimate goal. The analyses supported by the
ZATPID project will be an integral part of this effort. 

The Mission economist has drafted a detailed 'analysis of the 1986 GRZ
Budget (Lusaka 01496, dated 2 April, 1986) , 'which has been forwarded to 
AIDAashington and REDSO/ESA. The analysis has been particularly 
difficult this year due to the substantial increases of imported 

I 
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commodity and service prices resulting from the large and sudden
Levaluation of the k-dacha after the foreign exchange auction system wasinstituted. While GRZ seemsthe committed to keeping salary and wageincreases down modestto levels (no more than 25%, in the face of a CPIincrease of more than 50%), the wcracha cost of purchasing imported goodsand services or servicing the ezternal debt has increased by nearly 30C%since September 1985. 
 This has resulted in large increases in those
items of the budget containing substantial foreign exchange cos.ts., butrelatively much more modest increases for personal emoluments anddomestic recurrent cost items, making valid com:;arisons with previous
year budgets difficult. Furthermore, the inability of 
 the GRZforebast, towith any degree of accuracy, the course of the exchange rate orthe probable thenature of domestic political compromises regardingpublic sector sal'aries and wage rates that might be reouired because ofthe extraordinarily high rate of inflation, makes it 
even more likely
this year than previously that the GRZ will toresort supplemental

budgets.
 

Nevertheless, the history of budgetary allocations over the last fewyears to the key institutions supported under ZATPD r!would indicatethe GRZ places sufficient priority theiron activities to make sure theyreceive sufficient funds to maintain effective operations, despite thegeneral budgetary stringency. Allocations CSC,to in ;articular, haverisen substantially in real terms during the last two years. Whi 'erecognizing that the current GRZ budgetary crunch is likely to continuethroughout the next few years and ray occasionally cause the in-siu:icnssupported by this project some headaches, the Mission does noz expec:recurrent cost problems to reach a agnirade tha: would seriouslyinterfere with the implementation of this project. 

D. Social Analysis 

1. Context 

With 43 percent of its population in urban areas, Zambia is 
one of the
most urbanized countries in Africa; and the urban poulation has been
growing by about 7 percent annually as rural workers flood to 
the cities
seeking non-existent jobs. 
 Due in part to the capital-in:emsive and
imrort-devendent nature of urban-based industries, the grcwth of f:ormal
sector employmenz, wnich is mostly urban, Aas failad to :'eer ui-h
growth of the labor force, so tha: :he proportion of -ne labcr force 
he 

actually employed in the high-wage modern sector has been declinin"g.Falling prices for Zambia's major export, copper, has seriously reducedits ability to import industrial inputs, resulting in chronicunderutilized capacity and falling employment and real income, inaddition to mounting foreign debt and debt servie croblems.
Agricultural pricing and marketing.:o...c.es, c 
 in:rcduced in an at:em,= tokeep urban food prices as low as possible, have seriously reducedproduc-joa incenrives and eroded farm Licomes, "ni:h have been mrajorfactors, together ,i:h an ineffective rurl develo:nen: pro .ram, benind
the rural exodus to the ci:ies. ?ood and agricultural prbduc:ion has
fallen beninid the rising demand, forcing rhe councry to in-cr: large

amounts of food and further reducing its ability to import industrial
 
inputs to sustain productive urban employment.
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With copper prices likely to remain low for some time and Zambian copperreserves running out case, Zambiain any has no choice but to reorientits economy to develop its vast agricultural resources, which alone seemto have the potential to replace copper as the country 's economic base.The continuing policy reforms recuired to thisdo pervade virtually allaspects of the economy. They are understandably proving to be difficultto implement, as well as technically complex, since they must necessarilyredirect price and income incentives away from existing urban-basedindustries and the powerfu., labor, financial and managerial vestedinterests associated with them, and toward the scattered, poorly-informedand less articulate small farmers and entrepreneurs. This projectdesigned to assist the GRZ iscollect and process the data and conductanalyses necessary to better inform policymakers 

the 
on'how to proceed withthis most urgent and difficult task. 

2. Beneficiaries 

Obviously, the employees of the various GRZ agencies receiving trainingand technical advice from the consultants provided under this project,and using the computer and other commodities to be financed, willdirectly benefit by becoming more professional and pr'oductive on the joband by improving skills that will enhance career success. 

The basic justification for the project, however, is its expectedpositive long-run impact on the entire Zambian. economy, reversingcurrent downward trend in GNP and income per capita, and providing 
the* 
newand more productive jobs at a faster rate in agriculture and in related
processing and consumer goods industries. 
 Also, in the medium to longerterm, the agricultural sector will have better designed and moreeffectively implemented projects. The indirect beneficiaries will
include virtually the entire population, since all will eventually


benefit from project success. 

The short run is more difficult to deal. with, though, since during theprocess of economic adjustment some groups will benefit from specificpolicy changes and other groups will suffer loss of jobs and/or income.The expected impact on five major groups of househulds, urban and rural,
of the three main reforms supported by the ZAM'4cA Program, for example,is discussed on pages 31 to 34 of that program document. That particularset of reforms is thought most likely to have the strongest short-termbeneficial effect on incomesthe of the 120,000 smallholder, "emerging"farmers, with a relatively smaller 'positive impact on the commercialfarmers (due to higher input costs) and the 460,000 subsistence farmfamilies. Urban groups are expected to suffer a loss of real purchasingpower in the short run due to higher food prices, with the lower incomeinformal sector and unemployed workers harder hit in relative termsthe higher income formal'sector wage earners. 
than 

Both of these urban groupsare expected to benefit in the longer run, howerer, as the positiveeconomic benefits generated by a more dynamic ,al productive agriculturalsector begin to increase employment opportunitiar and income in the urban 
sector. 

It is the short-run fraae-offs like these that make Zauis 's structuraladjustment program politically difficult to implement.' 'oc's!,on makersmust not only weigh the likely macroeconomic conseauences of policy 
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alternatives, but the political and social ramifications of their adverseshort term impact on different groups and how best to alleviateunacceptable costs to those groups, as well. This project is designed tohelp the GRZ address these sensitive issues. 

3. Partici nation 

The recuisite participation of mid-level M.Z officials in the trainingand analytical activities of the project is assured by the careerenhancement they will receive from improving their professionalcapabilities. ecision makers will participate out of their desire tobase policy decisions on'as much information and professional inayalei aspossible. Indeei, this has already proven to be the case with ZATPID I.The auestion as to whether the Zambian farmers will oarticipate, in thesense of providing a positive response to policy reforms providing.greater incentives and financial rewards for agricultural investment andproduction, is not ouite so easily answered. However, all indications*are that they will (and significant increases of marketed food productioniz response to price increases during the last 3 years have already beenobserved), especially given the rest of the agricultural develo entprogram being undertaken by the GRZ, with strong "World Bar, USAD andother donor support. The project is designed to inrove GRZ ability to
answer this auestion and 
 to increase its understanding of how best to
deal with other constraints to agricultural production and marketing.
 
Since a large proportion of the subsistence farm families are headed bywomen, both the 61CP and :.VD/pD, in conjunction with the ZambiaNutrition Council and with support from the Swedish TtermationalDevelopment Agency (SDA), are beginning to s:tudy the role of inwomenagriculture, and particularly in market-oriented agriculture, so as tobetter understand how assist themto improve their productivity andincome. This effort, which was recently kicked off a inwith workshopwhich several GRZ agencies carticipated, will consist of a country.,igesurvey and analysis, the final results of which should be availablesometime next year. isIt being coordinating with the nationwideAgricultural Survey supported by ZATPID I. 

4. Social Feasibility
 

7n view of the success of ZATFIED : in helping the GRZ to do 7olicyrelated studies and to make courageous decisions regardcig li...cultpolicy reform, there are no outstanding social feasibility issues on theZambian side related to the success of the project itself that need to beaddressed in implementing ZATFID I. Nevertheless, the project willinclude assistance for im.proving administration and management, forseminars and workshops, and for the dissemination of sta-istical andanalytical publications, in order to Limrove Lntra- and inter-aiencvcommunication and coordi-ation and make them as affec.ive as :ossible. 

There is also an issue of social adaptability and effecziveness on theAmerican side. 'Eased on ZAT.F!D I experience,.this follow-on pro.Ject willestablish recruitment criteria that will maximize :he number of advisors 
with extensive African experience, demonstrated sensitivity to na-ionalproblems and temperament, and an ability to be effective in elicitingcooperation and.change. Careful review and approval of c:andidates by 



USAID/Zambia and the GRZ will be one of the conditions to be met by the 
contractor. 

As mentioned above, tte social and political feasibility issuesvarious policy reform proposals can be very serious and difficult 
of 

to dealwith. The project will continue to help the.GRZ analyze and deal withthese problems and design its policy reform program accordingly. 

5. Impact
 

As indicated 
 in the section on beneficiaries above, policy changes affectdifferent groups in sometimes cuite different ways, and the short runimpact on each group can also be different than in the longer run.
Knowing how particular policy alternatives will affect each group 
 is theobvious first step in being able to avoid or at least alleviate seriousadverse conseauences on low income or. politically articulate groups, inorder to progress toward the long-run goals that will benefit thepopulation as a whole. 
 Toward this end, 
the project isdesigned to help
the GRZ analyze the socio-cultural and economic impact of policy
alternatives on different population groups before and during their

implementation. 

As described above, a long term technical advisor will'be provided toProject Analysis and Implementation Section of XAWD/PD specifically 
the 

help establish an overall system of monitoring and evaluation for all
to 

agricultural projects, regardless of which donor might be supportingthem, and staff training will be directed toward building an in-housecapability to carry such an effort forward. The activities of thissection will include studies of policy impact in target grou;s, both
urban and rural, and participation in planning, wiith *4AWD/FD and otherinstitutions, of future policy adjustments using thq increased knowledge
bass.
 

In fact, this process is presently getting started under ZATED I, asR.AWD/PD is planning to conduct a special survey this year to provide
baseline data and some initial analysis on the impacts of selected GRZ
policies on different socio-economic groups. The resultant studies, 
 andfollow-up workshops, will also consider alternative ways to mitigateidentifiable cases of unacceptable hardship that might be caused bypolicy reforms, particular those reforms that result in substantialincreases in the prices of basic commodities like maize. 

More broadly, ZATPID II assistance to MAID/FD, particularlyProduction and Marketing to itsSection and Project Analysis and ImplementationSection, will assist MIdD to obtain data on economic and productionconstraints and potentials at the level of the household, and to considersuch constraints as part of the national policy formulation process.Another responsibility of the long term advisor in the PAl section of
,.D/FD be4 will to institutionalize the capacity within M1AUD for socialanalysis of all agriculture sector projects. The aim will be to
incorporate social analysis the develormentinto and approval of allsector projects (and scrutinizing of donor proposals), as part of theestablishment of more rational project review, monitoring and evaluationprocedures. In-country trainig in social analysis of projects will beprovided to social'IAWD scientists. 
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E. Environmental 

As a project intended to develop the capability of the recipient countryto engage in development planning, no significant environmetal 
conseouences are anticipated as a result of it implementation.categorical exclusion for this activity was 

A 
submitted and approved withthe ED and signed September 11, 198-5. (See Annex and State. 1013r9). 

'Iill. EVAILUATI0 APILRXGE.ITITS 

Evaluation, both formal and informal, will be Lmportant to the success ofthe project. Since much of the project's direction'in terms ofparticipant seleation, analysis, and in-country training will bedetermined during coursethe of implementation, as it has been in ZATP1, annual reviews of the project's course are essential, and are to beconducted by /ZambiaMA in consultation with the MEC, the project'sresident advisors, and a representative from R1SO/ESA orAID/Wasnington. The annual internal reviews should examine tineliness ofin.uts and any implementation or management problems,- and e:cxaninethe appropriazeness of' ongoing 
also 

or plarned activities given the constantlychanging policy and socioeconomic environment. 

These in-house r'eviews should be held each year d-rizg theOctober-NTovember period, so 
the 

that the resu!:s "dil! be available -.t -ifor-PC as i ::repares the annual work.lan for the following year.Results of the internal reviews will also 5-uide AZD as it -ar-ici.ates,as a member off the .-PC, in the development of that workplan. 

In addition to the annual internal reviews, the "ATPD 11 project budgetincludes funds for two formal external evaluations during the ife of theproject. A mid-term evaluation should take duringplace -he third yearof ZATPID I1, in order to guide the final three oars of z1plezea:a:on.This evaluation will focus in particular on whether the exnected inmutshave been deployed as planned and whether the exmected cutp-:ts have Beenachieved, and on the aprarent to'iardprogress achie'remet of: the projectpurpose and the expected end-of-project status. it will evaluate 1) theextent to which the activities suotorted and personnel trained under theproject have had a positive imnacL on ariculturail-relted poic ies, 2)
the effectiveness of project management by USAI, the con-rac-or, and .heGRZ, and 3) the general direction of the projec- as compared to itsoriginal design; and it will recommend ways to improve any of *the above. 

A formal end-of-project evaluation will conducted assessbe to theoverall success failure :neor of project to achieve the project ;ur:ose

and the exzected end-of-project status.
 

it should also be no-ed that a formal endf-o-rojec: evaluation is to .carried out the of theat end 7A11,D I Orojec: in 1987. H'nny of theimplecentaticn details at the becnaing of t.he follow-on ZATrPT.D "1 -'Project should benefit fro this evaluation. 

.- rom ~is valution 
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IX. IDITIQNS AND 0VAlTS 

The standard conditions precedent prior to disbursement will apply. inaddition, a condition precedent is to be included in the Project
Agreement reouiring a study prior to any disbursement of funds for aminicomputer at CSO. This study, to be undertaken by technicalassistants with appropriate skills in computer systems and data analysis,willdetermine computer needs and specifications for such a minicom'uter

for CSO. 

.The GRZ will covenant to prepare and submit for USAID approval an annualworkplan for activities to be funded under ZATPID 1I. 
 The workvlan will
include studies proposed for iunding. The GRZ will also covenant 'thatthe studies to be undertaken in the Project will be in accord with theillustrative list set forth in Annex I of the Project Paper. 
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IANNEX B 
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LGGICAL FRAME UOP 

NARRATIVE StIAV OBJECTIVEI-Y VFRIFIAALt IDICATORS PFIIAS OF VRIFICATIMq D$SIiPTIONS 

To |ncreasa Zamblasl totlj404 par capita food pro-
ndq ner sailaf r-exports 
0Fction, and small 
farmer Income. 

Incprrse In agricultural commoity 
or decrease IP imports. 

Faa4 production increasing more 
rapidly than population. 

Increases In small farmer production 
a1nd net Incomi per hectare. 

Import ond expori 
statistics,. 
Agricqitursl 
production Itatist$le, 
ikWusahQ4 surveys. 
('emographic data. 

Inappropriate policies aI~poraeplce 
sectoral constraint, 

-Continuing SOZ commitment 
to agriculture as the 
priwary growth sector. 

to Improve &R1 ogriawlturaJ 
policy formaulaton, 

$Octaral planni;9g, &1d 
AMa1409Oint in key poalfy. 

akinQ Insfut,, 

End of Project Status(Ijlmproved planning and manage-
mont In H.WD/pI, NCDP, CSO 
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ANNEX D 

BUDGET BACKUP 
(for Table 1)
 

A. Foreign Exchange (AID Input)
 

1. Technical Assistance -- Long Term: $190,000 per person year
(inclusive of salary, benefits, travel, shipping and storage, R&R,
educational allowance, housing, overhead and miscellaneous costs).
One COO advisor under PASA, $150,000 per year. 

Total: 
27 person years, 6 persons, $5,010,000.
 

2. Technical Assistance -- Short Term: $15,000 per person month
(inclusive of fee, airfare, per diem, overhead, insurance and,

miscellaneous costs).
 

Total: 85 person months, $1,275,000.
 

3 Training -- Long Term: $25,000 per person year (including

placement costs), 
average duration 3 years.
 

Total: 19 persons, 57 person years, $1,425,000.
 

4. Training -- Short Term: Includes holding USDA Agricultural
Planning and Analysis course in-country for 35 persons at $20,000.
Short term training outside Zambia, average $15,500 per person
(average duration, 2.5 months, with month 1 at $8000, month 2 and
thereafter, $5000 per month;) 
 60 persons, $945,000.
 

Total: 150 person months, $965,000.
 

5. Commodities: 
 To include computer equipment, vehicles, equipment
for MAWD conference facility/library, library and training materials,
and miscellaneous office operating items. 
 Estimates inclusive of
freight and insurance: at 40 percent. 
Subtotal for commodities:
$615,000. 
 With 10 percent fee, total for commodities is: $675,000.
 

a. Vehicles: Total of 9. 
Four 8-passenger station wagons @
$12,500 (1 for MAWD/PD; 1 for CSO; 1 for MOF; and 1 for the PSU,
to be made available to the administrative assistant to the
chief of party). Five four-wheel-drive vehicles @ $16,000.
for MAWD/PD; 1 for CSO; 1 for NCDP; and 1 for RDSB.). 
(2
 

Total for vehicles: $130,000.
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b. Computer Equipment: Minicomputer ror CSO at 3200,000.
Microcomputers for MAWD/PD (3), 
 NCDP (2), MOF (2), RDSB (1),
NAMBoard (1) and MOC (2) 
at $10,000 each. Upgrading existing
systems and hardware, total of $ 65,000.
 

Total for computer equipment: $'390,000.
 

c. MAWD Conference Facility and Library: 

--Slide Projector Unit. 
 Equal to Carousel -S-AV-2010

Projector, li0/220v, 50-60 cycles. 
 Cost: $620.
 

--Sound Projector Unit. 
 16 mm, equal to Bell and Howell,

220v. Cost: $1400. 

--Projection Screen. 
Tripod screen, 160cmxl6Ocm. Cost:
 
$250.
 

-Photocopiers(2). Medium-high volume. 
Cost per unit,
$3500. Total, $7,000. 
--Public Address System: 
 Complete set with microphone,mixer, amplifier, and speakers (Japan or Europe). 
 Cost: $1,500.
Video Eauiament. (Japan) (1) Multi-system VCR. Cost,


$1,000. (2) Multi-system Television. 
Cost, $1,200. Movie
system (Camera). 
 VHS movie system, with accessories including

extra batteries, remote control, carry case, tripod. 
 Cost,

$1,900.
 

--Miscellaneous: 
 extra bulbs, toners, paper, film,

vassettes, carousels, other equipment and 3upplies. 
Cost,

$2, 500. 

(Books and learning materials and other office supplies 'or MAWD

facility are included in estimates in d. and e. below).
 

Total Cost of Items: $17,370
 
Freight and Insurance: 6,948
Total for Facility (CIF): $24,318, rounded to $25,000. 

d. 
 Traininc Materials: Books, periodicals and -training aids

(e;g. pamphlets, cassettes).
 

Number of books: 400. Estimated cost per book, $35. Total of
 
$14,000.
 

Number of one 
year periodical subscriptions, 150. Co'stLer
 
subscription, $60. 
 Total of $9000. 

Other materials: $5,000. 

Total cost of items: $28,000.
Freight and insurance: 11,200Total for training materials (CIF): 39,200, rounded to $40,000. 
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e. 
 Office Equipment and Supplies: to include general
supplies; photocopiers (2); calculators; cassette recorders.

Total (CIF): $45,000. 

6. Project Administration and Evaluation: 
 Evaluations ($S,000)
(Vehicle included in commodities, above.)
 

Contingency : 7 percent.
Inflation: 5 percent. 

B. Counterpart Funds 
 (in U.S. $ equivalent).J
 

1. Training: Costs of in-country training including per diem,
facility rental, transport, lodging, and materials. Based on 20
persons per course, 5 days per course, cost per course $10,000.
Total of $635,000.
 

2. Construction: Conference Facility (MAWD), $400,000. (Based on
 
architect's estimate).
 

3. Other Costs:
 

(a). Studies (includes contracting to RDSB or private sector):
For enumerators, supervisors, travel and per diem, drivers, supplies,
printing. 
 Costs per study range from $10,000 - $150,000, based on
ZATPID I experience. Total of $500,000.
 

(b). Technical Assistance Support: 
 Includes utilities, housing
repair and maintenance, security, drivers, in-country travel, office
supplies and furnishings, shipping. Estimates based on ZATPID I
experience. $10,000 per person year, 27 person years, for a total of

$270,000.
 

(c). Project Vehicle Support: Includes regular maintenance,
repairs, and fuel. 
Based on ZATPID I experience. $4,500 per vehicle
per year, 10 vehicles at 5 years each, total of $225,000.
 

(d). Other Project Support: Includes printing of studies;participant trainee research support in Zambia; and extra vehicle
operating and maintenance costs, per diem, overtime and office
supplies to permit participating institutions, with their existing
pool of staff, to work effectively with project technical
 
assistance. 
Total of $95,000.
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4. Project Administration and Evaluation: 
 Salary for
administrative assistant; local discretionary fund under control of
chief of party and administrative assistant. 
Total of $125,000.
 

Contingency at 7 percent.

Inflation at 10 percent.
 

C. Host Country (Regular Budget):
 

Includes annual contributions by institution from budgeted salaries for
trainees, office space and administrative support, existing per diem,
travel and vehicle support, and other items provided to project
activities as part of already-budgeted operating costs.
 

Total: $2,520,000.

Plus contingency at 7 petcent and inflation at 10 percent.
 

955 D
 



Annex E
 

5C(l) - COUNTRY CHECKLIST
 

Listed below are statutory criteria 	 Zambia-FY1987
 
applicable generally to FAA funds, and
 
criteria applicable to individual fund
 
sources: Developtent Assistance and
 
Economic Support Fund.
 

A. 	GENERAL CRITERIA FOR COUNTRY
 
ELIGIBILITY
 

1. 	FAA Sec. 481(h)(1); FY 1986 NO
 
Continuing Resolution Sec.
 
527. Has it been determined
 
or. certified to the Congress

"by--t --Eetst- t tbe...
 
-government of the recipient
 
country has failed to take
 
adequate measures or steps to
 
prevent narcotic and
 
psychotropic drugs or other
 
controlled substances (as
 
listed in the schedules in
 
section 202 of the
 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse and
 
Prevention Control Act of
 
1971) which are cultivated,
 
produced or processed
 
illicitly, in whole or in
 
part, in such country or
 
transported through such
 
country, from being sold
 
illegally within the
 
jurisdiction of such ccuntry
 
to United States Government
 
personnel or their dependents
 
or from entering the United
 
States unlawfully?
 

2. 	FAA Sec. 481(h)(4). Has the NO
 
President determined that the
 
recipient country has not
 
taken adequate steps to
 
prevent (a) the processing, in
 
whole or in part, in such
 
country of narcotic and
 
psychotropic drugs or other
 
controlled substances, (b) the
 
transportation through such
 
country of narcotic and
 
psychotropic drugs or other
 
controlled substances, and (c)

the use of such country as a
 
refuge for illegal drug
 
traffickers?
 

67 
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3. 	FAA Sec. 620(c). If
 
assistance- sto a government,
 
is the government liable as
 
debtor or unconditional
 
guarantor on any debt to a
 
U.S. citizen for goods or
 
services furnished or ordered
 
where (a) such citizen has
 
exhausted available legal

remedies and (b) the debt is
 
not denied or contested by
 
such government?
 

.4. 	FAA Sec. 620(e)(l>. If- - assistance is to a government, 
 NO 
'has it (including government
 
agencies or subdivisions)
 
taken any action which has the
 
effect of nationalizing,
 
expropriating, or otherwise
 
seizing ownership or control
 
of property of U.S. citizens
 
or entities beneficially owned
 
by them without taking steps 
to discharge its obligations
 
toward such citizens or
 
entities?
 

5, 	 FAA Sec. 620(a), 620(f), 620D;
FY 1986 Continuing Resolution " to all parts
Sec. 512. Is recipient 
country a Communist country?
If so, has the President 
determined that assistance to
 
the country is important to
 
the national interests of the
 
United States? Will
 
assistance be provided to
 
Angola, Cambodia, Cuba, Iraq,

Syria, Vietnam, Libya, or 
South Yemen? Will assistance
 
be provided to Afghanistan
 
without a certification?
 

6. 	FAA Sec. 620(J. Has the NO
 
country peritted, or fa.led
 
to take adequate measures to
 
prevent, the damage or
 
destruction by mob action of
 
U.S. property?
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11. 	FAA Sec. 620(t). Has the NO
 
country severed diplomatic

relations with the United
 
States? If so, have they been
 
resumed and have new bilateral
 
assistance agreements been
 
negotiated and entered into
 
since such resumption?
 

12. 	FAA Sec. 620(u). What is the As of September 30, 1985payment status of the Zambia was not inarrears.
 
-country's U.N. obligations?

.If the country is'in arrears
 
were such arrearages taken
 
,.intq account by the AID
 
Administrator in determining

the current AID Operational

Year Budget? (Reference may

be made to the Taking into
 
Consideration memo.)
 

13. 	FAA Sec. 620A. Has the NO
 
government of the recipient

country aided or abetted, by

granting sanctuary from
 
prosecution to, any individual
 
or group which has committed
 
an act of international
 
terrorism?
 

14. ISDCA of 1985 Sec. 552(b).

Has the Secretary of State
 
determined that the country is
 
a high terrorist threat
 
country after the Secretary of

Transportation has determined,
 
pursuant to section 1115(e)(2)

of the Federal Aviation Act of
 
1958, that an airport in the
 
country does not maintain and
 
administer effective'security

measures?
 



15. FAA Sec. 666. Does the 
 NO
 
country object, on the basis
 
of race, religion, national
 
origin or sex, to the presence

of any officer or employee of
 
the U.S. who is present in
 
such country to carry out
 
economic development programs

under the FAA?
 

16. FAA Sec. 669, 670. Has the NO 
country, after August 3, 1977,

delivered or received nuclear
 
enrichment or reprocessing

equipment, materials, or
 
*technology, without specified
 
arrangements or safeguards?

Has it transferred a nuclear
 
explosive device to a
 
non-nuclear weapon state, 
or
 
if such a state, either
 
received or detonated a
 
nuclear explosive device?
 
(FAA Sec. 620E permits a
 
special waiyer of Sec. 669 for
 
Pakistan.)
 

17. FAA Sec. 670. If the country NO
 
is a non-nuclear weapon state,
 
has it, on or after August 8,

1985, exported illegally (or

attempted to export illegally)

from the United States any

material, equipment, or
 
technology which would
 
contribute significantly to
 
the ability of such country
 
to manufacture a nuclear
 
explosive device?
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.18. ISDCA of 1981 Sec. 720. 
Was While Zambia was represented

the country represented at 
 and failed to disassociate

the Meeting of Ministers of 
 itself from the ccmnnque, thisForeign Affairs and Heads of 
 was taken into consideration
Delegations of the 
 by the Administrator at the time
Non-Aligned Countries to the 
 of approval of the Agency OYB.
 
36th General Assembly of the
 
U.N. of Sept. 25 and 28,
 
1981, and failed to

disassociate itself from the
 
communique issued? If so,

has the President taken it
 
into account? (Reference
 
.may be made to the Taking

'into Consideration memo.)
 

19. FY 1986 Continuing

Resolution Sec. 541. NO
 

Are any of the funds to be
 
used for the performance of
 
abortions as a method of
 
family planning or to
 
motivate or coerce any
 
person to practice abortidns?
 

Are any of the funds to be NO
 
used to pay for the
 
performance of involuntary

sterilization as a method of
 
family planning or to coerce
 
or provida any financial
 
incentive to any person to
 
undergo sterilizations?
 

Are any of the funds to be NO
 
used to pay for any

biomedical research which
 
relates, in whole or in
 
part, to methods of, or the
 
performance of, ab6rtions or
 
involuntary sterilization as
 
a means of family planning?
 

ql
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200 FY 1986 Continuing 
Resolution. Ist~e 
assi stance being made 
available to any
organization or program
which has been determined as 
supporting or participating 
in the management of a 
program of coercive abortion 
on involuntary sterilization? 

NO 

If assistance is from the 
population functional 
account, are any of the 
funds to be made available 
to family planning projects
which do not offer, either 
directly or through referral 
to or information about 
access to, a broad range of 
family planning methods and 
services? 

N/A 

21. FY 1986 Continuing
Resolution Sec. 529. Has . 
the recipient country been 
determined by the President 
to have engaged in a 
consistent pattern of 
opposition to the foreign
policy of the United States? 

22. FY 1986 Continuing
Resolution Sec. 513. Has 
the duly elected Head of 
Government of the country
been deposed by military 
coup or decree? 

N 

B. FUNDING SOURCE CRITERIA FOR 
COUNTRY ELIGIBILITY 

'l. Development Assistance 
CountryCriteria 

NO., 

FAA Sec. 116. Has the 
Department of State 
determined that this 
government has engaged
in a consistent pattern
of gross violations of 
internationally recognized
human rights? If so, can it 
be demonstrated that 
contemplated assistance will 
directly benefit the needy? 



2. 	 Economic Support Fund
 
Country Criteria
 

FAA Sec. 502B. Has it been N/A I
 
determined that the country

has engaged in a consistent
 
pattern of gross violations
 
of internationally
 
recognized human rights?

If so, has the country

made 	such significant

improvements in its human
 
righits record that
 
furnishing such assistance
 
is in the national interest?
 

-XIa fVs: 
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5C(2) PROJECT CHECKLIST
 

Listed below are statutory criteria
 
applicable to projects. 
This section
 
is divided into two parts. Part A.
 
includes criteria applicable to all
 
projects. Part B. applies to projects

funded from specific sources only:

B.I. applies to all projects funded
 
with Development Assistance loans, and

B.3. applies to projects funded from
 
ESF.
 

'CROSS REFERENCES: IS COUNTRY CHECKLIST
 
UP TO DATE? HAS Y.
 
STANDARD ITEM
 
CHECKLIST BEEN
 
REVIEWED FOR THIS
 

YE
PROJECT? 


A. GENERAL.CRITERIA FOR PROJECT 

1. 	 FY 1986 Continuing Resolution CN was subitted onSec. 524; FAA Sec. 634A. NoVember 7, 1986 and the 15 
day waiting period expiredDescribe how authorizing and on November 21, 1986 	withoutappropriations committees of 
 objection.


Senate and House have been or

will be notified concerning

the 	project.
 

2. 	FAA Sec. 611(a)(1). Prior to
 
obligation in excess of YES

$500,000, will there be (a)

engineering, financial or
 
other plans necessary to
 
carry out the assistance and
 
(b) a reasonably firm estimte
 
of the cost to the U.S. of
 
the assistance?
 

3. 	FAA Sec. 611(a)(2). If
 
further legislative action is 
 Nonerequired
required within recipient
 
country, what is basis for
 
reasonable expectation that
 
such action will be completed

in time to permit orderly

accomplishment of purpose of
 
the assistance?.
 



4. 	FAA Sec. 611(b); FY 1986. 

Continuinq Resolution Sec.
 
501. If for water or
 
water-related land resource
 
construction, has project met
 
the 	principles, standards,
 
and procedures established
 
pursuant to the Water
 
Resources Planning Act (42

U.S.C. 1962, et seq.)? (See
AID Handbook 3 for new 
guidelines.)
 

5-.---.FAA Sec. 611(e). 'If project 
-. 	 is capital assistance (e.g., 

construction), and all U.S. 
assistance for it will exceed 
$i million, has Mission
 
Director certified and
 
Regional Assistant
 
Administrator taken into
 
consideration the country's
 
capability effectively to
 
maintain and utilize the
 
project?
 

6. 	FAA Sec. 209. Is project.
 
susceptible to execution as
 
part of regional or
 
multilateral project? If so,

why 	is project not so
 
executed? Information and
 
conclusion whether assistance
 
will encourage regional

development programs.
 

7. 	 FAA Sec. 601(a). Information 
and conclusions whether 
projects will encourage
efforts of the country to: 
(a) increase the flow of 

international trade; (b)

foster private initiative and 

competition; and (c) 
encourage development and use 
of cooperatives, and credit 
unions, and savings and loan 

associations; (d) discourage 
monopolistic practices; (e) 

improve technical efficiency 

of industry, agriculture and 

commerce; and (f) strengthen

free labor unions. 

N/A
 

N/A
 

All project-ctivities, including
 
policy studies, training and
 
seminars, are directed toward
 
improvement in Zambia's economic
 
and agricultural policies, and as
 
such 	will support Zambia's efforts
 
to increase the flow of 
international trade and foster 
private initiative and investment 
as applied to agriculture. As 
Zambia's management of its
 
agriculture improves, so should the 
technical efficienql of agricultural
 
operations. The project directly
 
supports efforts by the Ministries
 
of Agriculture and of Cooperatives
 
to encourage the use of and

increase the efficiency of 
cooperatives. 

76 
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8-	 FAA Sec. 601(b). Information Technical. Assistance financed by theand conclusions on how project will be furnished by a U.S.project will encourage U.S. firm or university as based uponprivate trade and investment competitive submissions.
abroad and encourage private Improvements in the policy climate
U.S. participation in foreign which result fron the project should
assistance programs encourage U.S. investment in-Zambia's(including use of private agricultural sector. 
trade channels and the
 
services of U.S. private

enterprise).
 

.. 9. FAA Sec. 612(b), 636(h); FY Country has agreed to contribute local1986 Continuing Resolution currencies toward all planned localSec. 507. Describe steps costs of project implementation. Thesitaken to assure that, to- the local currencies include: (a) themaximum extent possible, the equivalent of $2.86 million to be madecountry is contributincg local available from counterpart fundscurrencies to meet the cost 
 generated under the Program Assistance
of contractual and other components of USAID/Zambia's portfolio;services, and foreign (b) the equivalent of $3.46 million tocurrencies owned by the U.S. be contributed fron already budgeted
are utilized in lieu of operating costs. 
dollars. 

10. 	FAA Sec. 612(d). Does the 
 NO 
U.S. own excess foreign
 
currency of the country and,
if so, what arrangements have
 
been made for its release?
 

11. 	FAA Sec. 601(e). Will the YES
 
project utilize competitive

selection procedures for the
 
awarding of contracts, except

where applicable procurement

rules allow otherwise?
 

12. 	FY 1986 Continuing Resolution N/A

Sec. 522. If assistance is
 
for the production of any

commodity for export, is the
 
commodity likely to be in
 
surplus on world markets at
 
the 	time the resulting 
productive capacity becomes
 
operative, and is such
 
assistance likely to cause
 
substantial injury to U.S.
 
producers of the same,

similar or competing
 
commodity?
 

r77 
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13. 	FAA 118(c) and (d). Does the
 
project comply with the
 
environomental procedures set
 
forth in AID Regulation 16.
 
Does the project or program

take into consideration the
 
problem of the destruction of
 
tropical forests?
 

14. 	FAA 121(d). If a Sahel
 
.-project, has a determination A
 
been made that the host
 
government has an adequate
 
sysem for accounting for and
 
controlling receipt and
 
expenditure of project funds
 
(dollars or local currency
 
generated therefrom)?
 

15. 	FY 1986 Continuing Resolution NO
 
Sec. 533. Is disbursement of
 
the assistance conditioned
 
solely on the basis of the
 
policies of any multilateral
 
institution?
 

16. 	ISDCA of 1985 Sec. 310. For 
 No set-aside for 8a
 
development assistance 
 firms is anticipated.

projects, how much of the However, they will be

funds will be available only free to bid on the
 
for activities of 
 technical assistance

economically and socially 
 contract, which will be
 
disadvantaged enterprises, 
 openly advertised.
 
historically black colleges
 
and universities, and private

and voluntary organizations
 
which are controlled by

individuals who are black
 
Americans, Hispanic

Americans, or Native
 
Americans, or who are
 
economically or socially

disadvantaged (including
 
women)?
 

r7~
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B. .,FUNDING CRITERIA FOR PROJECT 

1. Development Assistance 
Project Criteria 

a; FAA Sec. 102(a), II I ,
113, 281(a). Extent to 
which activity will (a)
effectively involve the 
poor in development, by
extending access to 
economy at local level, 

The project provides
mainly for technical 
assistance to host 
government agencies and 
for long-term training.
However, the studies 
component will allow for 

increasing 
labor-intensive 
production and the use of 
appropriate technology, 
spreading investment out 

agricullure-criented 
research Which potentially
will involve items a - d. 
Item e is not applicable.. 

from cities to small 
towns and rural areas,
and insuring wide 
participation of the poor
in the benefits of 
development on a 
sustained basis, using
the appropriate U.S. 
institutions; (b) help
develop cooperatives, 
especially by technical 
assistance, to assist 
rural and urban poor to 
help themselves toward 
better life, and 
otherwise encourage
democratic private and 
local governmental
institutions; (c) support
the self-help efforts of 
developing countries; (d) 
promote the participation
of women in the national 
economies of developing 
countries and the 
improvement of women's 
status, (e) utilize and 
encourage regional
cooperation by developing 
countries? 



b. 	FAA Sec. 103, 103A, 104 r 

I05, 106. Does the
 
project fit the criteria
 
for the type of funds
 
(functional account)
 
being used?
 

c. 	FAA Sec. 107. Is 

emphasis on use of 

appropriate technology 

(relatively smaller,

cost-saving, labor-using
technologies that are 
generally most 
appropriate for the small 
farms, small businesses, 
and 	small incomes of the
 
poor)?
 

d. 	FAA Sec. 110(a). Wil 

the recipient country
 
provide at least 25% of

the costs of the program,

project, or activity with
 
respect to whch the

assistance is to be
 
furnished (or is the
 
latter cost-sharing
 
requirement being waived
 
for a "relatively leas*
 
developed country)?
 

e. 	FAA Sec. 122(b). Does 

the activity give
 
reasonable promise of
 
contributing to the
 
development of economic
 
resources, or 
to the
 
increase of productive
 
capacities and
 
self-sustaiding economic
 
growth?
 

YES
 

In'the studies
 
component, this focus
 
will be emphasized.
 

YES
 

YES
 



f. 	FAA Sec. 128(b). If the YES
 
activity attempts' to in
crease the institutional
 
capabilities of private

organizations or the
 
government of the
 
country, or if it
 
attempts to stimulate
 
scientific and
 
technological research,
 
has 	it been designed and
 

.will it be monitored to
 
ensure that the ultimate
 
beneficiarie are the
 
poor majority?
 

g. 	FAA Sec. 281(b). A mijor component

Describe extent to which 
 of the project is
 
program recognizes the long-term training,

particular needs, 
 which responds to all

desires, and capacities these concerns.
 
of the people of the
 
country; utilizes the
 
country's intellectual
 
resources to encourage
 
institutional
 
development; and supports,

civil education and
 
training in skills
 
required for effective
 
participation in
 
governmental processes

essential to
 
self-government.
 



2. Development Assistance Project 
Criteria (Loans Only) 

a. FAA Sec. 122(b). 
Information an conclusion on 
capacity of the country to 
repay the loan, at a 
reasonable rate of interest. 

N/A 

b. FAA Sec.. 620(d). If 
assistance is for any. 
productive enterprise which 

flI c ompete with U.S. 
enterprises, is there an 
agreement by the recipient 
country to prevent export to 
the U.S. of more than 20% of 

N/A 

the enterprise's annual 
production during the life 
of the loan? 

.3. Economic Support Fund Project 
Criteria 

a. FAA Sec. 531(a). Will this 
assistance promote economic 
and political stability? To 
the maximum extent feasible, 
is this assistance 
consistent with the policy
directions, purposes, and 
programs of part I of the 
FAA? 

N/A 

b. FAA Sec. 531(c). Will 
assistance under this 
chapter be used for 
military, or paramilitary 
activities? 

N/A 

S. ISDCA of 1985 Sec. 207. 
Will ESF funds be used to 
finance the construction of, 
or the operation or 
maintenance of, or the 
supplying of fuel for, a 
nuclear facility? If so, 
has the President certified 

N/A 
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that such country is a
 
party to the Treaty on the
 
Non-Poliferation of Nuclear
 
Weapons or the Treaty

for the Prohibition of
 
Nuclear Weapons in Latin
 
America (the 'Treaty of
 
Tlatelolco"), cooperates
 
fully with the IAEA, and
 
pursues nonproliferation
 
policies consistent with
 
those of the United States?
 

d; 	 FAA Sec. 609. If
 
commodities are to be
 
granted so that sale
 
proceeds will accrue to the
 
recipient country, have
 
Special Account
 
(counterpart) arrangements

been made?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

ZATPID IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
 

This report details the findings of a four-week assessment of
the impact of the Zambia Agricultural Training, Planning and
Institutional Development Project (ZATPID I, 611-0075) and an
institutional analysis of Zambian policymaking for the
agriculture sector. 
 It provides a series of recommendations

for the remainder of the life of the ZATPID I project and
design guidance for a proposed second phase of the project

(ZATPID II).
 

The assessment and analysis were carried out by a two-person
team comprised of an agricultural economist and an
anthropologist. The team followed the scope of work jointly

prepared by USAID/Lusaka and AID/Washington. The team reviewed
background documents and project outputs and held discussions

with a number of persons associated with ZATPID I specifically
and with donor assistance to Zambia more generally. Working

from the scope of work, the team devised a questionaire that
was used to guide its discussions with key informants in
Lusaka, both Zambiani and expatriate.
 

The current ZATPID project was authorized in September 1980 for
an initial three-year life at $4.8 million. 
 The project paper

stipulated that an evaluation was 
to be undertaken at the end
of the second year of the project to determine whether the

project should be continued for an additional two lears. A
period of diffidult relations between the U.S. ane 
Zambian
 
governments almost immediately followed project aLthorization,

so that most implementation activities did not begin until
 
1982, and some, such as 
the placement of a technical advisor in
NCDP, never occurred. The evaluation was thus undertaken two
 years into actual project implementation, in March, 1984,
although the projecc was 
in its fourth year of life at the
time. The evaluation was positive overall, and recommended

extension of the life of the project for 
an additional two
 years, or until 1987. Theproject has been extended, and the

completion date'is now September 1987.
 

Overall, the team finds the concept of assisting the GRZ to
strengthen indigenous policy formulation and planning processes
to be a sound use of AID resources, and a necessary complement

to the substantial amount of non-project assistance being

provided, in order to ensure that the latter resources are
well-utilized. The impact of ZATPID I has been on 
the whole
 
positive and consistent with the project purpose as articulated
 

)<
 



in the project paper. The impact is believed.to justify
 

proceeding to a follow-on project.
 

ZATPID I
 

The assessment team believes that the ZATPID I project has

begun to have an impact on agricultural policies and the-policy

process in Zambia. This has occurred both in relation to
 
specific-policy changes, and in relation to 
longer-term

institution-building activities that will assist in making the

Zambian policy process analytically stronger and more

empirically based. There have, however, been a number of
 
implementation and management problems in the project, and
there are examples of project activities that were not designed

and carried out in such a way as to maximize their impact on
 
policies or the policy process.
 

Evidence of positive project impact includes several studies

and follow-up activities that formed the basis of specific

recommendations for change in agricultural policies. 
 Some

recommendations were accepted by the GRZ and resulted in

significant policy changes. 
Others were rejected for

non-economic reasons, but nonetheless contributed to an 
active

policy debate that is'still continuing in some instances.
 

Longer-term activities contributing to institutional
 
strengthening have also scored several successes, although

there are areas of concern. The record so far on participant

training has been outstanding, with ten out of ten returned
 
long-term trainees filling positions from which they have the

potential to affect the policy process. 
 Other examples of
 
successful institution-building activities include: the
 
enhancement of an effective data processing center in the
 
Central Statistics Office (CSO) and a computer center in the
Ministry of Agriculture Planning Division (MAWD/PD); the
 
establishment of a functioning library in MAWD; and important

work in management training and information dissemination. An

unanticipated side benefit of the project is the promotion of

coordinationi among Zambian institutions. This has led to such
 
activities as. the joint undertaking of a crop forecasting

survey by MAWD and CSO, whereas in the past both instituticns

carried out similiar activities simultaneously.
 

In contrast to these activities, others have not had a positive

impact to date. These include complex econometric model

building and other work, often directed or carried out from the
 
Iowa State University campus, that was not sufficiently

integrated into the Zambian context. Model building in
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particular was undertaken without sufficient involvement of

Zambian institutions, or sufficient thought regarding the

precise use and sustainability of the exercises.
 

Regarding institution-building, the primary area of concern has
been the weakness of counterpart relationships between

expatriate technical assistance and Zambian staff at the
working level. 
 The problem has several causes, most notably an
insufficient number of Zambian professional staff, their heavy
involvement in Ifirefightingw activities (although this also
has a positive side in that the Minister of Agriculture depends
heavily on the project-supported Planning Division), 
the lack
of-formal counterpart arrangements, and insufficient emphasis
on counterpart relations on 
the part of some, though by no
 means all, of the expatriate technicians.
 

An assessment of recurrent cost issues concluded that some of
the institutions supported by the project do have serious
 
recurrent cost problems, which are likely to become worse in
future years. However, it should also be noted that projectinitiated activities, including policy reforms such as 
subsidy
reductions, have the potential to generate considerable cost
savings (and eventually revenue) for the government. Although
Zambia's recurrent cost problems are undeniably serious, they
probably are no more severe than are 
those of many other
African countries; nonetheless, it is important that ZATPID II
be designed in such a way as to minimize recurrent cost

implications.
 

The assessment of ZATPID I closes with specific recommendations
for the remainder of the first phase of the project. 
 The

recommendations concentrate on 
two areas: management and
communications, and institution-building issues. 
 Lessons

learned from the assessment have also contributed to the

formulation of design recommendations for ZATPID II.
 

ZATPID II
 

The project identification document for 
ZATPID II was written
in June 1985 and approved in AID/Washington in August 1985.
its approval cable, Washington requested that the assessment 
In
 

summarized above, and an institutional. analysis, be undertaken
 
prior to the project paper design for ZATPID II. The purpose
of the institutional analysis was to 
"discuss and understand

(a) the process by which Zambian agricultural policies are made
at the national level and. (b) the effect that ZATPID I has haa
 on .he process.* it was intended that the analysis would
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be used as a decision tool to determine the most appropriate

ZATPID 11 project design for advancing the .indigenous

policymaking process even farther, having it increasingly rely
 
on realistic data and analysis.
 

The second half of the report responds to these requirements by
first detailing a distinction between policy formulation and
 
policy implementation; to be used as 
a means of conceptualizing

the purpose and parameters of ZATPID II. Policy formulation

entails data collection, analysis, making recommendations,

decisionmaking and monitoring the impacts for feedback. 
 In
 
contrast, policy implementation generally means translating

decisions into practices that lead to-systemic,

institutionalized change. Planning for development is viewed
 
as a forum for bringing together different government agencies

and segments of society to think about national development, to
 
help politicians mobilze public support for development

programs, and to make decisions about 
resource allocation. As

such, it is also considered an important function for ZATPID to
 
assist.
 

The policy environment in Zambia was found to be relatively

open and flexible, especially in comparison with other African

countries. In particular, Zambia has benefitted from twenty

years of political stability, which have allowed the
 
development of some institutionalized means of discussion and

dissent. However, the team noted that many policy changes that
 
differentially affect various parts of the society have
 
occurred with great speed in recent years. This that
means 

many of the necessary macroeconomic reforms have been set- in
 
motion, and the government may now enter a period of
 
consolidation and assessment of impact with regard to 
future
 
reforms. Thus, the pace of policy change will likely slow
 
down, allowing the ZATPID ZI project to emphasize the

establishment of sustainable institutions for policy

formulation and planning.
 

There is a basic policymaking process, with some variations on

the theme. Policy issues may emanate from a number of sources,

including politicians, private citizens 
or groups or technical
 
ministry staff. The stages of the policy formulation process

generally include long- or short-term analyses of an issue, the
 
formation of recommendations, the vetting of the
 
recommendations first through the civil service system and then
 
through the political system (Cabinet, the UNIP Central
 
Committee and the President), and finally a decision by actors

within the political structure. The team found that the system

may be short-circuS.ted in several ways, but also found that
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senior civil servants and politicians are coming to rely
increasingly on an empirically-based process, and to generate
some demand for data collection and analysis to underpin
decisions. 
The team round a number of constraints encumbering
the policymaking process. 
 These included
 

- intra- and inter-organizational coordination;
-
management of investment, including donor resources
 
in the agriculture sector;
-
overall resource allocation, and allocation withiq

the agriculture sector;


-
capacity for data collection and.analysis
- structures, functions and procedures of specific

organizations; and
 

- the political diiiension.
 

In order to address as many of the constraints as are amenable
to donor assistance, the team has recommended that technical
assistance, training and a limited amount of commodity support
be provided to the following key policy formulation
 
organizations:
 

1. Ministry of Agriculture and Water

Development/Planning Division
 

2. Ministry of Finance
3. 
National Commission for Development Planning
4. Central Statistics Office
 

It further recommended that computer hardware, software and
training be provided to 
the Rural Development Studies Bureau.
The University of Zambia's training functions have not been
recommended for support at 
this time (outside of the provision
of advanced degree training for faculty), due to its inability
to assure that the assistance provided will result in
sustainable institutional development.
 

A series of additional recommendations, which crosscut the
policy formulation organizations, and which derive; in part,
from applying the lessons learned from ZATPID I, 
were also
made. These recommendations pertain to
 

-institutional coordination
 
-monitoring and evaluation
 
-balancing quantitative and qualitativeanalysis

-the role of the private sector

-professionalism among returned trainees
 
-training

-in-country technical supervision of studies/analj. .
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-in-country thesis research
 
-computerization needs.
 

The team found several lessons from ZATPID I that should be
applied to the design of ZATPID 1I. The emphasis to date in

ZATPID I had been on short-term analysis leading to specific

policy reforms, although it also noted that considerable

institutional development had taken place, particularly in the
first two years of the provision of technical assistance. The
 
team concurred with the finding of the 1984 evaluation that
 
production of analyses and studies are one means of achieving

longer-term institutional objectives. However, they are only

one means, and have perhaps been relied on too heavily to reach

the institution-building goal. The production of the analyses

has also been less collaborative than envisioned in the

original project. The team believes that these findings,

coupled with the likelihood that the pace of policy reform will

slow down somewhat over the next few years, lead to the

conclusion that the emphasis in ZATPID 1I should be on

establishing sustainal-e institutions for policy formulation

and planning. Although some resources should be devoted to

continued production of studies and analyses, more attention
 
should be paid to developing management systems and procedures,

to training  both long- and short-term - and to institutional
 
coordination.
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AFC 

ASS 

BAS 

BUCEN 

CC 

CFB 

CIDA 

CSO 

DP 

DPB 

DPREE 


GDP 

GRZ 

HIRD 

IBM 

IMF 

IRDP 

ISU 

LDCs 

LINTCO 

MAWD/PD 


MCI 

MOC 

MOD 

MOF 

M/SER/IRM 


NAMBoard 

NCDP 

OPEX 

P&M 

PAI 


PD 


PEC 

PID 

PP 

PPU 

PS 

RDSB 

SPA 

TA 


ACRONYMS
 

Agricultural Finance Corporation

Agricultural Statistics.Section (of MAWD/PD)

Budget Analysis Section (of MAWD/PD)

U.S. Bureau of Census
 
.Central Committee
 
Commercial Farmers' Bureau
 
Canadian International Development Agency;

Central Statistics Office
 
Director of Planning, MAWD/Planning Division
 
Dairy Produce Board
 
Department of Rural Economy and Extension Education,
 
University of Zambia
 
Gross Domestic Product
 
Government of the Republic of Zambia

Human and Institutional Resource Development Project

International Business Machines
 
International Monetary Fund
 
Integrated Rural Development Programme

Iowa State University

Less Developed Countries
 
Lint Company of Zambia
 
Ministry of Agriculture and Water
 
Development/Planning Division

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
 
Ministry of Cooperatives

Ministry of Decentralisation
 
Ministry of Finance
 
Office of Information Resources Management,

Directorate for Program and Management Services,

Management Bureau, AID/Washington

National Agricultural Marketing Board
 
National Commission for Development Planning

Operational Expert

Production and Marketing Section (of MAWD/PD)

Project Analysis and Implementation Section (of

MAWD/PD)

Planning Division (of Ministry of Agriculture and
 
Water Development)
 
Project Executive Committee
 
Project Identification Document
 
Project Paper

Provincial Planning Units
 
Permanent Secreta:y

Rural Development Studies Bureau
 
Sectoral Policy Analysis Section (of MAWD/PD)

Technical Assistance Section (of MAWD/PD)
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TBZ Tobacco Board of Zambia

UNIP United National independence Party

UNZA University of Zambia
 
USAID United States Agency for International Development

ZADB 	 Zambian Agricultural Development Bank
 
ZAMARE 	 Zambia Agricultural Development, Research and
 

Extension Project

ZAMCAM Zambia Multi-Channel Agricultural Marketing Program

ZATPID Zambia Agricultural Training, Planning and
 

Institutional Development Project

ZCP Zambian Co-operative Federation
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ZATPIDI'
*MPACT 
ASSESSMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

This report details the findings of a four-week assessment of
the impact of the Zambia Agricultural Training, Planning and
Institutional bevelopmen't Project (ZATPID I, 611.-0075) and an
institutional analysis of Zambian policymaking for the
agriculture sector. 
 It provides a series of recommendations
for the remainder of the life of the ZATPID I project and
design guidance for ZATPID II.
 
The assessment and analysis were carried out by a two-person
team comprised of an agricultural economist and
anthropologist. 
 The team followed the scope of work jointly
prepared by USAID/Lusaka and AID/Washington (Annex I). 
The
team reviewed background documents and project outputz and held
discussions with a number of persons associated with ZATPID
specifically and with donor assistance to Zambia more
generally. 
 (See Annex 2 for list of persons.contacted.)
Working from the scope of work, the team devised a questionaire
that was used to guide its discussions with key informants in
Lusaka, both Zambian and expatriate.
 

The current-project was authorized in September 1980 for an
initial three-year life at $4.8 
million. The project paper
stipulated that an evaluation was 
to be undertaken at the end
of the second year of the project to determine whether the
project should be continued for an additional two years. 
 A
period of difficult relations between the U.S. and Zambian
governments almost immediately followed project authorization,
so that most implementation activities did not begin until
1982, and some, such as the placement of a technical advisor in
NCDP, never occurred. 
 The evaluation was thus undertaken two
years into actual project implementation, in March, 1984,
although the project was 
in its fourth year of life at
time. the
The evaluation was positive overall, and recommended
extension of the life of the project for 
an additional two
years, or 
until 1987. 
 The project has been extended, and the
completion date is 
now Santmhar 1OQ,
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II* ZATPID 1 
This part of the report looks at the first phase of the ZATPID
project. 
Divioed into three sections, it first assesses the
impact that the project has had on agricultural policies and
the policymaking 
process in Zambia, then presents some
additiodal findings and conclusions, and finally makes
recommendations for the remainder of ZATPID I.
 

A. IMPACT ASSESSMENT
 

This first section is a broadly-based assessnent of the impact
that ZATPIJ I has had to date, both in terms of direct
influence on agricultural policies and the policy process in
Zambia, and in 
terms of laying the groundwork for the future
through institution-building. 
 It responds directly to
through K on'the scope of work (Annex 1). 
items A
 

In agreement with
USAID/Lusaka, these items have been regrouped under three major
headings: (1.) 
 Direct Impact on the Policy Process, covering
items A, B, C, G, and J; 
(2) Institutional and Human Resource
Development, covering items D, E, F, H, and 1; and 
(3)
Recurrent Costs, covering item K.
 

i. DIRECT IMPACT ON POLICIES AND THE POLICY PROCESS
 
The qnestions that this section addresses 
are the following:
Are the data, studies, and analyses generated by the projecit
relevant, usable, and consistent with Zambia's needs? 
 Are they
actively sought by GRZ decisionmakers? How have they
influenced policies and the policymaking process? 
What are
the constraints to improvements in these areas?
 
The assessment team believes that the ZATPID project has begun
to have a significant impact on the agricultural poli-cy
formulation process in Zambia. 
 There are numerous examples of
project outputs in the lorm of studies or 
other activities that
have been used by GRZ decisionmakers, and that have infl-ienced
policies and/or 
the policy process. 
 There are other examales,
however, of outputs that have not been perceived by key
Zambians as relevznt 
to their needs, have not been used to
date, and probably will not be used. 
 While the record overall
is more positive than negative, examples of the latter
situation are quite striking, and suggest 
a change of emphasis
eor 
future project activities.
 

The activities of ZATPID I considered most useful by key
Zambians and expatriates interviewed, as well as by the
assessment 
team itself, tend to 
fall into two groups. The
first .isspecific studies initial-ed in response to 
concerns
from Zambians outside the MAWD Planning Div.ision, and the
second is "process oriented" institution-building activities
 

qJ;
 



such as management training and coordination efforts,
development of a data processing center and library, etc.
second set of activities are discussed in Section II.A.2). 
(the
 

Those efforts judged least useful to date have been the 
more
quantitative economic exercises (e.g. complex model building),
which tend to have been carried out without full commitment
from (and occasionally in the face of active opposition by) key
Zambians. 
 There may, however, be some trade-off here between
long- and short-term time frames 
- for a fuller discussion of
this point, see Section II.B.3. and Recommendation 19.
 
On the positive side of the equation, previous documentation
has established (Lusaka cable 0035 of 1985; project quartely
reports), and the evaluation team was able to confirm, that
specific studies were in fact used by GRZ decisionmakers in the
policy process. 
 Prime examples are the groundnut study, the
agricultural finance markets study, the tractor hire study, and
the study of inteqrated rural development programs (see Annex 3
for 
a list of ZATPID-sponsored studies reviewed). 
 These
project outputs (and follow-up activities such as Cabinet
Memoranda) formed the basis of specific policy recommendations,
often presented by the Minister of Agriculture to his
colleagues in the Cabinet or 
to the Central Committee.
another example, RDSB carried out a brief study on 

In
 
the small
farm sector under ZATPID financing. This resulted in a member
of the Cabinet sending an investigation team to 
the Copperbelt
to look into allegations of land grabbing uncovered by the


study.
 

Some of the above examples have resulted in specific policy
changes that are widely believed to have had
economic impact. a favorable
In other cases, policy recommendations of the
studies, after due consideration, were rejected for political,
social, or other 
reasons. 
 The important point, however, is
that %he studies di6 contribute to active debate on significant
policy issues, debate which is still continuing in some cases.
 
On the negative side, 
some specific activities have not had an
impact to date, and do not appear to have been designed and
carried out in such a way as to improve the likelihood of their
being well used. More specifically, insufficient attention was
paid to one or more of the following questions: How would the
activity be used in the Zambian context?
institution or Who (i.e., what
individual) would 
use it, and how would they be
involved in the process of developing the activity? 
Who would
translate the analyzes into intelligible policy
recommendations? 
Who would sustain the activity after the
departure of the expatriate? 
While some thought and effort was
undoubtedly given to 
these areas, it was and is clearly
inadequate in certain cases.
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The most notable example concerns the activity that has now
come to be called the transport model. 
 Prior to the recently
announced liberalization of maize'marketing, the logical end
user of this complex econometric model was NAMBoard. NAMBoard
had little or no involvement in the activity, however, and
hence had no 
input into its development or likely uses.
Furthermore, the model, which wa s completed on 
the ISU campus
at Ames, Iowa was 
too big to run on the microcomputers at
MAD/PD, was-probably too complex, and had questionable support
from Zambian authorities. 
 The Zambian technician trained in
its use at Ames, although interested in the model, has not been
.officially assigned to work on it, and finds little time after
his other duties. Work is now being undertaken to modify the
model so that it will run 
on MAWD/PD micros, but it is still
not at all clear exactly who will use the model 
(especially
given NAMBoard's recent loss of the marketing monopoly),
what purposes, or how it will be sustained after the 
for
 

expatriates'-departure. 
 (See Section 1I.B.3. and
 
Recommendation 18.)
 

Another example of a project activity that was insufficiently
integrated into the Zambian context (and is therefore unlikely
to have significant impact) concerns the questionaire design
for the rural household survey begun in the Fall of 1985. The
basic questionaire was designed on campus at Ames, at
request of the Chief of Party, as 
the
 

he felt that the necessary
expertise did not e*xist in country at 
the time (most of the
current ISU team was not then in place). 
 The draft
questionaire was then presented at a workshop in Zambia, 
in
order to elicit in-country (both Zambian and expatriate)
participation. 
 Following this, the questionaire was put into
supposedly final form in country, but the ISU team continued to
receive untimely instructions from campus to add additional
elements to the questionaire. In some 
if no.t most cases, the
additional parts of the questionaire did not respond to any
felt need in Zambia, and the 1SU team in-country could only
speculate as -to why they had been instructed to add the items.
The additions appear 
to be m're in response to felt data needs
on campus at Ames than to peiceived data needs in country.
Given that it is not 
even known in Zambia who will analyze the
additional data or why the instructions were received to add
it, it is unlikely that this part of the survey will have an
impact on Zambian policies and/or the policy process.
 

It should be rea2firmed, however, that such examples appear to
be the minority of cases to date. As is stated above, the
assessment team believes the project has begun to make a
significant impact on the agricultural policy process 
(taking
into account both the limited time that 
it has been operating
and the fact that it operates in conjunction with ocher donor
efforts). 
 Evidence for this assessment comes not only from the
 

q7
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examples of project outputs cited previously, but also from the
impressions of a number of long-term observers (both Zambian
and expatriate) of the policymaking process in Zambia.
 

The project appears to have had an additional posit4v6 impact
on the agricultural policy process that is less tangible, but
 no less important. 
 This is the promotion of coordination among
Zambian institutions, and could be considered an unanticipated

benefit of the project. Perhaps the most strikirq example of
this is the collaboration between CSO and MAWD/PD on an
agricultural survey now being undertaken, whereas in the past
both organizations were independently collecting similar data.

Additionally, key individuals from several ministries and
institutions have been brought together regularly in Project

Executive Committee (PEC) meetings in the past, which may
provide one of the few opportunities for regular dialogue among
them. While a great deal more needs to be done under the
heading of institutional coordination (see Section III.F.I.),

project progress in this direction is encouraging.
 

The degree to which the studies and activities hale been
demand-driven (i.e., initiated in response to a specific

concern by GRZ policymakers) has varied, and as indicated

above, has been a major factor in determining the extent to
which the activity is judged to be useful and relevant. In the
 
case of the groundnut and tractor hire studies, for example,

the activity was initiated at the request of high level GRZ
officials who were themselves responding to concerns that had
been raised by various political constituencies.
 

In other cases, activities were initiated primarily within the
Planning Division, in response to a perceived need by the staff
and/or expatriate advisors. The assessment team believes that
it is appropriate to have some mix in the sources 
from which

projict acti'ities originate, as long as the undertaking of a
particular activity is able to generate genuine support from
key Zambians. In such cases, there is reason to hope that
supply will create demand, and that GRZ policy makers will
develop greater appreciation of empirically-based

decisionmaking. However, if supply is to help create demand,

then it is important that the studies and their policy

implications receive wide distribution. it is not clear that
MAWD/PD studies are being widely circulated outside the
Planning Division at the present time. 
 (See Recommendation 6.)
 

There are, of course, a number of constraints to more
empirically-based policies, and more specifically to further
improvements in data generation, analysis, and decisionmaking
with respect to agricultural policy. 
These are only briefly
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dealt with here, as a number of them are more fully explored in
 
Section III.F. and in other sections.
 

One obvious constraint is that the'policymaking process in any
country is highly political, and there are limits to the degree
to which.policies will be based upon empirical evidence.
 
Furthermore, USAID's policy agenda worldwide tends to be
defined in macroeconomic terms, but there are legitimate social

and other concerns which may in some cases outweigh


.macroeconomics 
(and Zambia may be more concerned with such

factors than certain other countries).
 

In broad terms, another constraint flows from the greatly
increased emphasis that has recently been placed upon the
agriculture sector in Zambia. 
 Within the last two 
or three
 years, aj pressure for policy change in agriculture has
mounted, there has been greatly increased demand for policy
analysis. 
 The limited structure that was previously in place
has simply been unable to keep.up with this new demand.
 

In more specific terms, this inability to keep up with new
demand is manifested in such things as insufficient numbers of
qualified staff, data collection constraints, data processing
bottlenecks, and recurrent cost problems. 
Within MAWD/?D, for
example, there is clearly a shortage of well qualified staff to
interpret data and generally address policy analysis
questions. kmong the qualified staff that does exist, there
 
are problems with job morale, and also a lack of agricultural
content in their formal educacion and background. Quality and
insufficiency of data are something of a constraint, although
insufficiency of data alone is not adequate justification to
mount new, larye-scale collection efforts (see Tilney and
Riordan, 1985; and the discussion of recurrent costs in Section

II.A.3.8.) Data processing has been a major problem in some
institutions, although great progress has been made in this
 area, particularly in CSO. 
 Lack of coordination among Zambian
institutions 
(and donors who continue to provide conflicting

policy advice), among other problems, also remains a
constraint, especially in the area of data sharing.
 

2. INSTITUTIONAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
 

Training and technical assistance questions are addressed in
this section. More specifically, the following contains an
examination of the appropriateness of the training; the

retention of returned trainees in their home institutions and
their ability to use their training in their present jobs,
improvements in.overall analytical capability; 

the
 
the
appropriateness of the technical assistance; and,. perhaps most
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important, the ways in which the technical assistance is
 
helping to build Zambian institutional capacities.
 

a. Training
 

Training consists of formal participant training outside of
Zambia, formal in-service training such as workshops and
seminars, and daily on-the-job training through counterpart

relationships.
 

Regarding formal participant training outside of Zambia, it was
agreed with USAID/Lusaka that the assessment would be limited
primarily to training that was at least one year in length.
There was in addition a considerable amount of very short-term,
very specific training undertaken, with individuals

participating from a variety of Zambian institutions. 
 This
type of training appears generally to have been useful and
appropriate, and the subject matter was relevant to 
Zambia's
 
needs.
 

There are currently ten individuals who have returned from longterm training overseas (a few individuals whose training was
only partially financed under ZATPID and who 
are not considered
central to ZATPID activities have been excluded from the
assessment). 
 Annex 4 presents a list of these individuals,
along with their institutions and current positions, while

Annex 5 gives a complete picture of all training done under the
project. 
 Nine of the ten returned long-term participants are
still with the institution from which they departed for
training, and all nihe of these appear to occupy positions from
which they have the potential to affect one or more of the many
elements of the policy process. 
 The sole returned trainee no
longer with his home institution currently works as a lecturer
at the University of Zambia. 
 This is an impressive record for
participant training in African countries.
 

In MAWD/PD, for example, both returnees serve in the Sectoral

Policy Analysis Section. 
While one has just returned, the
other is Acting Section Head, serves as a close advisor to the
Minister, and is clearly a very productive and influential
staff member-and policy analyst. 
 Tocite other examples, the
two returned trainees at NCDP both hold the rank of Senior
Economist in the Department of Sectoral Planning, while another
at CSO serves as Senior Statistician in the National Accounts
 
Section.
 

Regarding the subject matter of the training and its
appropriateness, the bulk of long-term Overseas training (both
continuing and completed) is in Economics and Agricultural

Economics. 
 Eight people have or are receiving training in
Agricultural Economics, six in Economics, two in Statistics,
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and one each in Survey Methods, International Development

Studies, Rural Sociology, Public Policy, and Regional

Planning. This mix is appropriate for the purposes of the
 
project (as defined in the Project'Paper), although there was
 
one important omission. This is the project output regarding

improved.procedures and management in Zambian institutions.
 
Some participant training in fields such as public

administration would have been helpful for a fuller
 
accomplishment of this aspect of the project purpose. (See

Recommendation 8.)
 

Within the Economics and Agricultural Economics training, there
 
has been some difficulty with the Zambian students' ability to

maintain the required grade point averages. This has not
 
resulted in an excessive number of terminations to date, but
 
may be cause for 
concern in the future. There is some feeling

that the required course load in these disciplines may be too
 
heavily tilted toward quantitative methods, and that this is

causing unnecessary difficulty for the students, who tend to
 
have weak math backgrounds. Given the lack of positive impact

to date of heavily quantitative economic approaches, the
 
assessment team feels that this issue should be examined in

depth by USAID/Lusaka and the PEC before additional
 
participants are sent for long-term Economics or Agricultural

Economics training. (See Recommendation 8.)
 

Training selection criteria are judged to be appropriate.

These include the following: fixed period of service in home
 
institution before departure for training, wo:k in a discipline

that addresses agricultural constraints identified in the
 
project paper, a certain level of academic achievement, and
 
meeting the specific criteria of individual institutions.
 

Although individual institutions such as MAWD/PD ana CSO have

taken steps to develop written training plans,, institutions
 
included in ZATVID that have no such plans should be ehcouragea

to prepare them. 
 Also, while the criteria that were apparently

used in the past were appropriate, the assessment team
 
nonetheless believes that the PEC should out its 
own criteria
 
in writing, with copies distributed to all members. This woula

assist to prevent possible unfairness (either real or
 
perceived) in the allocation of training slots, and firmly

establish that the training was merit-based. The assessment
 
team does not have reason to believe that this has been a
 
problem in the past, but nonetheless feels that it would be
 
helpful for future selection of individuals for training.
 

A final point concerning long-term participant training is the
 
degree to which returned trainees are able to apply their 
new

skills upon returning to their home institutions. Although the
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positions filled by the individuals are appropriate to permit
application of their skills, the structure and size of their
workload often allows little opportunity .for engaging in
medium- to longer-term analysis work. 
 This is particularly a
problem in MAWD/PD, where the best trained technicians are
almost totally taken up by a barrage of daily *firefighting"
activities, not the least of which is responding to requests by
the Minister and Permanent Secretary. 
More is said on this
problem in later sections.
 

The second major aspect of training is formal in-service
training such as workshops and seminars. 
 These activities have
been an important part of the project, are considered to be a
very effective institution-building tool by a number of Zambian
and expatriate observers, and need to be continued. The
workshops impart knowledge on specific subjects, allow for
feedback and participation in policy and program/project
activities, give Zambians at different levels the opportunity
to iuteract, and serve as a motivator for staff who are often
suffering from low job morale for other reasons. 
 There appears
to be less emphasis on seminars and workshops by the current
technical assistance team than there was 
earlier in project
implementation. The assessment team believes that this trend
should be reversed, and greater emphasis should be given to
this area. (See Recommendation 15.)
 

The third aspect of training concerns day-to-day activities on
the job, in which Zambians have the opportunity to work closely
with expatriate advisors. 
 There have been some difficulties in
this area, which is discussed in the next section unaer
 
counterpart relations.
 

b. Technical Assistance
 

Insofar as they are 
judged against the position descriptions in
the November 1984 Program of Work, the current technical
assistance team appears to have appropriate credentials. A
minor exception to this assessment is that some team members
lack previous long-term overseas experience, and particularly
experience in Africa. 
This is 
not an unusual situation for
this type of project, and is somewhat offset by the fact that
other team members do have strong overseas experience.
 
In light of the discussion in other sections, however, the
evaluation team believes that the position descriptions
themselves give excessive weight to quantitative economic
approaches that, in most instances, have yet to demonstrate
their usefulness and sustainability. 
Two of the four positions
assigned to 
MAWD/PD give primary emphasis to model building.
Given the assessment that the institution-building activities
that have had the greatest impact have been in the 
areas of
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management, organization, and systems and procedures that help
Zambian institutions do their jobs more effectively, the
assessment team believes that the project's objectives would
have been better served by a technical assistance mix that
placed more emphasis on these areas. 
 (See also discussion in
 
Section II.B.3.)
 

There has been a considerable amount of short-term technical
assistance provided under the project. 
 Most of this has been
in the form of specific, task-oriented consultancies, such as
BUCEN trips to develop the methodology for the crop forecasting
survey, and..ISU trips to install computer software oa present
the questionaire for the rural household survey.

assistance appears to have been effective. 

This
 

Short-term assistance that may have been less effective,

however, is that which was provided to conduct specific
studies. 
 The former Director of MAWD/PD believes that studies
that were carried out mainly by short-term expatriates had less
impact, because of a lack of understanding of the Zambian
context into which the policy recommendations must fit. 
 This
impression is consistent with evidence from other countries
(Fortmann, 1984), 
which indicates that to be effective, Opolicy
option' studies require a great deal of follow up, which can
best be done by nationals or long-term expatriates.
 

The question of how U.S. technical assistance is helping to
build institutional capacities is now examined. 
 There are a
number of clear examples of positive impacts that the project
has had under this heading, as well as one major area of
 
concern.
 

The creation of a functioning library for MAWD is an example of
an activity that appears to have had a significant institutionbuilding impact on the Ministry and its ability to 
function
effectively in many areas, including policy analysis. 
 The
assistance supplied by the project in helping to 
establish the
MAWD/PD computer center is another case of a very positive
impact. This computer center is being well usec by both Zambian
technicians and expatriate advisors. 
 The data processing
center in CSO, established with some assistance from ZATPID, is
an impressive example of what can be done with the right mix of
high-quality technical assistance, financial support and host
country commitment. 
 Other examples include the computerization

of the methodology for recommending agricultural prices, the
creation of 
a very informative Agricultural Planning

Newsletter, and management training seminars.
 

The major area 
of concern under the heading of institutionbuilding is the question of counterpart on-the-job training.

It goes without saying that institution and human resource
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building by a technical assistance team cannot occur without
effective counterpart associations on a daily basis. 
 This has
been a problem in ZATPID I for a variety of reasons, with the
most serious manifestation of the problem seen in MAWD/PD.
 
In the first place, there are simply an insufficient number o
Zambian technicians. According to the head count of the CIDA
team leader, there are 
23 Zambian staff members at the
headquarters of MAWD/PD, and 17 expatriate advisors. 
 While n,
all the advisor- are 
in job situations that necessitate
counterparts, the-ratio of expatriates to 
Zambians is
nonetheless far from encouraging. It is hoped that this
situation will improve as more 
Zambians return from long-term

training.
 

A closely related problem is the *firefighting* issue that was
raised earlier in the report. 
 Those staff members that are
most productive and highly trained, and therefore have the most
to gain from working closely with expatriate advisors, are
generally the same people who spend nearly all their time
responding to immediate requests from the Minister or
attending meetings, writing speeches, and taking trips. 
PS,'
 

positive side of this.should not be discounted. 
The
 

It is clear
that decisionmakers in the Minfstry of Agriculture depend
heavily upon the Planniing Livision, including its professionals
trained under the project, and this should be considered a
positive project impact on the policy process. 
 It is a serious
problem for counterpart relations, however.
 

A partial solution to the counterpart problem is to wait for
the arrival of additional returned trainees. In the meantime,
a more careful structuring of the workload of the Division,approvee at higher levels in the Ministry, would also be
helpful. The new Director of the Division has already
requested that overall work plans be drawn up, and has
indicated that he wants PD to be less reactive and more
forward-looking in setting its own agenda for agricultural
planning and policy analysis.
 

The'establishment of more formal counterpart relations couid
also be a partial solution to 
the overall problem. (See
Recommendation 14.) 
 At the present time, U.S. expatriates work
with Zambian staff only on an ad hoc basis, based upon the
interests of both parties and current work assignments. It may
be advisable to look into establishing formal counterpart
relations on 
a task basis, rather than on 
the basis on a fixed,
long-term, one-to-one relationship between expatriates and
nationals. 
Among other advantages, this will allow nationals
to work with several different technical advisors.
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Finally, there is considerable variability in the emphasis that
the members of the technical assistance team place upon
counterpart relations. 
While some members have tried to seek
out and work closely with Zambian'staff, others have not.
Greater emphasis needs to be given to assuring that all members
of the team will have left behind specific skills when they

depart from Zambia.
 

3. Recurrent Costs
 

It was agreed with*USAID/Lusaka upon arrival in Zambia that the
recurrent cost assessment would be qualitative rather than
quantitative. The justification for this includes: 
 the fact
that it is not possible to fully assess 
the recurrent cost
implications of ZATPID II before the design is carried out;
anticipated difficulties in acquiring data; and the time
required to acquire data and do 
a quantitative analysis vis a
vis the other items in the scope of work.
 
Nonetheless, an attempt was made to acquire the necessary data
to at least assess the degree to which USAID is presently
meeting the recurrent costs of the institutions it is
supporting under ZATPID 1. 
This attempt was unsuccessful, as
the USAID accounting system contains only global,data on 
the
overall amount of counterpart funds given to 
ZATPID-supported
institutions 
(some 3 million Kwacha in 1983 and 1984), 
without
any breakdown as to 
whether they were spent for capital
recurrent items. or


The majority of the counterpart funds,
however, did not go for usual recurrent cost items like
salaries or salary supplements, fuel, office supplies etc.
Neither were ZATPID I project funds used to meet the recurrent
costs of the institutions,.at least in so 
far as the assessment
 
team was able to determine.
 

In broad terms, the assessment of recurrent cost problems came
to the following conclusions:
 

i. The recurrent cost problem is most severe at UNZA, where
the departments often are 
forced to attempt t*. function without
basics sUch 
as paper and chalk, let alone such luxuries as
textbooks. In the Department of Rural Economy and Extension
Education, for example, the budget for recurrent expenditures
has remained constant in nominal terms for the past three
years, which has meant very large cuts in real terms.
Furthermore, "stationery" items previously supplied from
outside the budget 
now must be acquired'with the increasingly

meager department funds.
 

2. 
MAWD also has recurrent cost problems, although data were
not available for a careful assessment of the severity 6f the
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problem. 
There are periodic shortages of office supplies, and
in at least one case there were insufficient funds to pay
extension agents per diem for a training seminar for a
project-sponsored data collection activity. 
 The Peat, Marwick
et. al. study (1985:8) points out that 80% 
of MAWD's recurrent

budget goes to pay salaries, leaving only 20% for other

operating costs, and recommends that this situation be
redressed. Nonetheless, the Ministry appears to be able to pay
salaries in full and on time in most cases.
 

3. 
The Director of CSO doos not believe that the organization
has serious recurrent cost problems. However, it is noted that
USAID is paying the salaries of a number of contract
employees. CSO's recurrent budget has increased about 11%
annually in nominal terms in the last five years, which has
 
meant a decrease in real terms.
 

4. 
RDSB does not have particular recurrent cost problems,
since most of its activities are self-financing, with overhead
 
costs-built in.
 

5. Almost everyone interviewed believed that recurrent cost
difficulties were likely to gdt worse in future years.
 

6. Project-initiated activities have the potential to gfenerate
considerable cost savings for the government, and have zilready
done so in at least one case. 
 Largely as a result of project
efforts, CSO and MAWD/PD are now doing a joint crop forecasting
survey rather than separate ones, which entails considerable
savings. 
To cite another example, recently announced subsidy

reductions on maize and fertilizer mean savings for the
government in excess of 300 million kwacha in 1986, according

to Ministry of F:inance estimates (unpublished). The
project-supported MAWD Planning Division had a hand in this
decision to reduce subsidies. There is no assurance, however,
that a portion of these savings will be passed back

project-supported institutions. 

to
 
Ii fact, this seems quite


unlikely in the near term.
 

7. In the longer term, one 
can suppose that better management
of the agricultural sector will mean higher production and

therefore higher government revenues.
 

8. Current and future project activities most likely to have
negative implications for recurrent costs are large-scale data
collection activites. Such activities beyond those already
planned should be approached with great caution. (See also
 
section II.A.l..)
 

In conclusion, the recurrent cost problem in Zambia is probably
no worse than it is for Airica as a whole, and may even be less
 

6/
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serious than it is for some of Zambia's neighbors (e.g., Zaire
and Tanzania). Nonetheless, it is serious, and ZATPID II must
be designed in such a way as 
to B-Tnimize recurrent cost
 
implications.
 

B.. 
OTHER FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
 

This section discusses some items that were not specifically in
the scope of work, but which have come to 
the attention of the
assessment team, and which are considered important.. In some
cases items discussed here were mentioned prdviously, but are

raised again for fuller discussion.
 

1. Small Farm Survey
 

This study is e key activity of the current technical
assistance team, both in its 
own right and because a number of
the other activities on the workplan depend upon its
completion. Its undertaking has raised a number of issues,
including the questionaire design point raised in Section
 
II.A.1. *An additional and very serious problem has been
funding for the survey. 
As of the time of the writing of this
report, funding to continue the data collection, which is being
undertaken by RDSB, was more than one and one-half months late
in arriving from Zowa State University. This has caused

consi.derable difficulty, as enumerators are currently in the
field without financial support, and another group of
enumerators has been delayed from going to 
the field in spite

of a rapidly advancing agricultural calendar. RDSB has been
forced to borrow from other accounts, the Director has gone so
far as to borrow from his personal pocket in order to meet
enumerators living expenses, and is now at wit's end. 
 The
situation raises management questions as well as questions of
responsiveness on the part of 
Iowa State. (See Recommendations
 
1 and 2.)
 

An additional problem concerns data entry for the survey, which
has now growntco be considerably larger than originally
anticipated. Only one microcomputer is available at RDSB "or
processing and analyzing the data. 
According to estimates by
the project's data processing expert, up to 
two and one-half
 years of data entry time may be required tc process the
questionaires usiuq only one keyboard. 
 Although these
estimates may be on 
the high side, the situation nonetheless

calls for a quick resolution if a major bottleneck .is to be
avoided. Using computers at CSO during off hours may be 
a
feasible solution, and if so, an agreement 
to do this needs to
be formalized. (See Recommendation.12.) 
 if the data are not
processed in a timely'fashion, there is a real 
danger that
expensive expatriate technicians will be unable to complete
their workplans (and perhaps even 
depart the country at the ena
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of their tours without ever having the data to analyze). it
has been a common problem of agricultural planning and policy
projects worldwide to get bogged down in such large data
collection and processing efforts (Tilney & Riordan 1985:13).
* 

2. Data Processing Technician at CSO
 
The assessment team would like to draw attention to the
outstanding work being.carried out by this individual. 
The CSO
data processing penter, largely the creation of this
technician, is efficient, effective, well organized, and now
staffed by well-trained Zambians. 
 The only cause for concern
is the fact that many of the staff are contract employees. To
ensure the continuation of this valuable contribution to
Zambia, USAID and tSU should give high priority to finding a
way to make these employees permanent GRZ staff.
 

3. Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches to Analysis
 

Quantitative methods are valid and necessary tools in economic
policy analysis. 
 The degree to which they ate appropriate in
the African setting, however, varies from country to country
and situation to situation. Complex econometric models in
particular have specific limitations, and needed to be
complemented with other types of analysis.
 

Zambia, like many other African countries, has a considerable

history of complex economic models built by well-meaning
expatriates that were never 
used after the departure of the
expatriate technician. 
 (See, for example, ZATPID Quarterly
Implementation Report of April 
- June, 1983, submitted by Lee
Fletcher of ISU, page 14.) 
 The assessment team is concerned
that some aspects of the ZATPID I project may be perpetuating

this phenomenon.
 

This is not to say that all attempts by ISU to introduce more
rigorous methods into economic policy analysis in Zambia should
be abandoned.. The computerization by spreadsheet .moael of the
methodology for recommending agricultural prices, for example,
appears to have been useful in raising the efficiency of
operations at MAWD/PD (although this is probably an 
example of
.computerization of an inappropriate methcdology). 
 Over the
longer term, as data quality improves and as the policy process
becomes more empirically-based, some increased reliance on
quantitative methods will occur.
 

To date, however, there has been insufficient planning
regarding the use for and sustainability of modeling
exercises. 
 It is not enough for the expatriate technician to
 see the need in broad terms for a particular modeling
exercise. 
 Rather, careful thinking must be done beforehand
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regarding exactly how the model will be operationalized by the
end user, and how it will be sustained after the departure of
the expatriate. Additionally, there must be a clear commitment
of human and other resources to it by Zambians at 
the proper
level. 
 In the absence of these preconditions, the modeling
exercise should not be undertaken. (See Recommendation 17.)
 

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE REMAINDER OF ZATPID I
 

Specific recommendations that can be implemented during the
remainder of the ZATPID I project are presented here. 
 They are
grouped under two headings, management and communications

issues, and institution-building issues.
 

MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS ISSUES:
 

1. Recommendation: Regular monthly ISU team meetings, recently
beun, shuId be continued. 
The USAID aroject manager shoulo
meet with the full team at least once eveiiy two months.
 

There have been a number of communications problems between
USAID and the ISU team, and some within the team. There is
also a perception by some team'members of lack of support from
USAID. Regular meetings with the full team can help to 
improve
communications. This is particularly important given that the
team is spread out over 
three different institutions, which
exacerbates management and communication problems.
 

2. Recommendation: 
 If further in-country surveys or other
activities are funded from ISU/Ames, then a system should be
setup to pre-position funds in Zambia before the activity

beglns.
 

This is a simple method that has been used in other countries
to 
avoid the problems mentioned in Section 1i.s.I. 
 Funds can
be pre-positioned in installments i42f 
 this is considered
 
necessary.
 

3. Recommendation: 
 A qualified administrative assistant
should be hired for the Chief of Party. Aternatively, the
Chief of Partv should not be held responsible for substantive
elements of 
the work ian =f an admnist-rative assistant is not
 
hired.
 

This recommendation flows from the recQgnition that 
the :SU
Chief of Party,. like team leaders in other projects and
countries, is overburdened by administrative responsibilities.
 

bj1
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4. Recommendation: At the present time, the Chief of Party
needs to take a stronger advocacy role vis 
a vis USAID and 1SU
in assuring that the team has the resources necessary to

funct. on effectively.
 

The Chief of Party has taken a deliberately low-key approach in
guiding the ISU team through a period of transition, and in
smoothing over troubled waters resulting from earlier periods
of unhappy relations between AID and ISU. 
 Now that this has

been done-to some extent, and given that there is a large new
team in country embarking upon new activities, it is time to
play a stronger advocacy role.
 

5. Recommendation: 
 The ISU team should be encouraged to

travel to the field whenever possible.
 

Travel to the field is an important part of conducting studies
and analysis. Failure to do 
so increases the likelihood of
missing gross data errors and misinterpreting of data results.
This is particularly the case for quantitative analyses, which
should not be conducted without a strong intuitive sense of the
 
situation being analyzed.
 

6. Recommendation: 
 The Chief of Party, the AID Project

Manager, and the Director or MAWD/PD should review the
distribution methods for Planning Division documents, and take

appropriate action-to ensure that they receive as 
wice a
 
distribution as possible.
 

The assessment tee'm received indications that key documents,

some of which are ZATPID I project outputs (such as the

Agricultural Planning Newsletter and the Special Studies
Series), are not receiving wide distribution outside MAWD/PD.

USAID should be prepared to make funding available to address
 
this problem if necessary.
 

7. Recommendation: 
 The Proect Executive Committee should
establish its 
own written training criteria before additional

participants are sent for long-term trai-
 ing.
 

See the discussion in Section II.A.2.a. for the justification

for this recommendation.
 

8. Recommendation: 
 The selection of U.S. universities for
further participant training under ZATPID I should be reviewed
relative to: I. the disciplinary mix needed to enable returned

participants to have the greatest impact, and 2. the
 

I/
 



quantitative aspects of students' courseloads in Economics and
 
Agicultural Economics.
 

Given the concern that has been expressed about this (see
Section II.A.2.a.), a review seems 
to be in order. Among othez
factors,.the review should take into account the necessity of
heavily quantitative methods in carrying out the work of the
participants upon their return to 
Zambia.
 

9. Recommendation: 
 A technical subcomittee of the PEC should
be established to provide greater technical guidance to
activities undertaken by the technical assistance team.
 
It is the impression of the assessment team that the PEC as a
whole has not played a strong role in setting the substantive
agenda of the workplan, and prcbably does not have the
technical expertise to do 
so. 
 A technical subcommittee could
be made up of the following: the USAID agricultural economist,
a Zambian professional from the SPA Section of MAWD/PD, the
Zambian Senior Economist for agriculture in the Sectoral
Planning Section of NCDP, the Chief or 
Principal Economist from
the Budget Office of MOF and a social science researcher from
 
RDSB.
 

10. Recommendation: USAZD, the ISU Chief of Party ana
long-term BUCEN ecnnician snould meed 
the
 

co clarizy reracions ana
supervisory arrangemenes as soon after the latter's arrival as

Eossiole.
 

It is unclear what the relationship will be between all parties
regarding this long-term technical assistance, and this needs
 
to be clarified.
 

11. USAID should fund a short TDY 1o Malawi for the data
processing technician at CSO.
 

Computers at the CSO daca processing center 
that were supplied
with United Nations funding are not compatible with
USAID-supplied IBM machines. 
 The assessment team was 
told that
data processors in Malawi have written a program to make the
same machines compatible. 
This should be verified, and if
found to 
be true, the ISU data processing technician should be
funded to visit Malawi to 
determine how to replicate the
 
technology in CSO/Zambia.
 

III 
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12. Recommendatior: 
 The use of CSO computer facilities for
the data entry of the Small 
Farm Survey needs to be formally
agreed upon as soon as possible.
 

See the discussion in Section II.B.I. for the justification of

this recommendation.
 

13. Recommendation: USAID/Lusaka needs to clarify the level
of support to be provideq to UNZA for the remaincer of.ZATPID I.
 
The 1984 evaluation recommended against further support to UNZA
under ZATPID I. In an August 1985 document written by the
Mission detailing the status of the evaluation recommendations,
it is stated that the recommendation was considered and
rejected in favor of continued support, and a long-term advisor
was placed at the University. Given the 
severe recurrent cost
problems at UNZA, USAID will need to make a modest amount of
recurrent cost support available,.in order to ensure that the
technical advisor has the resources necessary to work
effectively. 
This has not been done consistently to date, and
the assessment team received indications that there was less
than a consensus within USAID/ 4usaka regarding continuing
support to UNZA. 
 This needs Eo be clarified, and a
USAID/Lusaka policy set with regard to UNZA for the remainder
of the project that is clearly understood by all parties.
 

INSTITUTION-BUILDING ISSUES
 

14. Recommendation: 
 Steps should now be taken by the Director
of PD and the Chief of Party to more formally structure
 
counterpart reationships.
 

This recommendation follows the discussion in Section I.A.2.b.
 

1; Recommendation: Renewed emphasis should be given to
wbrkshops and other in-service training devices.
 

These activities are important to the process of
institution-building (see discussion in Section II.A.2.b).
The assessment team is concerned that these activities are
receiving less emphasis in the current work plan, and feels

that this trend should be reversed.
 

http:available,.in
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16. Recommendation: Penewed emphasis should be given to
activities related to management,.organization-,
ana systems and
 
procedures.
 

These are the types of activities that have had the greateitimpact on institution-building to date. 
 They are currently
receiving far less emphasis than they were in the past, and
this trend should be reversed. 
 The return of the former Chief
of Party to conduct management seminars for the IRDPs is a.
specific activity that could be conducted under this heading.
 

17. Recommendation: 
 Further work on a standardized project
cycle, (i.e., MAWD/PD s role in project identification, design,
monitoring and evaluation), should be encouraged by USAID and
the technical assistance team.
 

Accomplishment of this activity would be an important
contribution toward a fuller accomplishment of the project
purpose (see logical framework in the original PP). 
 It is
currently de-emphasized in the workplan. 
Short-term technical
assistance may be appropriate to address the issue, and it will.
be necessary to interact with the CIDA team which has also done
 
some work on this.
 

18. Recommendation: A teLnzuac. 
 meeting should be convened to
determine whether the ISU transport model warrants continued
pro ect ettor 
. The Chier or Party snoula careully soeciY7 in
writing before the meeting exactly how the model will be
utilized and sustained, if he believes that continuation is
 
warranted.
 

This recommendation is justified by the discussion in Section
 
I.A.1.
 

19. Recommendation: Because of lack of imoact to date, future
econometric mdeling exercises soula be preceded by an
approved, written speccicacion rearaing cneir use, as
detailed below.
 

The proposal should clearly spell out who will use the mocel,
for what purposes, how end users outside MAWD/PD will be
brought into the process of developing and using the mocel, 
and
how the model will be sustained after departure of the
expatriate advisor. 
 The Director of the PD needs 
to make a
clear commitment of human and other resources to any such

exercises.
 

1/3 
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III. ZATPID II
 

A. INTRODUCTION
 

The purpose of ZATPID I was 
"to improve the GRZ's performance
and strengthen its capacity for the analysis, planning and
management in the agricultural sector to contribute to an
increase in Zambia's per capita food production and the incomes
of small farmers (ZATPID PP 1980:3).8 Five aspects of GRZ
socioeconomic performance were identified in the project paper
as indicators of the achievement of the project purpose. 
These
 
were:
 

- increased investment of resources in the
agricultural sector;:
 

-
a more coherent and effective agricultural strategy;
 

-
an increase in the availability and utilization of
information needed for managing the agricultural
 
sector;
 

-
improved design and execution of agricultural

projects in small farmer areas; and
 

- improved procedures in analysis, planning, and
management in NCDP, MAWD, and other appropriate

institutions.
 

The purpose of ZATPID II is *to help establish an effective GRZ
policymaking and implementation~process in the agricultural
sector (ZATPID II PID 1985:5).w The purpose is to be achieved
by a continuation of the ZATPID*I approach of improving current
policy and management while contributing to the institution
building needed for improved policymaking and implementation
procedures over the longer run. 
 Althouqh the approach remains
the same, the ZATPID II PID proposes to extend the project
scope to the 
area of policy implementation, encompassing a new
and different set of organizations ani activities in addition
 
to those assisted under ZATPID I.
 

The assessment of ZATPID I has shcwn that although progress has
been made on all five aspects, only two - increased
availability and utilization of information and improved
procedures in analysis, planning and management 
- have ma'e
significant progress that is directly attributable to the
project. 
The team notes, however, that other 
USAID efforts,
particularly the policy dialogue, has had considerabie impact
 
on all fiva hf-aa =aA
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Some of the reasons for the project's more limited impact are
historical, and need not be dwelt an here, but the result was
less direct effect of the project on all relevant policymaking
organizations than originally envisioned in ZATPID I. 
This
 
limited achievement of the objectives in ZATPID I poses a
question for the.designers of ZATPID I. 
 To what extent should
the follow-on project emphasize a continuation and more

thorough achievement of the purpose of strengthening the policy
formulation process, versus broadening its scope to include

policy implementation as proposed in the PID?
 

In an effort to respond to that question, and to provide

recommendations for the follow-on project design, an analysis
of the policymaking process and an assessment of the
 
institutionc'l requirements to achieve the ZATPID objectives

have been undertaken. The following sections provide a
suggested conceptualization of the policy arena; discuss the
dynamics of the process and the current policymaking

environment, including the constraints to empirically-based

decisionmaking; and identify the needs and resource gaps that
should be filled to 
achieve the project purposes outlined

above. Recommendations for project design are 
then made,
drawing upon the material in Secuions 
1I and ZII of the report,
so 
that the lessons learned from ZATPID I will be applied to
the conceptualization and information provided in preparation

for ZATPID II. 
Annex 7 describes the relevant organizations

and their roles.
 

B. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
 

The ZATPID project concept is premised on the belief that
government is responsible for setting a sound macroeconomic
 
policy environment so that economic forces can function
efficiently. 
 Further, on a sectoral level, government should

be managing an economic incentive system rather than directly

intervening in investment, production and consumption (World
Bank 1983:64): The establishment of the environment for

growth, then, involves policy formulation and planning for the
agriculture sector, which is embedded in the macroeconomy.

Articulated policy and plans are 
insufficient to achieve

growth, however; policy must be implemented and plans executed,
and the results fed back 
to affect new policy formulaltion in an
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iterative manner. 
 The process might be represented

schematically as follows:
 

Policy. 
-- ~ ~ ---

I lann Ing..
 

VV 

Program / 
S.... ---- --- - - -Execution 

direct effects, . --- feedbackL 

The -POlicy, A.,,jLalation process entails at least fi fntion 

- data collection and processing 

- analysis on the basis of best available information
 

- foriulation of recommendations 

- decisionmaking
 

- monitoring the impacts of decisions to provide better
 
information for future analysis and decisionmaking.
 

In contrast, policy implementation generally means translating
decisions into practices, usually leading to systemic,
institutionalized change, rather than one-time exceptions to
previous practices. Although there are daily choices to be
made in policy implementation, the magnitude and impact of
these decisions is less dramatic than in policy formulation.
 

According to the 1983 World Bank Development Report, planning
for development in less developed countries should provide a
forum for bringing together different government agencies and
different sections of society to think about national
development, and to help politicians mobilize public support
for development programs. In addition, it should allow a
strong capacity to be built for appraising public investment
 programs and to aggregate all such programs to assess their net
financial impact in the short to medium term. 
 Program
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execution should reflect the impacts of the prior three
 processes, with a firm linkage between theoretical plans and
budgetary realities. It is distinguished from policy
implementation because its purpose-is accomplishment of a
specific Itask," 
rather than institutionalizing a change in the
procedure that governs the task. 
 Program execution provides
important feedback information regarding the impacts of policy
formulation, planning and policy implementation (World Bank

1983:68-70).
 

In other words, policy formulation may be said to be
the evising
Orules of the game;* policy implementation iz putting those
rules in place; planning is forward thinking about the activity
at hand within the rules of the game, and program execution is
actually playing the game. 
However, in playing the game, it
may become apparent that the rules need to be modified, because
they do not lead to the desired outcome, or because
circumstances have changed since they were established. 
 For
this reason, policy formulation must consciously include a
monitoring and evaluation aspect. 
 (The World Bank report notes
that maintaining flexibility is a major challenge to the policy

formulation process.)
 

The PID for ZATPID 11 implied an understanding of the
distinction between policy formulation and policy
implementation. it 
 noted that ZATPID I had concentratea
exclusively on the former, and made the deliberate choice to
expand the project into the policy implementation activity.
This significantly increases the proposed span of management
under ZATPID II, as 
the agencies involved in agricultural
policy implementation 
are not the same as 
those which formulate
policy, particularly with respect to 
input supply, marketing
and infrastructure development. 
 The team recommends that
ZATPID 1I continue the course begun under ZATPID I ana 
stay
focused on policy formulation and planning, in light of the
work remaining to be done on 
the five original aspects, ana o
the span-of-management concern.
 

C. THE POLICY ENVZRONMENT
 

Beginning in 1975, Zambia's economy has experienced a
significant downturn. 
 At the same time, political events in
the region, notably in Angola, Zaire and Zimbabwe increased
Zambia's need for defense expenditures, disrupted 
access routes
to the 
sea and the pattern and cost of importing and
exporting. 
 Copper prices and output have continued to
fluctuate, and the supply of copper will decline significantly
during the remainder of the century. 
 Since the mid-1970's
government's share of resource consumption grew, so 
that itr was
calculated in 1980 to be 40 percent of GDOP. 
 inflation, fuelea
 

/I 
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by government borrowing from the banking system, has increased'dramatically over the past ten years. Un- and underemployment
have also grown. (World Bank 1981:i; U.S.A.I.D. 1985:3). 

In 1981, the World Bank country economic memorandum (1981:ii)
pointed out that "[plerformance in key sectors was also
affected by the economic and financial crisis, but a severe
drought in 1979 [and subsequent years] and several persistent
longer run problems have also been significant." Transport was
not only affected by political instability, but by "shortages

in Government revenues and foreign exchange earnings, and
weaknesses in the management and coordination of transport
facilities." The memorandum also noted that 
"[i]n the
agricultural sector, producer prices still appear to be too low
and not regionally differentiateC. Additional problems leading
to production shortfalls are 
the drought, inadequate flows of
government resources 
to the sector, and recently, shortages of
credit allocations for agricultural production. Manufacturing
activity is most significantly affected by shortages of foreign
exchange ....
In the longer term, however, prospects for greater
production, employment and efficiency in the manufacturing

sector will improve if the incentive framework is altered."
 
The economic memorahdum concluded that in order for Zambia to
regain its economic health and political stability, it woula
 
have to:
 

- continue pursuing macroeconomic stabilization policies;
 

- achieve an upsurge of growth in the medium term via 
increased longer-term external borrowing; 

- reallocate government and parastatal resources

establish the basis for more efficient resource

to
 

utilization and sustained growth and diversification in
 
the long run.
 

"Inthe agriculture sector, the report specifically recommended
increases in producer prices to reflect international Iprices,
increasing government 
resource allocation to the sector ana
encouraging greater flows of credit to agriculture by removing
interest rate ceilings on loans to farmers, in addition to
increasing the efficiency of agricultural parastatals (World
Bank 1981:ii-iii). These recommendations accorded with those
put forward by U.S.A.I.D. as early as 1979.
 

These recommendations represented a sizeable shift in course
from the policies that had been pursued since independence in
the mid-1960s. It was 
clear to Zambian decisionmakers, notably
President Kaunda, the Central Committee and Cabinet, that
dependence on copper revenues was no 
longer a feasible course
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of action, and that economic reform would have to be taken,

mitigated somewhat by a number of agreements with the IMF.
 
Still, the initial set of reforms could be seen as
 
donor-driven, with USAID, the World Bank and IMF playing a
 
particularly active role. Many of the recommended
 
macroeconomic reforms were accepted; these are discussed in
 
ZAMCAM and other USAID/Lusaka documents.
 

The shift from donor-driven reform to Zambian-driven is
 
occurring, as indicated by a number of factors, including those
 
cited in the ZATPZD. impact assessment. With respect to thd
 
agriculture sector, a 1984 World Bank report on policies and
 
strategies for growth in that sector is an example of this
 
shift. It was coauthored by Zambians, widely circulated, and
 
appears to have been generally accepted, although it leveled a
 
number of very harsh criticisms on the course of development of
 
Zambia's agriculture since independence. These criticisms have
 
become so widely accepted that respondents interviewed for this
 
report cited them.
 

The team noted that in addition to a Zambian sense of
 
"ownership of the process,' there is also a willingness to
 
discuss policy formulation and the environment in which it is
 
embedded. There is, in general, an atmosphere of relatively
 
open debate, with political imperatives clearly being weighed

against economic ones. Parliamentary speeches, formal
 
interviews and casual conversations all reflect this. The
 
local press regularly identifies decisionmakers, anal-yzes

decisions in commentary and covers criticisms of those
 
decisions.
 

The alacrity with .hich major changes have occurred over the
 
past four or five years also bespeaks a political stability

that is comparatively rare in African countries. However, the
 
reforms taken to date, and those contemplated, have their costs
 
as well as benefits, and both technical- and political-level

decisionmakers must weigh carefully the limits of tolerance,

both in terms-of the pace and of the magnitude ot change. Some
 
segments of the society stand to lose, at least in the-near
 
term, as the reform program continues. As the paper prepared

for the Zambia Multi-Channel Agricultural Marketing (ZAMCAM)

Program notes,
 

Certain elements of these reforms are proving

difficult to implement, due, in part, to the political

opposition of adversely affected interest groups. Taken
 
on a one-by-one basis, it is hard to demonstrate that the
 
benefits will soon outweigh the costs, particularly for
 
particular groups. Nevertheless, with declining copper
 
revenues and the labor force continuing to grow at its
 
current rate, Zambia has no choice but to restructure ics
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economy to diversify exports, replace imports and to
generate ptoductive employment opportunities as fast as

possible. (1985:5)
 

However,
 

Among the major groups of households, in Zambia, it
is clear that the urban informal sector workers and the
unemployed will be the most adversely affected, in the
short run,.by the reform program, since the cost of maize
meal (which must rise) is thought to comprise a
significant portion of their household budgets. 
 (1985:6)
 

The urban poor have, in fact, recently responded to sharp
increases in public transportation fares with minor incidents
 
of protest.
 

The team believes that cnese warnings should be viewed as a
signal that the pace of. progress both in macroeconomic and
sectoral reform must, perforce, slow as political costs rise to
meet or exceed immediately perceived economic benefits. 
 The
next few years may well be a period of consolidation in which
the policy changes made to 
date are fully absorbed by Zambian
society. It is 
a good juncturd at which to 
turn the ZATPID
activity more firmly in che direction of long-term
institutional strengthening to balance with the short-term
production of studies emphasized in the first phase of the
 
project.
 

D. THE POLICYMAKING PROCESS
 

The previous section described the general environment in which
Zambian agricultural policy has been formulated over 
the past
few years. Notwithstanding the caveats noted above, the policy
environment in Zambia can be generally characterized as
comparatively open and flexible. 
 By comparison with its
African neighbors, Zambia has benefitted from a stable and
democratic political structure of some twenty years' duration,
which is relatively rare in less developed countries.
 

This section will p~ovide a composite, generalized description
of the agricultural pclicymaking processes and the
organizations (see also Annex 7) and individuals involved.
There are actually two or three parallel channels for policy
decisionmaking, and the various tracks ccnverge and separate at
different points in the processes. The different channels will
be described separately, but cases 
in which steps are identical

will be referenced rather than fully repeated.
 

The impetus for policy formulation and decisionmaking can
from three different sources: 
come
 

1) internal political forces, 2)
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professional technical assessments, and a) external political

forces (e.g., donor analyses and subsequent negotiation). Once
 
a need for policy codification or change has been identified,

it can be articulated by several means. A Cabinet officer or

member of the Central Committee may request the study of an
 
issue, or a professional staff member (Zambian or expatriate*

technical assistance) of a ministry may make a proposal, either

through bis annual workplan or on an ad hoc basis, for a study.
 

in the case of agricultural policy, MAWD will usually be the

responsible ministry. A request generated from whatever source

external to MAWD flows directly from the Minister or Permanent
 
Secretary (PS). Alternatively, a proposal may be generated by

Planning Division personnel. In about half the cases, requests

for policy formulation coming from the Minister flow through

the hierarchy to the PS to the Director of Planning (DP) to a
 
staff officer for assignment. In the other half of the cases,

the request flows directly from the Minister to an individual
 
staff member. Most of the instances of bottom-up issue

identification have been by expatriate technical assistance

within MAWD/PD; these proposals for analyses are vetted with
 
the DP without much involvement by Zambian staff, and are often

pursued somewhat in isolation. (See Section II.A. for comments
 
on utilization.)
 

The longer-term studies or analyses are synopsized for

presentation to the Minister, and almost all 
flow back through

the hierarchy from professional staff to the DP to the PS and

then to the Minister, regardless of the source of the request.

Shorter-term responses to ministerial or PS requests may bypass

the bureaucratic layers.and be returned directly by the PD
 
staff member to the source of the request. Reports may take

the form of executive summaries of longer studies highlighted

for ease of reviewing, or special short papers or memoranda,

accompanied in each case by recommended courses of action. 
 The
 
Minister may act on the analysis and recommendation
 
immediately, or he may call a meeting of the PS, OP, Minister

for State and'other relevant parties within MAWD to:discuss the
 
matter and alternative courses of action. Ee may decide to
 
take no action, or decide not to decide, in which case 
the
 
matter rests. The fertilizer study carried out under ZATPD Z
 
is probably a good example of the latter.
 

if the Minister decides to pu.:sue the matter, he has 
two
 
courses of action open to him. The first is to take a

unilateral decision, if the matter lies within his statutory
authority, and proceed direc :ly to implementation. This was 
the case with the reorganization of the Land Development
Services and the raising of the tractor hire rates. 7n such
 
cases, the Minister may choose to write an information
 
memorandum to the Cabinet, intor-ning his colleagues of his
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decision. No ratification of that decision is required, however.
 
The second course of action is to direct the DP to have his
 
division prepare a Cabinet Memorandum.
 

A Cabinet Memorandum is generally prepared by the same individual
 
who performed the initial analysis. An exception to this may be
 
the expatriate technical assistance, who must have accrued
 
substantial credibility before they are asked to write such

memoranda. The groundnut study in Eastern Province is a good

example of the phenomenon of an expatriate advisor writing the
 
study and then being asked to write the memorandum. The policy

memorandum from PS/MAWD to PS/NCDP and PS/Decentralisation

concerning the restructuring of all IRDPs is another instai'-e. The
 
Cabinet Memorandum proceeds from the author through the DP to the
 
PS and Minister, with internal MAWD comments being incorporated

along the way. The extent to which other departments within MAWD,
 
or other interested parties (e.g., the Eastern Cooperatives Union

in the case of the groundnut study) have an opportunity to comment
 
at this point is unclear, and may vary from case to case.
 

After the Minister's approval of the Cabinet Memorandum, it is

circulated under the Minister's signature to other relevant GRZ
 
ministers and agency heads. For the agriculture sector, reviewing

entities are likely to include=NCDP, MOF, NAMBoard, MOD, Ministry

of Lands and Natural Resources, MOC, ZCF, ZADB and AFC, although

not all would be involved in every issue. The receiving parties

direct their respective professional staffs to review and comment
 
on the memorandum. The comments are written up, and sent back to
 
MAWD under signature of the minister or agency head. The author of
 
the cabinet memorandum is then asked by the Minister of MAWD and
 
the DP to revise in light of comments received.
 

After incorporating the comments of the professiohal civil service,

the Minister formally presents the memorandum to his colleagues in
 
the Cabinet and argues his position. Much of the outcome is said
 
to be dependent on the persuasiveness of a given minister, and
 
his/her stature among colleagues.
 

It is a rare occasion when Cabinet acts on a major policy issue
 
without concurrence of the Central Committee, but on more minor
 
policy establishment or changes, Cabinet may ratify the change. In
 
most cases, however, the Cabinet Memorandum is submitted to the
 
Cabinet and the Central Committee simultaneously, or nearly so.
 
According to the Constitution, the Central Committee is co devise
 
policy and the Cabinet to carry it out (Kaplan 1979:137).
 

The Central Committee has several possible options for action at
 
this point. It may consider the proposed policy forthwith and
 
accept it. Or it may deliberate and reject the proposal. The CC
 
is more likely, however, to forward the proposal to the appropriate

subcommittee, which in the case of agriculture is the Rural
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Committee usually accepts. 7he Subcommittee may recommend
acceptance, rejection or returning to the originating ministry for

revision. 
A policy that is accepted by the Central Committee is

then passed on to Cabinet for implementation.
 

Although the above describes the basic process, there are a number
bf variations on the theme. 
If a'policy issue is identified via
 
he internal political route, it may be acted upon by a Cabinet
 

officer or member of the Central Committee through the UNIP
structure rather than through the ministerial structure. The
request for study may go to the UNIP Research Bureau, or a special

commission of inquiry may be established. An example of this is
the Commission of Inquiry into Land Matters in Southern Province,

which grew out of a Cabinet officer's concern. The same data

collection and analysis process as with a line ministry ensues;

however, there is a considerably foreshortened bureaucracy through
which the request and the completed study move. The analysis is
 
then passed to the CC, which may take a decision that is passed to

Cabinet in the same manner as described above, or it may be turned
 over to the televant Cabinet minister for further analysis and

action by his or her ministry. In the latter case, the full
 
process outlined above, of analysis by the civil servants, vetting
With other ministries and presentation before Cabinet and the CC
 
may take place. 
 Several sources noted that the Research Bureau

does not have the full range of technical capacity available to a
ministry; in contrast, commissions of inquiry are often made up of
 
technical experts, so that policy recommendations made by such'a

body may be immediately actionable by the Central Committee.

all such analyses lead to action; in some instances the ztudy 

Not
 

provides adequate information to determine that no action need be
 
taken (as opposed to letting a study languish without any action).
 

After a policy has been formulated and recommended to Cabinet and
the Central Committee, the President may also become involved in

the decision. As a member of the Central Committee, he does, of
 course, enter into.the process as described above, but he may also
 wear his hat as 
head of the executive branch of government. In
 
this capacity; he 
is served by his economic advisors at State
House. Decisions that are extremely politically sensitive app-ear

to have the President's personal imprimatur. He may also intervene

ifter a decision has been made by Cabinet and the CC, as 
in the

1985 announcement of maize prices. After a price of K45 per bag

had been announced, the Commercial Farmers' Bureau sought an

audience with the President, to present the case that the price did
 
not provide adequate incentive to maize producers. it urged a
 
price of K60. The President reopened the question with the CC and

Cabinet, and the price was 
raised to K55. Thus, the President may
support or overturn a policy decision made at any level.
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E. THE BUDGET PROCESS
 

There is another, subtler policy process that goes -on in
government. This is resource allocation through the budgeting
 
process. In accordance with the emphasis placed by the President
and Central Committee on agrcultaral development, a larger share
of the shrinking pie has been devoted to investment in agriculture

over the past few years. However, priorities within the
agriculture sector are determined by budget as well as 
by sectoral
analysis. Hence, it is important to have an overview of the
 
budgeting process.
 

The cycle starts with the Ministry of Finance and NCDP issuing
budget guidelines, which include ceilings for expenditure by each
ministry. Although NCDP waz subsumed under the Ministry of Finance

in 1985, budget guidelines and responsibilities are still drawn
along the old lines - NCDP ia- responsible for planning for the
capital budget and Ministry of Finance for the recurrent. The
submission to Parliament is one document, however, as the capital
and recurrent budgets-were amalgamated into one common planning

system as of 1983.
 

The sectoral ministries prepare their budget submissions according
to the budget guidelines, whicif ideally are issued in July or
August of each year. 
Within MAWD, the Budget Analysis Section
(BAS) of the Planning Division has the responsibility to mela the
submissions of each department into a ministry-wide budget. 
 The
BAS has the only trained budget analysis capability in the ministry
- most other departments do not have a designated financial
officer. The budget submission is then made to NCDP and MOF Budget

Division during September/October if the process is on track. The
Sectoral Planning Unit of NCDP reviews the capital submission,

while the MOF/Budget Division reviews the recurrent. 
 At the start
of the cycle, Sectoral Planning and Budget do meet together to

discuss submissions, but as 
the time grows shorter, each works
without benefit of coordination with the other. 
 Passbacks are made
 
to the sectoral ministries, which then submit rezlamas. 
 The
Sectoral Planning and Budget Divisions negotiate as necessary with
the ministers of the sectoral ministries. The individual

minister's stature and persuasiveness eneers into the

decisionmakng at 
this point. Ultimately, however, the Minister of
Finance has the final word on any differences that may have arisen
between the sectoral ministries and his own staff (both NCDP and

Budget Division).
 

The completed budget for the current fiscal year is submitted to
Cabinet on the 31st of January of that year. 
A "continuing

resolution" is required each year to allow Parliament to debate the
budget; this has a statutory limitation of three months. The net

result, however, 
is that current expenditure, particularly on the
capital side, is restrained for the first three months of each
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fiscal year. The budget process is characterized by problems with
timeliness, accuracy and lack of detail in information required,
and by a cumbersome partnership between NCDP and MOp in national
 
budget preparation.
 

F. INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS TO EMPIRICALLY-BASED DECISIONMAKING
 

The above discussions of the policymaking and budgeting processes

are essentially descriptive, although some of the flows of power
and incentives for different actors in the system are revealed. 
 in

intensive interviews with many of the Zambians involved in the
policymaking and budgeting activities, .and with a few expatriate

observers, a series of weaknesses in the system came to light.

of these w ll be discussed below, although only some of them are 

All
 

amenable to donor assistance.
 
Constraints to more a6.pirically-based uecisionmaking occur in the
 
following areas:
 

- intra- and inter-organizational coordination; 

- management of investment, including donor resources, in'the 
agriculture sector; 

- overall resource allocation, and allocation within the
 
agriculture sedtor;
 

capacity for data collection and analysis
 

- structures, functions and procedures of specific

organizations; and
 

- the political dimension. 

1. Organizational Coordination
 

The need for improved coordination among departments in MAWD, and
 among the range of GRZ actors in rural development, was cited
repeatedly*as a constraint to 
improving the policymaking process.

Although agriculture has been given priority in GRZ development

efforts, a strategy -or achieving the aesired end requires the
 concurrence of a number of actors in the rural scene. 
 There is a
need for a means of p:ioritizing problems and establishing a common
agenda across government at the senior technical level, 
to avoid
duplicative data gathering and analysis efforts and waste of scarce
 
human resources. At the 
same time, there are defunct committees
and coordinating bodies littering the governmental lanascape,

including the Small Farm Sector Studies Committee and the National

Policy Steering Committee for Rural Development Support Programs

(Warren 1985:6) begun under ZA'PZD 1. 
1t would appear that more
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than goodwill is required to ensure that everyone is pulling in the
 
same direction.
 

Before meeting at an interagency level, each organization must get
its own house in order. At a minimum, an internal point for
coordination of all data collectioh efforts and studies using

primary or secondary data should be established in each
organization. For example, the team found that the Planning

Division and Agricultural Research Division (Department of
Agriculture) within MAWD are only now establishing linkages 
to
avoid duplicative data collection exercises, and that the two

divisions do not really have good access to each others' completed
research results. This is being partially addressed by the
establishment of the agricultural data bank in PD. 
 It would be
useful to organize documents and create computerized data banks so
that reports can be easily shared across governmental

organizations. 
 A model that might be examined for.

intrainstitutional coordination is the University of Zambia's
research committee that considers proposals for research funded

in-house to ensure that duplication does not occur.
 

2. Management of Investment in the Agriculture Sector
 
The lack of ability to properly plan and manage for investment in
the agriculture sectbr is best characterized by the criticism of
the July 1985 investment plan in the recent evaluation of MAWD by

Peat, Marwick et. al. (1985:15).
 

The Investment Programme ccntains sericus deficiencies.

In particular,.it fails to:
 

- reflect adequately the quality and volume of theunderlying sub-sector analyses or to integrate them

effectively into a sectoral program;
 

-
 present a clear view of priorities;

- adopt consistent methodologies for economic analysis


and investment criteria;
 
- clearly identify overall objectives and a resource
 

allocation programme.
 

At present and for the foreseeable future, capital resources for
GRZ agricultural development are and will be supplied largely by
donors. 
 Not only does the GRZ need to manage better the donor
 resource flows it now receives, but it needs to establish

sustainable systems for planning and implementing realistic
development plans for the agriculture sector. 
With assistance from
the World Bank, the GRZ is instituting a financial management
system that is specifically designed to 
track the 30-odd streams of
donor funds that flow into Zambia. The next step will be to
organize the planning of donor expenditures according to Zambia's

priorities and perceived needs, rather than according to 
the
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donors' interests or mandates. 
 Once such a system is in place, the
transition from donor 
resource flows to Zambian resources should be
 
a relatively easy one.
 

The tools for accomplishing improved investment planning are not
simply computer hardware and software. As noted in the Peat,
Marwick et. al. report, the ability to analyze and to learn from
experience and to blend competing demands on scarce resources is
 
required.
 

3. Resource Allocation
 

Agriculture is only one of several sectors that require infusions
of government support to achieve development objectives. The 1981
World Bank'country memorandum and subsequent U.S.A.I.D. documents
identify transport, manufacturing and employment as areas 
in which
the GRZ will have a financial role in the near to meaium term. How
is agriculture to continue to be accorded the priority it should
have in order to contribute to Zambia's growth? Several aspects
need attention: 
 analytical skills development, computerization of
planning models and resource flows, interorganizational

coordination and 6etter control over counterpart funds and staff

demanded by each donor.
 

Further, "as agriculture begins 
to generate revenues for the
economy, some of these streams should be redirected to additional
 
agricultural development. 
 This can only happen if some
institutional memory is established, time series can be constructed
and trend analyses carried out to convince decisionmakers that they
must stay the course and refuel the agriculture sector rather than
continue to drain resources from it.
 

Although recognized to 
some extent in the section on managing
investment, it should be emphasized that there is 
an intrasectoral
element to resource allocation as well. Choosing froin among

alternative investment opportunities to achieve broadly-basec
economic growth requires development plans to be considered in
conjunction with realistic assessments of available revenues.
decentralization proceeds in Zambia, this ability will have to 

As
 

pervade the system from the district level to the center. Such
bottom-up planning should help avoid the pitfalls of an
overly-planned, overly-centralized econcmy.
 

4. 'Data Collection and Analysis
 

As was pointed out on more than one occasion during interviews for
this report, the GRZ emphasis on agricultural devel,.pmenc is a

faizly recent occurrence. consequently, the available aata ana
analyses were relatively weak and not adequate to 
meet, the greatly

increased demand caused by the need to make major decisions on

agriculture sector policy. Considerable progress has been made
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under ZATPID I in strengthening the CSO, MAWD/PD, and to some
 
extent RDSB capacity to handle data collection and analytical
tasks. However, the saturation point has yet to be reached. 
 The
MAWD/PD is fully staffed, but still very short on human resources
with advanced training (MAWD:1984). The CSO will need to

institutionalize the upcoming agricultural survey so that it 
can be
repeated every three to five years, and will need to begin

preparing for the 1990 
census. The overall budget process could be
greatly improved in terms of timeliness and accuracy if the
analysis and liaison with sectoral ministries were

computer-assisted. 
The Ministry of Finance mainframe cannot

provide the necessary quick turnaround time, nor can data be easily
shared with the sectoral ministries under the current system.

Therefore, microcomupters are recommended for the MOF Budget
Office. 
The staff there will require training to manage its move
into microcomputers for budget analysis. 
 Similar examples exist in
all organizations with a role in the policy formulation process.
 

Two particular weaknesses emerged in the analysis of the
agricultural policymaking process. 
 The first is the shortage of
policy analysts capable of 
taking thorough analyses and

"translatingO them into actionable recommendations for
decisionmakers. 
 The second is in management - of time, of

financial resources, of personfiel, or of programs.
 

5. Structuret, Functions and Procedures
 

The dearth of management capacity noted above has often led to
weaknesses in organizational structure, functions and procedures.

The Peat, Marwick et. al. draft evaluation o MAWD points out that
"(tjhe Ministry has responsibility for organisations and functions
which are not appropriate to MAWD's role of developing ana managing
the agricultural sector, and senior officers' time is being

dissipated on activities of marginal relevance (1985:13)."

Although NCDP is 
in a state of structural transition, it seems also
to be reassessing its role in national planning. 
Many of the
sub-units of the policy formulation process suffer in microcosm

from the same'problem. 
MAWD/PD has had no annual workplans, had
not set lon4-range objectives and did not go through any regular
exercise to systematically identify golicy issues. 
 Sustained

institutional development requires that good management systems be

in place, that organizational functions be clearly delineated and
that procedures for accomplishing the work be in place in order for

the technical assistance, training and commodities to have an
 
impact beyond the project completion date.
 

6. The Political Dimension
 

Viewed from the widest possible optic, the entire system of policy
formulation might be seen as 
an institution. In that case, one
dimension that is a constraint to a rigorously empirical approach
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to decisionmaking is the political. Although there is clear

evidence that politicians in Zambia have increasing confidence in
the analysis based on empirical information, and that demand for
such analysis has increased since the inception of ZATPID I, it is

well to keep in mind that the influence of data and analysis has

its limitations. Zambia is'more fortunate than many LDCs in that

its political stability has allowed decisionmakers to take a longer
view than those whose daily survival depends upon appeasing strong

political forces. The resistance to regional pricing for

agricultural commodities is 
a good example, however, of the fact

that politicians have their own cost/benefit calculus.
 

G. ORGANIZATIONS RECOMMENDED FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER ZATPID II 

The previous sections have presented a framework for selecting
appropriate points for assistance to 
the policy formulation process

in Zambia. First, conceptual distinctions were drawn among policy

formulation, policy implementation, planning and program

execution. Then the policy environment and the formulation process

in Zambia were described and their weaknesses analyzed to

illuminate the interrelationships among organizations involved in
agricultural policy formulation, planning and implementation. The

organizations themselves are described in Annex 7. 
Combining these
sections has led to a specific cset of organizations and suggested

types of assistance to them.
 

3efore turning to the specific organizations, the application of.

the distinction between policy formulation "nd policy

implementation should be explained. 
 The ZATPID 11 PID recommendea
 seven organizations for approximately equal amounts of assistance
 
(and one additional organization for a smaller amount) 
over a
 seven-year project life. 
 Two serious feasibility considerations
 
are raised by this recommnendation: 1) span of management and 2)
anticipated impact. 
 The results of the ZATPID I assessment
 
indicate that as 
the project broadened to include organizations

beyond the MAWD/PD the management burden for both USAID/Lusaka and

the Chief of Party grew concomitantly. The results also indicate

that if the right person is put in exactly the right place at the
 
right time, a single individual could perhaps have the desired

i.stitutional impact. However, this is 
a rare and serendipitous

event. 
 Other diffused inputs are equally likely to have aiminishec

impact. Hence, some attempt to 
limit the number of organizations

to receive assistance under.ZATPID II was felt to be prudent, and
the policy formulation/policy implementation dichotomy was 
thought

to provide useful guidance for focusing the project and selecting

organizations to be assisted.
 

The PP for ZATPID 1, quoced in Section III.A., gave an excellent
rationale for AID's involvement in strengthening a Zambian policy
formulation and planning process. 
 This job is not yet complecea.

The recommendation is, therefore, to stay the course in policy
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formulation and planning and not to expand to policy implementation
and 	program execution under the aegis of ZATPID II. 
 Annex 7
identifies the following as policy formulation and planning
agencies in the GRZ: MAWD (particularly the Planning Division),
MOF/Budget and Economic Affairs Department, NCDP and CSO (both
parts of the MOF as well), the Rural Development Studies Bureau at
UNZA, UNZA Departments of Economics and Rural Economy and Extension
Education, UNIP's Central Committee and Research Bureau, the
Cabinet, the Commercial Farmers' Bureau, and the President and his
State House advisors. Policy implementation organizations are
considered to be the MOC, the agricultural parastatals, the
Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources, the Ministry of
Decentralisation and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
 

Applying two criteria, that the organization be involved in policy
formulation or 
planning, and that the level and types of assistance
be feasible in terms of management and impact, has resulted in the
selection of five key organizations for assistance. 
The
organizations and proposed assistance are suggested below.
 

1. 	Ministry of Agriculture and Water Developient/Planning
 
Division
 

The 	program of technical assistance and training should be
continued. 
 A limited number of commodities, mainly computer
hardware and software, should be considered. The team recommends
three long-term technical assistance personnel, one in agricultural

economics,one in public administration and one 
in a social science
discipline with emphasis on organization management. The latter
 person could be drawn from one of several disciplinary backgrounds,
as employment experience is more 
important than academic training.
His/her responsibilities would include monitoring and evaluation of
policy impacts, rationalizing and institutionalizing an approach to
managing the project cycle and working on some of the non-financial
aspects of investment planning for the agriculture sector (e.g.,
equity effects, geographical distribution, etc.). The agricultural
economist should be located in the Sectoral Planning Division, the
public administration specialist in the Budget Analysis Section and
the organization manage.ment specialist in the Project Analysis and
 
Implementation Section, 
 The provision of the
organization/managemen.: specialist should be conditioned on the
establishment of a formal mandate and identification of a
responsible Zambian for substantive monitoring and evaluation
within the PAI Section. 
 The 	training should proceed according to
the plan established in Planning Division Human Resources

Development and Training Plan, Planning Division Special Studies
No. 	11. A fund should be p,'ovided under joint MAWD/PD and

USAID/Lusaka control to 
allow studies and analyses to be contractea
to private consulting firms or 
other, non-profit entities to
enhance the analysts' capacity to manage both the studies and the
Division's own scarce time. 
 The 	personnel mix and training respond
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to the analytical capacity, resource allocation, organizational

coordination, management of investment, and the structure/function/

procedure constraints noted in Section III.
 

2. Ministry of Finance.
 

Assistance in the form of sufficient microcomputer equipment, and a
long-term technician in the area of budget analysis, should be
 
provided to the Budget Division of the Ministry of Finance. Some
training, particularly in public administration may be provided.

(The team was informed that currently all officers in the Budget

Division are trained to the masters' level.) The budget analyst
who serves as technical advisor to the Division should also be
 
responsible for devising a system for closer liaison between the
Budget Division and the Sectoral Planning and Investment Policy

Departments of NCDP. The proposed assistance responds to the

organizational coordination, analytical capacity, resource

allocation, structure/function/procedure and management of
 
investment constraints.
 

3. National Commission :for Development. Planning
 

The provision of traini-ng is recommended for NCDP Sectoral
 
Planning, Regional Planning and' Investment Policy staff (CSO is
considered separately), but carefully selected to have the maximum

impact on the agriculture policy and planning process. This should
 
be conditioned on the development of a training plan for NCDP

similar to the plans drawn up by MAWD/PD and CSO. Long-term

technical assistance could be provided in the abovementionec
 
departments, particularly to augment staff'while participant

trainees are away, but with some overlap on their return.
 
Suggested mix of skills for this technical assistance would include
public administration/public policy, regional planning/human

geography or other social science and agricultural economics and

general economics. The exact mix and specifications would depena

on a more thorough needs assessment by NCDP than'has been done to
 
date.
 

The team believes that NCDP is the'logical entity to provide

interagency coordination for activities and inyestments for

agriculture and rural development. (See also Section 1II.H.I. of
the report.) As the national plarning entity, NCDPhas the mandate
 
for such coordination, and the status required to make such a body

effective. The preference is, therefore, to place a long-term

technician in NCDP, most likely attachec to a Zambian who reports

directly to the PS or Minister to serve as 
the secretariat to a
senior technical level committee on rural development. An OPEX

position might be considered, as the role the person wo'uld play

would be strategic to the agriculture sector, and as such the GRZ
 
may'wish-to have a greater degree of autonomy in direction of that
 
individual. 
 The proposed assistante will address constraints of
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organizational coordination; management of investment; analytical

capacity and structures, functions and procedures
 

4. Central Statistics Office
 
A mixture of training, technical assistance and commodities similar
to the package provided under ZATPID I is recommended to continue
to respond to data, analytical and structural, functional and
procedural constraints.
 

5. Rural Development Studies Bureau
 
Additional microcomputing equipment and training on the 
.quipment
for all staff sholild be provided. Provision of advanced degree
training should also be considered. RDSB will presumably continue
to benefit from contractual relationships with MAWD/PD, especially
if the studies fund is established. This proposal responds to the

data and analysis constraint.
 

6. University of Zambia
 
The lack of movement to date on an agricultural economics
concentration within the Agriculture B.Sc., 
the large size of the
assistance package that would be needed to add a M.Sc. program in
agricultural economics, and the bleak recurrent cost picture have
led the team to recommend that technical assistance not'be provided
toUNZA under ZATPID II. A major criterion in this recommendation
 was the sustainability of the institutional strengthening provided
through project assistance, and it 
was felt that UNZA lacks the
means to assure this. 
 This judgment is consistent with the 1984
ZATPID evaluation report's recommendation regarding UNZA.
project could continue to train eligible candidates from the

The
 
university, or 
could cede the support for training to
USAID/Lusaka's HIRD Project.
 

H. ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZATPID II
 

The assistance recommended above is couched in terms of
organizations and resource gaps to be filled, in fulfillment of the
scope of work for this report. However, there are a number of
recommendations that have emanated either from the assessment of
ZATPID I or the investigations for ZATPID II that do not fit neatly
into an organizational frame of reference. 
 Therefore, additional
recommendations for the design and implementation of ZATPID II

outlined in this section. 

are
 

1. Institutional Coordination
 

Although coordination among organizations is a ma)6r theme of the
constraints section, making each organization responsible for
coordination internally and with other agencies does not
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necessarily result in a system-wide sense of coordination.
 
Therefore, the following steps are suggested to lead to
sustainable, systemic coordination for rural development:
 

a. Under ZATPID-I; commission
 

an inventory of all existing coordinating bodies
 
(i.e., committees, commissions, etc.);
 

a determination as 
to which of these bodies is
 
actually functioning;
 

a calculation of the cost to the GRZ of the
 
continued lack of coordination.
 

b. Under ZATPID I or II, depending on funds availability,
 

send 	several key Zambian senior civil servants on a

study tour of other African countries that have
 
coordinating mechanisms such as 
the Rural Development

Secretariat in Botswana.
 

c. 	 Fund under ZATPID II a secretariat mechanism, ideally

within NCDP, but located elsewhere if necessary (a

second-best alternative would be MAWD), to coordinate
 
among institutions concerned with agricultural

development at the senior technical level. 
 Likely

representation on such a body includes MAWD, MOF
 
(including NCDP and CSO), Ministry of Lanas and Natural

Resources, Ministry of Decentralisation, Ministry of
 
Cooperatives, UNIP Research Bureau, RDSB, Zambian

Cooperative Federation and ZADB/AFC. Although the U.S.
 
can provide technical assistance to-ensure smooth

mechanical operation of such a body, coordination must
 
be a perceived need on the part of the GRZ, and

spearheaded by Zambian leadership. A senior Zambian,

perhaps at the PS level, should be 
 namea to chair the

coordinating body as his/her primary responsibility

before the U.S. commits to long-term assistance to the
 
coordination task.
 

2. Monitoring and Evaluation
 

There is an urgent need for increased monitoring and evaluation of
the socioeconomic and political impacts of the recent spate of

policy changes in Zambia. 
 The team notes that a one-time
 
assessment is planned under ZATPID I, but there is no clear

intention to institutionalize this. 
 Monitoring and evaluation are
in the mandate of the PAI Section as conceived in the 1982 World
Bank 	report on MAWD/PD (1982:31-32), but have not really been

operationalized by assignment of staff or development of an 
agenda
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of work. The cost of continuing to implement policy changes

without assessing impact could be quite high in terms of political

stability (witness Liberia, Sudan and other African countries in
 
the past few years) and accelerated socioeconomic differentiation.
 
Thu-s, attention under ZATPID II should be given to ensuring that
?Ronitoring and evaluation are understood to be a necessity, not a

luxury, and implemented in a systematic, iterative manner. This
will require somewhat of a reordering; of priorities on the parts of
 
both USAID and the GRZ.
 

3. Matching of Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis
 

The implementation of ZATPID I has varied in terms of the relative
emphasis placed on qualitative versus quantitative analysis. The
 
first TA team probaoly had a better balance between quantitative

and qualitative approaches than the second TA team. 
 The latter and

ISU at Ames have placed more weight on the quantitative because

both are stronger in this area. A more balanced approach should be

sought under ZATPID II, with quantitative and qualitative work

carefully matched. For example, the current plan is 
to analyze the
 
household and benchmark survey data to assess the social impact of
agricultural policy changes. 
 This will likely reveal economic

conditions at the time of the survey, and may provide some 
insights

into emerging class differences ba:sed on differential capital

accumulation. However, it is unlikely to reveal various strains in
the social fabric such as the increases in violence and witchcraft
 
accusations reported by Scudder (1.983:16-19) and by a field
 
xesearcher under the ZAMARE project (Cook, personal communication).
 

It is recommended that funds be providea to carry out in-depth
anthropological fieldwork in conjunction with survey work done
 
under ZATPID II. The most likely source of expertise in this area
 
is the Rural Development Studies Bureau, either using its 
own

research fellows, or supervising advanced degree candidates from

the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at UNZA. 
 In either
 
case, adequate Zambian expertise is available in anthropology and

rural sociology, so this recommendation should not be interpreted
as. an opening for U.S. technical assistance or graduate training.

However, short-term U.S. technicail assistance to MAWD in devising
scopes of work and providing qualitative input into overall study

design should be considered.
 

There is also a considerable amount of qualitative secondary data
available that could inform some of the more quantitative exercises
 
being carried out under ZATPID I and proposed for ZATPID II. For
example, the assumptions used to calculate.even simple production

functions should be checked against qualitative descriptions of
 
agricultural practices. 
 This has not been done sufficiently to

date, and should be a definite requirement for ZATPID II. (See

Section II.B.3. discussion of quantitative analysis as well.)
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4. The Role of the Private Sector in Policy
 

The assessment of ZATPID I showed that some of the studies had had
 
a positive impact on the private sector by encouraging the
 
withdrawal of government from activities such as marketing that are
 
more appropriately handled privately. The liberalization of the
 
pricing and marketing of groundnuts in Eastern Province is a good
 
example of this kind of impact. The team believes that the ZATPID
 
intervention can be. most effective in encouraging the private
 
sector by continuing to examine critically the role of government
 
and to rationalize the retrenchment of government from functions
 
that overburden it and impede economic growth. As indicated in
 
Section iII.B., national policymaking and planning are legitimate
 
public sector functions, and need not have direct involvement of
 
any interest groups, including private sector entities.
 

As part of its analysis of the policymaking process, the team
 
looked at opportunities for the private sector to have an
 
influence. It found that commercial farmers and agribusiness were
 
well represented by the Commercial Farmers' Bureau, which has
 
access to the highest levels of GRZ decisionmaking. Moreover, much
 
of the data collection and analysis that has been carried out under
 

'ZATPID I has been at the level of the small-scale farm, which has
 
provided a channel through which the effects of policy on
 
smallholders can be determined. (As noted in Section III.H.2.
 
above, however, that material has been underutilized in monitoring
 
and evaluation to date.) With the lifting of the NAMBoard
 
marketing monopoly, there will be another group - small-scale
 
entrepreneurs - whose input should be sought in the policy
 
formulation and planning processes. The team therefore has
 
recommended in the illustrative list of studies that several assess
 
this segment of the private sector and determine how best to create
 
a channel through which their needs, opinions, etc. can be
 
regularly monitored.
 

5. Professionalism Among Returned Trainees
 

The issues of staff retention and job satisfaction have been
 
touched on briefly in Section II. The team believes that these are
 
likely to become more problematic during the project life of ZATPID
 
Ii. Thus, we recommend for consideration in the design of the
 
follow-on project funding for the establishment of an association
 
of returned trainees, probably by discipline (i.e., an association
 
of agricultural economists), but possibly across more than one
 
discipline (i.e., rural development specialists). This would
 
include funding of monthly meetings, annual conferences with papers
 
presented, occasional seminars featuring special lecturers (taking
 
advantage of the many technical experts who visit Zambia),
 
publication of conference proceedings, etc. The logical home for
 
such an association would appear to be UNZA. Most of the
 
activities could be funded from local currency. However, some
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foreign exchange should be allowed for travel to international
 
meetings such as the International Association of Agricultural

Economists or the International Union of Anthropological and
 
Ethnological Sciences.
 

6. Training
 

Another avenue for professional te~uunion ana upgraaing is
 
in-service training and in-country short courses. All staff of
 
institutions involved in the policy formulation process should be
 
offered opportunities for in-service training as a non-monetary
 
benefit of employment. In addition, returned participant trainees
 
might be asked to conduct various training and workshop activities
 
to enhance their standing as professionals. As stated in Section
 
I, workshops and training related to management skills and tc
 
microcomputers were mentioned repeatedly as particularly useful
 
activities under ZATPID 1.
 

Regarding long-term training, a greater diversity of disciplines is
 
recommended for ZATPID II. Under ZATPID I, most participant

trainees received advanced training in agricultural economics.
 
Although this discipline remains important, especially for MAWD/PD

staff, other disciplines would appear to be necessary as well. The
 
team recommends that participants also be sent to programs in
 
public administration, public policy, regional planning and
 
sociology/anthropology, depending upon the institution and position

for which the individuals are designated on their return.
 

7. In-Country Technical Supervision of Studies/Analyses
 

.The assessment of ZATPID I has found considerable variability in
 
the relevance and utilization of studies and analyses carried out
 
under the project. To address this concern in ZATPID II, the team
 
recommends that more in-country technical supervision be planned

under ZATPID II. In addition to having technical input into annual
 
workplans for project technical assistance, the technical oversight
 
group should review and comment on the proposed methodology and
 
plan of work for each study. This might preclude the problems of
 
overambitious data collection efforts as well as those cited in
 
Section II with regard to model building. (See Recommendations 9
 
and 15, Section I.)
 

8. In-Country Thesis Research
 

Under ZATPID I, a number of masters' candidates either went through

non-thesis degree programs, or were encouraged to complete their
 
entire graduate studies in the United States. The team feels that
 
it is important for participant trainees to have the opportunity to
 
return to Zambia for thesis research. This has several potential

advantages, e.g., (1) the research will contribute to the body of
 
empirical knowledge on Zambia; (2) the students themselves will
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gain familiarity with their own country, especially the
 
agricultural sector, which is particularly important given the high
 
rate of urbanization in Zambia (meaning many post-secondary

students may not have rural backgrounds); and (3) the students will
 
be required to conduct their research under conditions similar to
 
those under which they will soon be working, thus easing their
 
transition from life as a student in the U.S. to that of a
 
bureaucrat in Zambia.
 

To work effectively, however, in-country thesis research must be
 
properly structured to have the desired impact. First, the
 
administrative arrangements (e.g., salary, allowances
 
transportation for fieldwork, etc.) must be in place, and small
 
grants should be provided under the project as necessary.

Secondly, a thesis research supervisor should be placed in-country,

either on a long-term basis or for several extended TDYs. This
 
model was used successfully in the Zaire Agricultural Sector
 
Studies Project.
 

9. Assessment of Computerization Needs
 

The philosophy of the ZATPID 11 PID appears to have been Owhen in
 
doubt, computeriie.' However, the team finds that :here is 
a..
 
danger of simply codifying bad management systems by this approach,

and would urge considerably more caution. On the other hand, the
 
team has found an instance in which needed commuter hardware was
 
withheld under ZATPID I in what we believe to have been false
 
economy. As neither mission personnel nor the incoming PP team are
 
experts in computer needs assessment and systems analysis, we
 
recommend that before the PP is authorized, such an expert be

brought in from AID/W/M/SER/IRM or elsewhere to give an independent

assessment of.the real needs under ZATPID II.
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IV. CONCLUSION
 

The overall purpose of the ZATPID projects is to assist the
development of an indigenous policy formulation and planning

processes for the agriculture sector in Zambia. 
 The team found
that although some progress toward sustained, institutionalized and

localized processes has been made during the implementation of
ZATPID I, the purpose of the project has not been fully realized.

The team believes the concept to be basically sound, and a
 necessary complement to the larger program assistance package. It

thus recommended continuation of the approach under ZATPID II.

the second section of the report, the team presented its 

In'
 

conceptualization of the policymaking process, identified systemic
weaknesses - institutional coordination, management of investment,
 
resource allocation, data collection and analysis, structures/
functions/procedures - and made recommendations for addressing them
in the follow-on project. 
Lastly, the team applied lessons learned

from ZATPID I to create specific recommendations for ZATPID II,

which we hope will provide useful guidance for project preparation.
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The Agricultural Parastatals
 

NAMBoard, until January 1986, was responsible for the
 
marketing of maize; for transportation, storage, collection
 
handling and distribution of maize, and for the sale and
 
distribution of fertilizer, seeds and implements. It has now been
 
designated as the buyer of last resort for a variety of
 
agricultural commodities, and as the manager of a strategic grain
 
reserve. it will still be a major supplier of fertilizer, and
 
though the price of fertilizer was raised in January 1986,
 
fertilizer costs remain subsidized by the GRZ. Thus, NAMBoard's
 
budget will continue to be a drain on the overall resources
 
available to the GRZ to devote to agriculture, although it is
 
anticipated that the subsidy will be considerably less than the
 
K135 (Peat, Marwick et. al. 1985:8) million expended in 1985.
 
NAMBoard's role. is that of implementor of the policy decision to
 
diversify marketing channels for maize and to establish a national
 
grain reserve. Analyses and formulauion of these policy changes
 
were carried out within the Planning Division of MAWD and in the
 
Ministry of Finance, rather than directly by NAMBoard staff.
 

Dairy Produce Board is responsible for the importation of
 
dairy commodities and their resale as milk by-products and
 
groceries; anb for the purchase of fresh milk from farmers for
 
processing, treatment and sale from its own depots and retail
 
outlets.
 

LINTCC is responsible for increasing cotton production to the
 
level of self-sufficiency and for creating an export market.
 
LIN.TC6 has also recently become responsible for similar objectives

in relation to coffee and soybeans. LINTCO has its own extension
 
staff seconded from MAWD.
 

Tobacco Board of Zambia was formed to develop tobacco
 
production. In 1985 it was reformulated into a board, which would
 
handle marketing and sales and a company responsible for
 
production, extension and input supply. Its mandate is to support
 
small farmer tobacco production via extension, provision of inputs,
 
grading and managing a packing plant and auction floors.
 

The Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources
 

This ministry is responsible for overseeing and formalizing all
 
forms of tenure on agricultural land, for land titling, surveying,
 
cadastre and so forth. It also manages the national forest
 
resources.
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The Ministry of Decentralisation
 

This ministry is responsible for implementing the 1980 Local
 
Administration Act. It has a Rural Development Section, and
 
supports the District Councils in their development initiatives.
 
The linkage between MAWD's coordination of the integrated rural
 
development and area development programs, which are now
 
standardized on a model of devolving authority to the District
 
Councils, should imply closer working relationships over time among

MAWD, the Regional Planning Section of NCDP and MOD. At the
 
moment, policy decisions with respect to the IRDP programs have
 
been made in MAWD, so that MOD is considered for this study to be a
 
policy implementor rather than formulator.
 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry
 

The MCI must ensure that the availability of processing facilities
 
for agricultural commodities is adequate to meet the demand, it has
 
a consultative role in the setting of agricultural prices and
 
subsidies and has partial responsibility for the establishment of
 
rural industries, many of which are agriculturally-based (Peat,

Marwick et. al. 1985:8-11).
 



ANEX 8 

UNITED 	STATES GOVERNMENT.memoranduM
 
February, 5, 1986 #mn 

RCPL Mike AppI egateTo 

SUaEC , ZATPID0InpactAssessment and Institutional Analysi,..
 

T See ditribution 

After 	reading the draft of the impact assessment I would.
 
like 1!o make the following comments:
 

L1 	 The impact assessment and recommendations reflect a bias
 
against quantitative analysis. While some statements
 
have been added which are intended to provide balance,

the oveya'll tone is clear. That is, 
that quantitative

analytical analysis is not particularly useful and does
 
not contribute to the achievement of Project objectives.

To date there has been only one quantitative economic
 
excercise which has been completed. (i.e. the transport

model which was developed by LeAnn McGranahan). Because
 
of the special circumstances surrounding that activity it
is unfair to judge the "usefulness" and "sustainability"

of future modeling exercises on the basis *of this
 
activity.
 

The assessment correctly points out that greater focus 
on

quantitative anlysis has been given to 
the project for
-the last phase. This has been deliberate and the
 
position descriptions and work -plan for-ph-ase II reflect

this. Since the new team has been in place only 
seven
 
months and the modeling exercises have not been
 
completed, their impact will be determined at a later

date and should not be prejudged in a negative way at
 
this point.
 

Finally, very rigorous tests of usefulness and
 
sustainability are correctly applied to quantitative

analysis. However I don't see 
the same criterion applied

to management workshops, anthropological field work, etc.
 

OPTIONAL FORM NO-' IS 

%RCV.1.00)
 
G101SA CPR) 101-116.
mPMR C41 

*4J~. ~ 	 9ia~q~l.,I l -14 1 646 
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2. The Project is entering a phase where technical 
assistance in quantitative policy analysis can bear the 
greatest fruits due theto following: 

(a) 	 Increased analytical capability provided by the 
computer center. This i's the purpose of project
support for this center which has been correctly
judged to be very useful. The mphasis of 
quantitati ' analysis would cause the computer
center to 
become simply a "high tech" typing poo.l.
 

(b) Long term trainees with analytical skills are now

beginning to return, There will in the- future be 
more 	Zambians with the required analytical skills to

colloborate with longterm technical advisors. This 
will especially be true for ZATPID II. 
 This
 
collaboration will be important for our trainees tomake.-t'he transition from academican 	 environment to 
an applied policy environment.
 

(c) 	In the past quantitatiU analysis has been greatly
hampered by lack of data. This is being overcome 
largely b project efforts. 

In sum I feel strongly that it is wrong to switch the
focu's of ZATPID I or II away 	 from policy analysis. The
project is just c.oming to the point when this activity 
can really bear fruit in terms of better policy.
 

3. 
 On page 7 the assessment says that long term participant
training may be too heavily tilted toward quantitative
methods. The problem never has 
been 	with quantitative

methods. Rather the first group of students had 
difficulty with the mathematics contained in the
beginning theory courses which is an entirely different 
matter. These problems have already been addressed with 
better section criteria and placement. 

Distribution: 

Joan 	Atierton
 
Curt 	 Reinstsma 
Fred Perry
 
John Patterson
 
Jim Snell
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SUGGESTED CRITERIA TO DETERMINE!STUDY AREAS UNDER: ZATPID ii' 

Areas of study should meet all the following criteria:
 

1. Address the project goals and purposes, and more specifically

the identified constraints to the achievement of project goals and
 
purposes.
 

2. Conform to the Zambian agricultural strategy, as identified by

the five year plan, annual plans, and other key documents.
 

3. Be of demonstrated interest to Zambian policymakers or key

Zambians who feed information and analysis to policymakers.

Zambian interest should be demons:rated by commitment of Zambian
 
resources, above all else human resources 
(i.e., Zambian
 
technicians committed to active participation in the study).

Financial resources need not be committed in all cases.
 

4. Ensure that there is no duplication with similiar activities
 
being undertaken by other donors or other Zambian institutions.
 

5. Be preconditioned upon a thorough review of existing work in
 
the same area before the study is agreed to, in order to ensure
 
that previous studies and recommendations have been taken into
 
consideration in assessing the necessity for and design of the new
 
studies.
 

NB: While the above criteria provide a general framework to guide

the choice and development of studies to be undertaken during

ZATPID II, they do not provide for a way to prioritize among many

possible study areas. Such prioritization must of necessity flow
 
from the documentation related to points one and two above, i.e.,

the specific project goals and purposes, and specific documents
 
that define the priorities of the Zambian agricultural strategy.

An additional way to prioritize among potential study areas would

be to categorize studies along the lines of the policy formulatior
 
policy implementation dichotomy developed in Section III of this
 
report.
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ILLUSTRATIVE LIST.OF STUDY AREASFORZATPID':,II
 

The following is a.list*bf possible study areas under ZATPID
 
II. The recommended areas are not in any order of priority.
 

1. Policy Impact Monitoring. Monitoring the socio-economic
 
impact of policy changes is important to assure that recent
 
policy changes are having their desired effects, and that
 
disproportionate benefit or cost does not accrue to any

individuals or groups within the society. It allows for
 
informed midcourse correction in policy implementation and
 
programming. Longitudinal quantitative and qualitative data
 
should be collected and analyzed to provide an accurate
 
assessment of the policy impact.
 

2. Land Tenure Issues. The World Bank's 1984 agricultural

strategies paper and other documents emphasize the importance

of land tenure as an agricultural policy issue in Zambia. Thiz
 
is because security of tenure is rapidly becoming recognized ag
 
a second-generation policy constraint to agricultural growth.

Specific areas of study could include: the relation between
 
land tenure, incentives for investment and agricultural

productivity; land valuation, land markets, and revenue
 
generation potential; and peri-urban land tenure issues.
 

3. Cross-border Trade. As in many other African countries, it

is becoming increasing apparent that it is economically

dangerous to develop agricultural policies in Zambia in
 
isolation from issues of cross-border trade and policies in
 
neighboring countries. This is particularly true in relation
 
to pricing and subsidy policies, which are key issues in Zambia
 
at the present time.
 

4. Agricultural Resources and their Allocation. Agriculture

is expected to become the major contributor to the Zambian
 
GDP. Potential sources of growth in the agriculture sector,

anticipated revenues and the means to capture these, and the

allocation process should be examined regularly.
 

5. Private Sector in Ariculture Issues. Study areas under
 
this eading snould include such questions as: the ability of
 
the private sector to meet agricultural marketing needs, and
 
what can be done to assist it to do so; the potentials and
 
constraints to agribusiness development; and issues related to
 
small scale enterprise/informal sector and off-farm employment
 
generation.
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6. Agricultural Pricing and Marketing Issues not listed above.
 
For example, such questions as regionally differentiated
 
prices, floor and ceiling prices, and NAMBoard's role as buyer

of last resort, need further study.
 

7. Agricultural Credit and Rural Finance. 
A study of this
 
topic was undertaken under ZATPID I. Some of the major

recommendations of the study were not adopted by the GRZ.
 
Although further study in this area may be warranted, it should
 
be preconditioned on demonstrated interest by the GRZ.
 

8. Fertilizer Supply, Demand and Subsidy Issues. While

further study in this area is recommended by the study done
 
under ZATPID I auspices, any action should await the outcome of
 
the World Bank proposal for a comprehensive fertilizer study.
 

9. Commodity, Subsector, and Regional Comparati 
e Advantages.

As the GRZ continues to promote economic diversification,

emphasize agriculture, and experience foreign exchange

problems, studies of relative comparative advantages in a
 
-dynamic setting will become increasingly important (e.g.,

livestock vs. crop production, export vs. food crops, and
 
relative advantages and disadvantages of various food crops).
 

10. Intra- and Inter-Institutional Coordination. GRZ
 
institutions with mandates for rural sector development need
 
closer coordination. Discussion and recommendations regarding

approaches to this issue appear in Section II of the report.

Studies should also extend to struztures and procedures of
 
agencies dealing with agriculture and potential for
 
improvement, examination of organizational mandates anc the
 
ways their objectives are fulfilled to avoid duplication and
 
improve coordination, headquarters-field relations, etc. (also
 
see item 18 below).
 

11. Donor Coordination. Donors sometimes have competing

objectives, only some of which conform to GRZ objectives, and
 
they often draw heavily on limited Zambian resources, competing

with each other in order to fulfill their own mandates.
 
Studies that will improve strategies for use of donor resources
 
in the agriculture sector and that will maximize the use of
 
Zambian resources at the same time are required.
 

12. Strategic Grain Reserve. There are many conceptual and
 
managerial issues that need study before a strategic grain
 
reserve can be operationalized.
 

13. Storage of Agricultural Commodities. 
With the necently

announced and anticipated changes in agricultural marketing and
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pricing and the concern with strategic grain reserves,

questions of storage will become increasingly important.

Studies need to be done on storage at all levels, i.e.,

on-farm,'village level, regional level, and national level.
 

14. Role for Cooperatives. The appropriate role for
 
cooperatives in agricultural input and product marketing,

storage and credit, and what impediments exist to fulfilling

these roles should be investigated. Studies should include
 
assessments of economic viability 
as well as organizational and
 
management aspects.
 

15. Program Structures and Management in the Agriculture

Sector. Less direct government involvement in agricultural

development generally requires a more participatory approach

with greater mobilization of local resources. Areas to be
 
considered in this restructuring of the role of government
 
include:
 

Decentralization of decisionmakin 
 and program

implementation;
 

- Decentralization of revenue generation and expenditure; 

-
 Potential for self-help activities;
 
- Agricultural research and extension services;
 
- Land and water development:
 
- Forestry and environmental conservation.
 

16. Labor Shifts Related to Economic Diversification and
 
Recent Policy Changes. As tne economy snifts from its heavy

dependency on mining, there is an assumption that labor will
 
also shift from mining.into various parts of the agriculture

sector. This assumption should be tested. Examples of study

topics include an examination of the absorptive capacity of the

agriculture sector (especially vis a vis the mining sector);

employment expectations of school-leavers and skills training
 
or retraining required.
 

17. Staff Motivation. Staff motivation in MAWD/PD and other
 
institutions receiving substantial assistance from ZATPID II

should be examined. Staff retention was identified as an
 
emerging problem for government service in the report.

Recommended study areas include career development potentials,

private sector opportunities, demand and supply of trained
 
personnel and incentives (monetary and nonmonetary) for
 
retention.
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18. Other Organization and Manaaem~nt Issues. These
 
issues need to be examined withili MAWD and other key

institutions engaged in policy formulation for the
 
agriculture sector. The Peat, Marwick et, al. study of
 
November 15J5 recommended changes in structures and
 
objectives for certain parts of MAWD. NCDP's merger with
 
MOF will likely necessitate some changes in both
 
organizations. Assistance should be supplied as needed ir
 
examining options and making recommendations re:
 
organizational objectives and concomitant structure
 
required. Other possible studies can be similar to those
 
undertaken under ZATPID I for management of the MAWD/PD

computer center and organization of the library.
 

19. Investments in Water Management. Water management

will likely be required to enhance growth in the
 
agriculture sector. 
 Studies could include economic and
 
social analyses of alternatives in irrigat:.on, marsh
 
drainage, water storage, and stock waterinS, for example.
 

http:irrigat:.on
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Dennis H. Warre
 
Iowa State lnivarsity
 

Fvr the PanW on

Applied Anthropology and Development Projects

Dcember 6, 1985 

Annual Meetings of the
 
Aniacan Anthropological Association
 

Washington, D.C.
 
December 4-8, 1985
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-fdThRNOOLD"T AID AMIMcU1RAL RPRPIiThGby=IL-J "aSu--2iR IN!7IAtU=1 ty-' 

Th Zamia Agic ltr-al "Trai-ning, P1a'im3 aidDevelopment Project mst±itztiana
(ZATPID) was initiated in January 1982 byUniversity based on a Iowa Statfive-year Cooperative Agreement with USAID and thgovernment of the -Republic..of 2.amiia (SRZI. -Inthe 1ua-f State-UniversiTy proposal 

spring 1.981., .1 was a membe 
"umer preparation teamof.,191 . I participated and during thin project negotiationsoffi4:ials with USAID and Zin Lusaka. From January 1.982 

1g-ter i-ple me-atim 
- August .29Z4., ser-d as leadethe qy-t im 
 "ambia,
agritul-tial economist and an 

rtised of myself, a,agricultural extension specialist. Numerjshort-tem personnel spent from several weeks tofulfilling various six months each in Zambi.project assignments in the areas Df computer scienceagricultural f-nca., agriclzjjral sta,--tit-s,development economisc, rgional planningand teaznical agriculture. From August 1984 1985, 1 remained in Zambia Augulas a Senior Social
transition year when 
Policy Analyst during ; 

arrived to take over 
a new team leader and other replacement personneifrom the original* team for the second half of thiproject period.
 

The Project was designed to facilitate and improve the capacity of GMinstitutions and personnel in the agricultural and rural developmentplanning and policy-making process. The primary target group was thegpvernment bureaucracy, particularly theof Agriculture and Planning Division of the MinistryWater Development (where the Project was
located), as well formally
as 
the Ministry of Finance, the Natio:ial Commission
Development Planning., forthe Ministry of Decentralisation, the CentralStatistical Office, and the University of Zambia. The ultimate target group
were the 600,000 small-scale subsistence farm households.
 
In addition to the normal administrative duties incurred while serving
as team leader, most of my other 

my experience and skills 
formal project work activities drew uponas
methodologies a development anthropologist, usingfrom anthropology as well as management science, developmet gplanning and development economics. 
 In general, my attentions were focusua
n aalyzing, understanding, and improving GRZ systems for decision-making,
communicatin,, 
 collaborating, institution building. Myactivities included evaluating 
and foraai work
 

Development the impact of the Integrated Rural
Programs being supported bydevelopment agancies bilateral and multilateralsuch as IBRO, SIDA, GTZ, ODA, FINNIDA, DA1IIDA andNORAD; designing human 
resources development and training programs;
designing information and'data collection, analysis, storage, 
retrieval,
and dissemination systems; improving the management procedures and
organizational effectiveness of public sector institutionsmdakingsysteri-s;- as decisionad 
a...yzi.g the irpact of agricultural policiesproductivity of the oa theall-scale Farming cmanity. 
Other activities were to conduct workshaopsfor the formalization to introdu! znthodologies 

social impact anzlyses 
of Z.-an indigenous agricultura] knowledge systems;of Agricultural Farming Systems Adaptive ResearchPlanning Teams' efforts to increase agric.lutural productivity of saill-scale farm producers (SSPs); workshops designadand to enhance cross



jisiIiZnr. and =ross-clt=a1 
12 order to izCr.a3e 

donor agency/GRZ deveiopmenzt te effortslocal participation in tbe develnpmarx pj]aing 

This par bTiefly d=ibas aMrIS .avnlved during range or'tIes "aziitimwitttie 1981-85 period. %hich iasked to follow was The typical procedure whit-tto analyze a situation I was
constraints or instittiontD effective .pera-i nm, in terms ofcould al-tertie.it-e- auad ±tmtO r actions whichtim in positiveS.±lation ways. A'T examplewas the inadeouate uf a problenagricufltnural .';aaing information and data base rpoi vrjied=izisj4 
were =ade.izesrfficiae Dat.a ere foundi tars of aT-V t. bc 

-in iny ir.t-nces mreliable. a d= ei.s=_iDeth tabulrtions -and analyses i-atl andtoo late to be used were available
Informatiun storage 

in tiie annual agricultural planning cycle of event:.and retrieval systemsineffective Lise of donor were inadequate resulting inresources. Some ar-ricult,.-alhave been studies ware found torepeated by seyeral different donors over a period of years, each
donor unaware 
inadequate for many 

of earlier similar studies. Data analysis siills wereof the agricultural planners in the Jinistry.
A series of actions were outlined and initiated to improvr theinformation and data constraints. The first action was to conduct a
thorough inventory and assessmentexpected of personnel of all recurrent and occasioalin the six administrative o pzrtssections of the PlanningDivision, Mlinistry of Agriculture -and Water Development. The second action
involved the design of a


Dlaz for the 
-,umanresources development and five-year traininoPlanning Division personneloere inadequate to perform tasks 

in order to improve skills wnicn
;ervice trainin required of them. Thirdly sart-tem incourses were 
designed a.d offered on
athic for economists, topics such asmicrocomputers in agricultural. planning,asic management and developrent planning. andLong-range actfvities included
hedesign and initition of new degree programs in agricultural
nd agricultural statistics at economics
the University of Zambia
. The Planning
ivision output assessment and the human resources development and training
,lan were published and used as models by a number of other governmentizistri.s and agencies.
 

Berause there was no mechanismreparts and studies to store and retrieve the numerousproducedDevelopment, a Jinistry library 
in 

was 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Water

science faculty and students. 
begun with the help of Zambian library 

as librarian A trained library science graduate wasin 1985 and the library has hiredrepository for all reports and 
nod been designated a nationalstudies concm-ing agtriclture and ruraldevelopment inZambia. Currently more than 6,000 volumes have been accessed
and many donor agencies have begun crmtributing re.snurres. 

It was foand that ,=--mrs agriclturalwere a-d rurl develIap=tbeing conducted by institutions such surveysBureau of the University of Zambia. 
as the Rural Development StudiesBecause Bureauaccess to computers, staff had no directthe information collected would beanalyzed by hand. Because tabulated andof time constraints,information a vast amountcollected was never tabulated and of the-eventually analyzed,published, in report-farm tended, to 

and that which washistorical document rather than something useful for 
be of more use as aiinediate acriculturRl
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.0l.aina azid. pl ixy-maklng efforts. Similar problemsPlanning Division were evident -at theof the Minist:.-y of Agricultureat the Central Statistical Office. To improve this situation a 

and Water Development andCenter was opened at the Planning Division with twt- IBM PCs, 

dmputer
and an APPLE Ile. All professional and clerical staff have &en 
to IBM XTs,
 

trained ir
the wse of these microcomputers and the results have been nothing short of
revolutionary in terms of the quality, quantity and timelness of a
variety of outputs, as well as wide
self-image for many of them. Thle 

interms of motivation of staff ad enhancedPlanning'Oivisj- n
stramgest quantitative skills was 

5 economist with the
sent to Iowa State University for

-individualzed training inmicrocomputers for agricultural planning; he
1et of 

raturned to 

S-
the 
1 
Livision as the in-house trainer and comsul.taat far the
ork-ing with the 
 tUI&
effor~ts Breau of t-tiCenszus, similaron a larger-ftie. icrocomputersscale were_ iiizti for the 1rentral Statisticalare also being pruidud the.R ral Developmeat'
Studies Bureau and the Department of Mathematics at the University of


Zambia to support the rural survey capabilities of the Bureau and the new
Agricultural Statistics Program 
 tniliated inthe Depame 
 af Mathematics
 
To strergthen the human resource base in order to institutionalize thechanges being made in data collection and analyses, more than 2D Zambians
from the University of Zambia's Rural Development Studies Bureau and new
program in Agricultural Economics, the Central Statistical Office, ,Planning Division, the Ministry of Finance, and the National 
 -,Development Planning have been sent to 

Commission for
the USA or third countrie's for

degrees in agricultural economics, rural 
sociology, international
development studies, agricultural statistics, and regional planning at the
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels.
 

Major strides have been taken in information dissemination. The

Planning Division initiated a Special Studies Report Series which now
 numbers 19 reports. These reports are 
coniposed at the Computer Center,
printed by the Government Printer, 
and distributed
government officials and donor agencies on 

to hundreds of
a computerized mailing list. A

quarterly Agricultural Planning Newsletter was 
started in Jenuary 1985
which has proved to be very popular. In addition toand notes a wide variety of newzregarding agricultural and rural development efforts in Zazbia,
each issue har profiles of a donor agency active in Zambia, Ministry
programs, agricultural and rural development projects. and administrative
divisions within the Ministry. Each issue also highlights resource
materials available foragricultura] planning, workshops which have been
conducted and 
are 
being planned, 
as well as development planning andmanagement skills and techniques. The Newsletter isthousand individuals on. sent to nearly a
the computerized mailing list, Including the


Ministry officials in all 9 provinces and 68 districts. In the past the
Annual Agricutural Statistics Bulletin was typed on stencils and consisted
-f endless tables of undigested data i:zued too late for the annualagricultural planning cycle. All of the datamicrocomputers and a Quarterly Agricultura] Statistic 
are now stored o4 the
bein' 
issued with Bulletin isnowtables translated into graphs and charts which
easier for farmers and planners to are
newslett. use. An agriciltural(LI14A Newsletter) and a Soyabean Newsletter are 

extension

composed and distributed through.the Computer Center. 

also being
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 z-iz: .- gricultural policy .focuses onthe small-farm improving Productivity ofsector, consiierable effurts have been made to introuccf"rmimg systes teams (Adaptive Researcn P.ann.nc 'Teams) in, a.h of tB#
U
pravin.ces. The majority of the members of these teams tanexpsed to me±.dologias 4.sgned to n-ve'r been 
21edg sys-tems.] f -alize indiuennu: z '.-ultural
was asked to represent 1ze Mimirtiy at ? J=hiopspnsvred by CIMMYT on the role of sociology and Wnthropology in farmingsystems research, and to conduct a =ion on such matodologies. In 1985 1induTad
a th-inimg o, 0V 

Ttwms 
h fnr a17 of the Adatgie R2smrc PlanninginZambia an the-cc methodologies. 

~2Dwjec2aivtY u=s ±n identify inforz.n,~a~s acd dza"'w~ri-, ifA mumber of ±Lerlmiralie wc~Id ft=3i~te -tbm g-~a ricu1t=J erthe Project, s =t~ndiZ.s =ordinata. thnugtwere conducted.u topic:financ~, dealing with agricultural creit anfertilizer supply and distribution, groundnut production and
=rketing, tractor hire services, tobacco schemes, and tha LII4A crop
extenston program. These st!udies bave al.1 been published -and distributed as
repo,.s inthe '.1=r i-j Aiil ' _St
es Report Series
 
"Another major constraint to effective agricultural planning in 7.2mbiawas the lack of collaboration across 
institutional boundaries in the
decision-making process. Considerable efforts have ncw been made to i=o,
upon this situation. The first effort was the o-gnization f a SaU Fara
Sector Studies Committee co 
chaired by the Director of the Rural
Development Studies Sureau at the University of Zambia and the Director of
the Project Implementation Seczion of the Planning Division, Ministry of
Agriculture and Water Development. The Cornittee, with membership from many
institutions with interests in agricultural
conducted and rural development,a survey of agricultural plannerswhich data were particularly needed, 

and policy makers to determinesurveyed existing data sets whichnot been completely analyzed, and recommended several 
had 

turrently being carried out new studies which are
on agricultural input utilization by =alscale producers and on spatial variations inrural inequality..
 
A survey was conducted of all institutions collecting various types af
ata Iimthe rural sub-sector. 

Statistical Office, 
Besides the Planning Division and the Centralit was 
found that the National Commission for
Developmnt Plnning, the Ministry of Finance, the Bank of.Zambiz, the
Zambia Agricultural Development Bank, and the Agricultural
Corporation were all collecting data without any formal mechanism to assure
coordination and cooperation .across institutional boundaries. A National
 

Finance
 

Agricultural Statistics Cn-mmittee was
representatives from all organized ia 1985 with
known institutions collecting-ancor,utilizing
agricultural data.
 

70 assur~e more effecti've management of resources and imProved planningcapabilities, a mzngcof nthe nt/daeeopm1=t planning workshops Fof the Pmia' iaf n Divisi n. Six vas organized furrepresenti teams of partici pantsthe six administ,-ative .se-tions (Budget Analysis, Technical
Assistalce, Sectoral Policy Analysis, Project Analysis and Implementation,
Produc-tion and Marketing, and Agricultural Statistics)experienced a learned andvariety of teamtechniques. building, manageme'rt, and plannlngThese kiera used !a ide.tify and prioiize 2=bia's _rimary 
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agricultural problems, to delineate and

it•prioritize 


riorn the goals and objectives
 
of ~~~n hof the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development and the Plarmjn-


Dlsion within it,and to design annual workplans for each of the setios

and the individual staff uth-in each of them.25 Zamnhi21, 
 3 Americtans, 3 Canadians, 1 Briton, 2 Indian, I -Swede, 1 

sir4e T33rjjz- arts "i]LeeGhanaian, 3

intaractions 
and I Dutch, material was presented to facilitate cross-culturalin the planning proce=.

In -n important minstitutionl boundaries, the Planning Division joined with the Hatima
 

ie-to i*mprove, interaction across govermnt
Coem issizn for Development ? a ing to org 1ati= ] A r tbparstaals Tvolved inagrirc:1-tre zmwfrotu the University of ra1 developrent, as well
rvI as thase
Crial bnks. Th 


a-bia, tle Bank of Zambia, and thllvarmi
bases for the discussJ of
l~lanrg Divisi 0a Special up.smere the numerous.±Ue 'lational Commission.Studies Reports as "letParticipants ide.....fas p7zf1-jsja"' reports fromzon strats

ilementing agricultural andrural development policy alternatiys, andagricultural planning. The outputs of the sesiimr -ere 

,recommended Various mechanisms to ',acilitat ioter-institutional 
fora for
4blished iSpecial Studies Report Series. the 
Another set of constraints to Improving agricltural prodctivity in 

Zambia focused on problems faced by the agricultural extension system and
 
the difficulty of translating policy set inLusaka into action inthe 9
 
Provinces and the 68 districts. To deal with these problems, a National

-or.shop 
to Improve Agriculta-al Extension and the Agricultural Sector in
 
Zambia was organized to bring together the senior officials from the
 
central mlnistries and parastata..s with representatives of the private
 
-sector companies involved in the supply of agricultural inputs such
Pesticides, along with
agricultural officers, the provincizi governor as


and the provincial extension training officers
 
Considerable time was 5 the provincial


spent discussing ways to iMPro 
 p
communications
horizontally and vertically throughout the bureaucratic system in order to
 
improve intra- and inter.institutional
Morkhop kusM, publo relations. The r
inthe Special Studies Report Series fro
Workshop Manual nport thfor nineheadquarters. Thp.provi usedfrdas afollow-up workshops in each of the provincialia workshops. brought togethe,-key officials froc 
the central ministries in Lusaka wih all provincialdistrict governors and district agricultural officials and theofficers. Other workshopsorganized for the districts, bringing together Provincial wereofficers with alladministration. This was 


of the district officials and elected counci__ors from theiardthe first time that level ofa system-wide approach had 
been taken to rrach all officials involved in improving agriculture and
z~ur dewelnpm~nZ inZambia. 

.AtJD~ tI plamig Diisi~all agricultural znd rural -a 
-q~~7of ±hes5 Prnjec-, d~azmntpjct t io a~r evauatewas avai Using the in Z.ambi no-bla. m~asternew ater Center, li stlIst ',as cumpil*ed Of ttm 7.mre thani a ae-'30 bilateral 340 project,, beinguddmonitoring and evaication wruld be ve"r
-tpbe =d=1t ilataral donor agarie.= ymretarvery It becza,-qtfbveryd beyapparent thatthate apredifficult since there had beenProjectwer noProjects were destdesignedaiz on" andad Zazbia .an agriculturalhoc basis depending p-rojert cycle.on the demands of the 
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dif7evt dinnr agencies. Very few projects r=ncted imternal projectmonitvring and evaluation and only a handful iiad ever coduted a basliwpsurvey so the impact of the project might be rinasured.Tn neal "ith tbi.lack of standardization, the Planning Division wnrked a =ztionaon ProjectEvaluation Committee with colleagues -rm tie University of Zambia, tht
National Commission for Develomoent Planning, and other ministries. ANational Workshop on Project Evaluation was held and an initial set ofguidelines was published by the University =-- -=abia_ The guidelines becamethe basis for a follow-up worLshop designed to work out more details for astandardized approach to the Zambia agricultural project cycl . Tkh.se
effort; are still continuing. 

Among the 140 projects erumerated in tbhe 71ning tivision were 11large-scale integrated rural dvelopment projects and agriculturaldevelopment projects funded by IBRD, IFAD, SIDA, ODA, GZ, FINHID DANIDA,and NORAD. All of these projects were expected to work with and throughexisting GRZ ministries and agencies in order to strengthen them Becauseof a variety of constraints existing within the government ministries,coupled with a lack of a standardized format for designing, monitoring androntrolling th-ese projects, mos.t of them had moved off onto tzngents andsome had begun to operate as units autonomous fr= the Government.comparative assessment of these projects was called for, 
A 

was conducted, andnumerous recommendations were formulated and acceptBed as new nationalpolicy guidelines for these projects which noware expected to operate asdistrict development programs working with and through governmentinstitutions suc, as the district zo-ncils. Agricultural and ruraldevelopment coordinating committees were organized at both the district and
the provincial level. In order to deal with national policy matters, aNational Policy Steering Co=ittee for Rural Development Support Programs
was 
organized at the permanent secretary's level and chaired by thepermanent secretary of "he Natiional £L=Jission for Development Planning. Anintiesive t'lio-week management and ,dvelepat p3=ing tr±aining of trainersworkshop was organized for all Zambian and epatriate staff of theprojects along with all regional 

11 
planners in Zambia. The workshop wasdesigned to strengthen the capacity of these projects to operate as

distri t develOpment programs and to conduct similar workshops for DistrIctCouncil personnel. During the January-June 1985 period, the planners andproject per=nnel conducted District Council workshops in 20 of the 68districts and many others had been planned. The Workshop otpums werepublished inthe Planning Division's Special Studies Report Series so
could be used as a training manual in the District-level workshops. 

it 

One of the new 
policy guidelines for the major agriculturi udintegrated rural development programs inZambia is for each one to arganize
=nitoring and evaluation capabilities to measure impact on the target

groups. A study begu-n by the Planning Division to moasure the imp-act ofsix diff'.r-nt =i-tzr- of agpi-it..r-. pl icies on sna] ]-scale prducerswill further 'nhance the plannirg process. Different policy mixes can befFound in different geographical areas of the tountries depending on thenature oF the projects in a given area. These include introduction of oxen,agricultural pricing policies, iprovezent of rural infrastruc:re such as
feeder roads, provision of agriccltural credit, inplementation of the
-district. development- program, and. provis.ion Of storage and marketingservices.s The results of these analysps are exarted to be released before 
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-'-ANNEX' K 

UNITED STATES OF AMNI4' I "A
AGENCY FOR INTERNAT;ONAI. I)I.' ELOPMEN'T

P.O. Box 32481 LUSAJRA ZAMBIA 

TL 218668, 211 14. 216741. 
.ATU4 JLA. 4Mi 

UUMX 40810 

PLOT'
 

Mdrch. 4,; 1986
 

Or. Ben Mweene
 
Deputy Vice Chancellor
 
University of Zambia
 
Lusaka
 

Dear Dr. Mweene:
 
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss on February 2, 1986,
future USAIO Support to UNZA. 
 I believe we had a
exchange. very useful
Itmight be helpf-u. for me toreiz:era.e the main point-s
which emanated from the meeting. 
 It isour hope-that they willserve as the basis for a more coherent relationship with UNZA,especially with respect to the acricultural 
sector --
the USAID/GM
primary area of focus:
 

1. USAI0 isprepared to continue the services of Dr. Milton
Snodgrass beyond June 30, 1987 until June 30, 1988 ifUNZA qoes
forward with the proposed BS Agricultural Economics program
beginning with the next academic year.
beneficial This would obviously be
to all concerned ana give Ur. Snodgrass an
opportunity to see the program take hold.
 
2. For sometime now, we have talked about the need to discuss the
significant amount of counterpart funds availile for..
programming. 
 With a new procedure inplace Ca copy was
you during our given to
neeting) for handling these funds we would like
to encourage you to consider various ways inwhich USAID may be
of help to UNZA inthe name of agricultural and rural
development.
 
3. Although this thiru 
)',ssibility isless clear at 
this time, we
propose to consider long-term assistance to UNZA uncer the
auspices of Phase IIof the Zambia Agricultural Development:
Research and Extension (ZAIMARE) Project. 
 As you know, the
University of Illinois isthe lead contractor for this project
inconjunction with Southern Illinois University and the
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Universi ty or Marylana - Eastern Shore. They have cone animpressive job ana we believe an 
exoannea rt.lationship with WNZAcoulo be productive and mutually benericial to each institution.-.All of this, of course, depenas on your stisroes anci how Lhe aesiohrid(Phase IIunfolus.
 

If I or my staff can elaoorate on any or points pi.eaSe (70not hesitate LO let me know.
 

SinnIV'tiy


(Johp A. Patterson.
 
Ui'ector
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ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT'ADMINISTRATOR FOR AFRICA
 

SUBJECT: Request for 
a Procurement Source/Origin Waiver
 
from AID Geographic Code 000 (U.S. Only) to AID
 
Geographic Code 935 (Special Free World).
 

A. Cooperating Country : Zambia
 

B. Project Number 
 611-0207
 

C. Project Name 
 Agriculturai Training,
 
Planning and Institutional
 
Development II
 

D. Nature of Fundi : Grant
 

E. Description of Goods : 
 One Public address system;
 
Audiovisual equipment; one
 
35 mm camera w/two
 
accessories; photocopierp
 

F. Approximate Value 
 : 	 $25,000
 

G. Probable Source 
 : 	 U.S. or other AID
 
Geographic 899 countries
 

H. Probable Origin 	 Japan or other Code 899
 
countries
 

Discussion and Justification:
 

This project is desiqned to 
facilitate changes in agricultural

policy in Zambia. 
One means of devising and promulgating

policy changes will be through in-country seminars and

workshops. As a part of the project, 
a conference facility

will be constructed with local currency generations at the

Ministry of Agriculture to serve as a venue for these
 
seminars. 
 The project will fund the equipment necessary to
 
make this facility functional.
 

Unfortunately, U.S. and Code 941 public address, audiovisual
 
equipment and photocopier manufacturers have no 
local dealers
 
in Zambia. 
 Therefore, public address, audiovisual and

photocopying equipment from the eligible source (Code 000) 
or

from Code 941 countries can not be serviced or 
repaired 	in

Zambia. 	 Moreover, 35mm cameras are presently not made in the

U.S. or in Code 941 and 220/240 volt audiovisual equipment

meeting AID's componentry requirements are not generally

available in the U.S or 
Code 941. Repair and spare parts
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availability for this equipment 
is essential because it is

subject to breakdowns and servicing needs that require prompt

attention in order to avoid substantial downtime which would
 
adversely affect project implementation.
 

HB lB Chapter 5B 4C(2) provides that the Assistant
 
Administrators of the Geographic bureaus may grant 
waivers of.
AID source/origin requirements for individual transactions
 
which do not exceed $5,000,000 in value. This request

therefore falls within your authority to grant.
 

HB lB Chapter 5B4a(2) provides that the authorized
 
source/origin of commodities may be expanded to the extent
 
necessary when: "the commodity is not 
available for countries
 
or areas 
included in the authorized Geographic Code." Given
 
the facts that 35 mm cameras are not 
made in the U.S. or Code
941 and that public address, audiovisual and photocopying

equipment which is servicable in Zambia is not available from

the U.S. (or from AID Code 941 sources) the test of HB lB
 
appears to have been met.
 

Recommendations:
 

That by your signature below, you:
 

1) certify that exclusion of procurement from free world

countries other than the cooperating country and countries

included in Code 941 would seriously impede attainment of U.S.

foreign policy objectives and objective of the foreign

assistance program, and;
 

2) authorize the purchase with AID Grant funds of approximately

$25,000 of public address, audiovisual and photocopying

equipment, and 
one 35mm camera with accessories from AID
 
Geographic Code 935 for the project.
 

APPROVED:
 

DISAPPROVED:
 

DATE:_ _ _ _
 



ANNEX M
 

.NITIALL-WN.,N:AL EXAMINATION 
OR 

CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION
 

Country' Zambia
 

Title of Activity: Agricultural Training, Planning and Institutir':al 
Develomant" (ZATPID) (611-0207)
 

Punding: $13.9 million (FY 1986 - FY 1992)
 

IEE Prepared by: Dianne Blane, APR/PD/SAP
 

Environmental Action
 
Recommended: Categorical Exclusion
 

Discussion: 
 This activity meets the criteria for Categorical Exclusion'
 
in accordance with Section 216.2(c) of Regulation 16 and is therefore
 
excluded from further review. 
The purpose of the project is to help

establish an effective GRZ policymaking and implementation process 
in the

agricultural sector. 
The focus of the project will be on those aspects
of agricultural policy which deserve attention and/or reform. Following

their identification, a number of analytical studies will be undertaken
 
by Zambian institutions. 
The staff resources which are strengthened by

training and participation in the studies will result, in turn, in the
 
develcpment df the particular institutions. Support to the Zambian
 
institutions in undertaking the studies and policy analyses will be

provided through the assignment of both long- and short-term advisors.
 
Long-term participant training in U.S. universities, as well as
 
on-the-job training and in-country seminar3 and workshops will also be

provided. Section 216.2(c)(2)(i) and (iii) provide for a Categorical

Exclusion from environmental procedures for education, technical
 
assistance or training programs and for.analyses, studies, academic or
 
research workshops and meetings. 
 The project may therefore be considered
 
as an 
"action which does not have an effect on the natural 
or physical

environment" which, according to'Section 216 .2(c)(l)(i), is 
the criterion
 
for categorical exclusion.
 

Concurrence: 
Chief,*APR/PD/SAP, Wendy tEickel
 
for the AID Representative, AID/Zambia
 

Bureau Environmental Officer's D on 

APPROVED: .F/T/S,")
Bessie L. Boyd, ART/D
 

DISAPPROVED:
 

DATE:
 

Clearance: G/AiR: leinjanJt -V . 

Mary Alice Klienjan- 8/30/85 



ANNEX 1
 

Scope of Work
 

ZATPID Impact Assessment and InsticuionaL Analysis
 

I. Introduction
 

The Government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) has embarked on
 a major policy reform program. USAID has supported this
 
process through an 
integrated program of non-project and
.project assistance, most notably with respect 
to the latter,
the Zambian Agricultural Training, Planning and Institutional

Development Project (ZATPID I, 611-0075). 
 The USAID needs,

however, to better ascertain the impact that ZATPID I has had
 
on the policy reform process or on the institutional
 
capabilities of the GRZ to conduct and disseminate appropriate

policy analyses. It is advisable that such an impact

assessment be conducted so 
as to be included in any planning

for a follow-on project.
 

II. Objectives
 

There are two objectives. The first is to provide USAID with
 an assessment of the impact of ZATPID's analytical input to the

policy reform process and to the institutional development
which has strengthened that analytical capability. 
 The
 
assessment is to provide an explanation of how the studies,

training and technical assistance provided through the ZATPID I
Project during the past three years have been translated into

better-informed GRZ decisions and policy reforms.

Specifically, the assessment will include the following:
 

A. Are the data generated by project studies/activities

relevant and usable and, if so, by whom and for what purposes?

If not, why not?
 

B. Are the analyses and data perceived as consistent with
 
Zambia's real needs? By whom?
 

C. Is the information/data actively sought by GRZ
decision-makers (i.e., are 
the studies demand-driven)?
 

D. Has staff analytical capability improved so 
that the
 
information/data can be acted upon in a timely manner?'
 

E. Are Zambians who have been trained under the project

filling positions from which they can affect policy? 
Were the
 
proper criteria utilized for selection of participants for
 
training?
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F. What is the capacity of the staff to bring their full technica
 
training to bear on the work of the unit? 
 Has their training been
 
relevant to the needs of the unit?
 

G. What is the evidence that the policy;making process is
 
improving (purpose of project) based on analgses and
 
recommendations emanating from project activities?
 

H. How is the U.S. technical assistance (TA) helping to build
 
institutional capacities?
 

I. Has-short- and long-term TA been provided in an appropriate

mix, and with the appropriate skills and expertise, to effect
 
institutional improvements?
 

J. What are the constraints, if any, to improved data generation,

analysis and decision-making with respect to agricultural policy,

and how can a follow-on project address these constraints more
 
effectively?
 

K. What are the recurrent budget implications of the institutional

development which has occurred under 
the project, and can
 
additional costs be covered by the GRZ by the time Phase 1I 
 ends?
 

The second objective is to provide the mission with a description

and analysis of the policy-making process and institutions in the

agriculture sector as background for the preparation of ZATPID II.
 
The institutional analysis will include:
 

A. The organizational structure of each GRZ institution involved
 
in agricultural policy analysis and decision-making
 

B. The current policy-making environment, identifying the key

institutions and explaining how they relate to and effect policy

decisions
 

C. The critical needs and 
resource gaps (in staff, equipment,
etc.) in each institution which should be met in order to build and
 
strengthen an indigenous Zambian policy-making capability
 

D. To the extent possible, an assessment of the institutional
 
constraints to empirically-based decision-making
 

III. Methods
 

Both team members will review AID background documents on ZATPIDs I
 
and II, and reports, analyses, etc. produced under ZATPID I.
 
Additional information will be collected via interviews with
 
personnel of key organizations in the GRZ, AID and project
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ANNEX 1 - 3technical assistance, other donors and other individuals as
 
required. Budget and financial data from the GRZ will be used for
 
the recurrent cost analysis.
 

IV. Output
 

Based on the above analyses, the team will make and explain

recommendations for project design elements of ZATPID II in order
 
to more effectively support and improve the indigenous

policy-making process, relying on realistic data and analysis.

These recommendations will include suggestions as to which
 
agricultural, other sector or macroeconomic policies related to 
the
 
USAID strategy and program should be subject to further monitoring

and/or continued reform efforts, the types of data and analyses

required, and what criteria should be used in the selection of
 
studies to address important policy issues.
 

V. Prodecures
 

The team will submit a draft report as indicated in Section IV.

above. That report will be discussed with relevant USAID
 
officials, and, as deemed necessary by the USAID, with ZATPID I
 
contractors and GRZ officials. The report will be revised in light

of comments made by USAID and GRZ as appropriate and conpleted

before departure from Zambia. The team will then proceed to
 
REDSO/ESA and brief members of the ZATPID II project paper 
team.
 



iBRD .
 

AID/W 


REDSO/EA 


USAID/Zambia 


ISU Team 


Bucen 


MAWD/PD 


UNZA 


CSO ' 


RDSB 
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'PERSONS CONTACTED-


F. I. Moreithi
 
Peter Hansen
 
Barnabas Zegge
 
A. Zulfiqar
 

Donald Anderson, AID/W/S&T/RD

Brandon Robinson, AID/W/DSP
 

Jim Graham
 
Rosalie Fanale
 
Stuart Callison
 

John A. Patterson
 
Leslie A. Dean
 
Fred Perry
 
Jim Snell
 
Marcia Ellis
 

Mike Applegate
 
Ron Krenz
 
Rudolph Stewart
 
Dennis Pervis
 
Rogale Demissie
 
Milton Snodgrass
 
Mike Warren
 

Daniel Clay
 
Diana Lopez-Meisel

Karen Stanecki
 

M. Lungu
 
Andrew Mwaba
 
John Burton
 
M. Soko
 
C. Muntanga
 
B. dohnson
 
C. Lufumpa
 

Ben Mweene
 

W. Kunze.
 

Godfrey Sicilim.
 

John Milimo
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MOC Francis Mbewe 

CLUSA Lyle Brenneman 

NCDP James Mtonga 
George Chivungu
Ms. G.C. Ngoma 

ARPT, Mt. Makulu 
Research Station Stuart Kean 

ARFT, Northern Province Richard Bolt 

Ministry of Finance Peter Siwo 
Mr. Mwanambale 
Mr. Chirwa 
Mr. Zulu 



ZATPID-PRODUCED POLICY STUDIES REVIEWED ; BY ASSESSMENT TEAM, 

1. 	Groundnut Production and Marketing in Eastern Privince:
 
A'Market Analysis
 

2. 	Zambian Agricultural Finance Markets:. Appraisal of
 
Recent Performance and Prospects
 

3. 	Fertilizer Supply and Distribution: Issues and
 
Constraints
 

4. 	Comparative Assessment Study of Zambian Integrated

Rural Development and Area Development Programs
 

5. 	Analysis of Tractor Hire Rates Charged by Land
 
Development Services
 

6. 	An Inventary and Assessment of MAWD Planning Division
 
Outputs
 

7. 	Planning Division Human Resource Development and
 
Training Plan
 

8. 	Report on Management and Planning Skills Workshop

for Planning Division Staff
 

9. 	Report on the Workshop to Strengthen the IRDP :District
 
Development Plans
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ZATPID Returned Long-Term Trainees as of January 1986
 

INSTITUTION NAME 


CSO Akalulu, Y. 

Jere, A. 

Musowafu, S 


MAWD' 	 Mwaba, A 


'Suba, R. 


NCDP 	 Sichonep S. 

-rSininza, 
 P. 


RDSB. Sipula, F. 


MOPF Npnde, B. 


ZCF 	 Nang'ambilt 


CURRENT POSITION
 

head of Cartography

Senior Statistician, National Accounts
 
Statistician, Agricultural Statistics
 

Acting Section Head, Sectoral Policy
 
Analysis

Economist, Sectoral Policy Analysis
 

Senior Economist, Sectoral ilPlanning

Senior Economist, Secto'ral:planning
 

Research Fellow Grade III
 

senior Economist, Budget and Economic
 
Affairs Department
 

Lecturer at University of Zambia
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ANiNEX 5 
ALL ZATPID PARTICIPANT TRAINING 

PIOAT ? n.PARIrfl]M1S NW WIVEiS DEGME FF14 03zSIM SEX AMM .S 
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Septembdr 19, 1'W5
 
LuISa k,a
 

'To': DrM.I ApIlegate
 
From: Bogale Demissie
 

SUBJECT: DATA PROCESSING TIME ESTIMATION 

FOR MULTI-PURPOSE RURAL HOUSEHOLD 
BENCHMAR:: AND FL(.J SUPVEY 1965 

The following estimates roughly outlines the time required to capture

collected data from pre-prepard questionnaires and processing on microco.Outer

For the Mult.i-purpose Rural Household Benchmark and Flow Surveys cf 192z. 

The estimation are outli'ned in two partz:
10 1. The Benchmark Survey:estimatians based on plroparad 

questi nnai res, and 
2. The Flow Survey:estimate rughly Mare from the drafL
 

questionnaires.
 

1. The Benchmark:
 

1.1 The data kevino work.
 

The Benchmark Survey which canvased on sapl'i, has s cov.:rin.
 
households,have 1Z data entry forms classified as follow='.:
 

Entry Main Description 
 Numnber of I.:y ntrul'-l-zz T
 
Form No. of 
Entry 	 Entrv~ie ) ov( EtrvF,.
 

01 Household Particulars 1i* 24 240
 
02 Crop Production Part 5*
1 	 55 75
 
03 Crop Production Part 2 1 29
 
04 Crop Production Part ,7Z 7.7
 
05 Crop Production Fart 4 
 1 SO
 
06 Number of Li,'cstocks I 7.,

07 Livestocks and FOultry 1 27 
 27
 
08 	 Nuts or Fruit Tree 1 
 :55
 
09 	 Marketing and Rural
 

Services Part 6!)
1 o
 
10 Marketing and Rural
 

Services Parh 2 
 1 62 2

11 Marketing and Rural
 

Services Part 77 
 t2
 
12 Attitudes 
 1 50
 
13 Inventory of Farm
 

equipment and tools 19N 10
 
All Entry form numbers 1. 
 2 	 " 24
 
All 	 Identification number 
 I li 	 i1
 

Ma::imum total number of possible
 
key str6kes per household 1297
 

Notet * Ma:imUm number of entries estimated'per entry form'. 
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ANNEX 6 - 2 

the number of households =.ot)

the maximum number of 
key strokes per household =.12&7 
the number of key strokes for B-enchmark Survey = 1000 : 1.97 

= 1,297, :00
 
the number microcmputers(probosed) 
in use = 2 

Inoroer to estimate the time to 
enter the data onto the microcomputers
through floppy diskette,we should mat:e some assumptions. 
These are:
 

10% forf possible microcomputers idle time due to
 
power failure or staff absentiseem or 
computer breakdown,
 

* 5% for data to be reentered b-ause of 
errors encountered durino 'orification,

S51' for manual corrections CUrIng editing, and 
• 	100% verification will be done.
 
A 7000 key strok::es per hour
Average of 


* 	 5 productive hours per day 

The time in terms of days to enter the Benchinark' Su'vey on to the
 
microcomputers is the following:

Number of work days = Total key strokes / key Strol:er per work da,: 

= (Total number cf key strol-kes for Survu/ . 'erification i.a-t--r,
factor for re-sntering for data entry errors .
factor for manual correc-ions for aditinc prc.lei,.
(Number of mlcrOcomputers '!.- -
operational ef:-icencyi ::prod-4cti ..- day 
average strokesso- per Ihour)
 

- (1,297, :oO- 1.05 i.CS) , - : •*.= (:,659,8Bs5) I ('z c(":) 
= 	 45 days 

To key in 100) household Benchmark Survey inicrmqt : or,, tc- o i- ,it will roughly tAkes a ma-imum of 4S days or one arid half s.cathz. 

This might be improved slighlty as the cpzrato.rs familariie then~~l-,,z 
on the keying e:ercises.
 

If the survey afford to pay overtime or able to utilize any othcr services
in LLusaka,such as by requesting CSO to assist 
on overtime bases or .;,e
part of 
the job toprivate szrvice,the data k:eying work car be. done
 
within few days.

That is three to seven deys Clependino upon th n;inlbor of mra'..r=
 
and data entry operators are available.
 

1.2 The data editino end tabulatiCn w~r :. 

Assuming that most of 
the data cheCking,such as range checks and twc or
 more variables consistency checks, ,ccomplisihed during the data

keying time by using data keying pro.ram, the ft-.lowinc rough ef-i;na,:.

has been made for further data editing and fi.al tabula.i.,n wcri..
 

.7/
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These are: 	 ANNEX 6 - 3 
* for the data editing which includes further checking of
 
range and consistency check of 
entry forms and variables
 
and corrections will roughly be 
 = 14 days
the tabulation and analysis work will 
be difficult to estimate 
since it require to know: 

- the number of tables to b", produced 
- how complex the tables are 
- what type of program soFtware are going to be used 
- whether it requires to write special purposte program

for the tabulation and analysis, and 
- how soon the reports are noeded. 

* 	but very optimistically, after the data get "cleaned",it 
will take 10 to 20 minutes to produce one table for tho
1000 household records depending cn the complo:ity o; eic - , 

tables and the t, pe of progrnm Lhat is gaing to be ud. 
* 	 therfore taking this into consid.,-aticn th, followiingo.,

estimate has been given for tho tabulation wCrk. 
- to prepare and test tabulation parac-t,=i-s (suppos i f wc 

use SFSS or other similar Labulatioc, prg,.i-ainsi 
for estimated 50 to 70 tablo- 14 da.y.. 

- to produce,check ,ccrrcct and re-run ta5i'i 1 day% 

2. The Flow Survey 

2.1 The data kevira wor:. 

The Flow Survey questionnaires arc- n,;t yot final i:,4. Th ,"':,d:
the rough draft questionnaires the foil wine estittes haS. ;a,:. , 

I 

Entry Main description Number cf Kay stro::a 'rcZ
 
Form No of 
 :ntrv Entrv(is) 'r#r:rW0-F,
F2.1 Crop p1roduction 5I
 
F2.2 Seeds used 
 3 
F2.. Fertilizer applied 5* 10,
 
F2.4 Herbicide/Pesticide 5* 10
 
F2.5 Labour flow t0* 
 .6 
F2.6 Animal power, 1 16
 
F2.7 Mechanical power 
 1 10,
 
F2.8 Other expenses 1 I 
 is 
F3.1 Livestock Production 20*
 
F3.2 Labour flow 5* 
 6.3
 
F3.3 Feeds used 10* 9' i
F3.4 Other e.penses 15. 
F4.1 On-farm Part I 5 8 4 
F4.2 On-farm Part 2 5 40

F4.3 Non-farm activities 5 40 
F4.4 All other entries
 

.estimated 10 .30 .7
All Entry form numbers 1Z 2 30 
All Identification number 1 11t 


Ma:ximum total number 'of possible-
Key strokes per houshold 153 

Nte:* Taking the ma::imum possible, onurlies per subject per 
household and visit.
 

7 7x
 



the number of households sub sample cov ragce = &C00AM 6 - 4 
the number, of visits intended for thc survey
the ma:imum key strokes per household = 
the total keystrokes for the Flow Surve,, =Z7E 

= 4, 14, '60the number of mirocomzuters to -e used -

Takino the same assumptions as of 2urvev e the Sur-.r.:.
number of work days to key in the Flow Surva sub saMMle Will ?-o,.t:v oeas follows:

Number of work days = (4,614,000 :: 2 ;: 1.05 : i. ',) / (2 ;: .9 :: ,0 ("
 

= (10,17Z,870) / (67,000) 
- 162 days
 

To key in the 600 sub sample Flow Survey data or five poz=i o,-i.jc--using the two 
(proposed) microamput_rs it will tm.- roucni,; l 

As suggested above in the Benchmark Surve-,, the war:. d ay- cax
minimized to few days by using 
other Cilit±e,such as the MU. andCSO micromputers and other services in LusC. cep'V',ding Cr . -bli '-
Funds.
 

2. The data editing and tabulati-n toCr-:. 

Since the questionnaires are not finali.,-
 it wll bv .'cry di , ' I calculate and know how comple:. th- cditIn.! "d -:iU, U., 

But just to give scme e'tnat.- ta..in.j int .ti.: ,of the basic editing wori- w: i I r une,-t:-. d,.:"inQ L.. - .the checkin,further ed' -.- o and-cor re t t .
would be wi.thin the reciCr', o tWo tC th.'.. ;.t> Z. - -

The tabulation alsc. demends on -whet t"e . c,.w ra: ,comple::ity of the table th a, type 
to be used. Again ver rcuchl-

- and , c -,' ,--zora,,. lan z.z . " i'.0. . 
to. pr'/rw : .. e ... r.... . .. ...

will take one to twc Months. 
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,:To process the Benchmark and Flow Survey.,proposed micromputers'will be in 1925 data assuming that the twouse will be as follows:
 

Estimated Days
 
W6rk Benchmark Fl ow rot'al
 

1. The data keying 	 45 162 207 
2. The data editing 	 14 45 
 59
 
3. The program preparation i0 	 10 
 20.
 
4. 	The tabulation 10 30 40
 

Total 79 247
 

The timing of the 	data keying can be reduce.d greatly if able 1'.Use 
other faclillties 	as suggested above.
 

For example if we 	 increased the number oF microputrs,.t wil1 :d-a. 
the timing as shown below:
 

Number of micrommuters Per.:haiark Flow Toi.,.l 
4 22 	 C#3 
6 11 41 5. 
8 6 21 2, 

Ge-neral
 

A. In order to minimi-e the timing,it will b,2 advisable to ,- JL :t
 
keying program like the ENTRYPOINT with hving arji ting capai i t. 
which will definetly minimi-e the data editing time and reu ' ' 

the number of errors to possible miniirnumI.
 

B. The required tables For BenchmarI:' and Flow -hojl !:-T l:ri'v,.: . 
outlined very urgently so tha: the prep,.rati "n C; ip L - .:r" , 
microcompLiters should Le started now. 

C. Unless specilized form of tabulation is required,which rquirz Crc..It 
deal of time to prepare and expert to do,it will be advisable .t-. 
identify what type of program package is going" to be used and find 
out it's availability cn time.
 

Bonale Demissie 
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ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTING GRZ POLICY FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
 

The key civil service organizations involved in policy formulation
 
and planning for the agriculture sector in Zambia are the Ministry

of Agriculture and Water Development (MAWD); the Ministry of
 
Finance (MOF), which includes the National Commission for
 
Development Planning (NCDP) and the Central Szatlstics Office
 
(CSO); the Rural Development Studies Bureau (RDSB), :&-Ie School of
 
Humanities and Social Sciences and the School of Agricultural

Sciences at the University of Zambia (UNZA). Political
 
organizations, such as the United National Independence Party's

(UNIP) Central Committee and its Research Bureau, the Cabinet, the
 
Parliament and the President and his State House advisors, also
 
have a role in agricultural policymaking. Another powerful force
 
is the Commercial Famers' Bureau. Finally, there are a num.er of
 
government organizations that have an interest in agricultural

policy. These include the Ministry of Cooperatives (MOC); the
 
agricultural parastatalp - the National Agricultural Marketing
 
Board (NAMBoard), the Lint Company of Zambia (LINTCO), Dairy

Produce Board (DPB) and Tobacco" Board of Zambia (TBZ); the
 
Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources; the Ministry of
 
Decentralisation (MOD); the Ministry of Commerce and Industry

(MCI); the Zamoia Cooperative Federation and the Zambia-

Agricultural Development BanL and Agricultural Finance Corporation

(the latter two slated for merger). The interests of this latter
 
group of organizations ranges from consultative roles in
 
policymaking and planning to policy implementation and program
 
execution.
 

The organizations with a major role in policy formulation and
 
planning will be described in this section of the report.

Additional organizations whose structure and functions were
 
examined in accordance with the design of the ZATPID Ii PID, but.,
 
which were found to have peripheral roles in the policy

formulation/planning processes, are also included.

,POLICY FORMULATION ORGANIZATIONS
 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development
 

This ministry (See Figure 1) is the principal agency -for
 
agriculture in the GRZ. It is responsible for providing services
 
and advice to the farming population, for managing development of
 
the agricultural sector consistent with agricultural policy

objectives and for general direction of the agricultural

parastatals. The ministry employs 14,300 people (of whom 9,350
 
are non-civil servants), and has a recurrent
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budget of K51.5 million (with a 1985 capital budget of K63,6

million). There are four operating departments in MAWD -

Agriculture, Veterinary and Tsetse Control Services, Water Affairs
 
and Fisheries - and two central divisions, Heaoquarters and
 
Planning (Peat, Marwick et. al. 1985:vi).
 

MAWD/Planninq Division
 

The Planning Division (PD) is the locus of policy formulation
 
within MAWD. it is headed by:a Director who reports directly to
 
the Permanent Secretary. Its;duties include the coordination of
 
the capital budget, planning, and project implementation:

compilation of agricultural statistics and advising on sectoral
 
policy. The overall objective of MAWD/PD, as articulated in a 1982
 
study of the division, is '[t]o facilitate the achievement of the
 
[agricultural) sector objectives in the long run through (a)

generation and provision of knowledge to agencies and people

managing agricultural development in the country; (b) formulation
 
of policy guidelines; and (c) design of a long-term development

strategy for coordinating the.planning and implementation of

investment projects and programs within the agricultural sector
 
(World Bank 1982:25)."
 

Specifically, the Planning Division is charged with the followingS

functions:
 

1. 	 to provide planning and evaluation of indivicual project

proposals;
 

2. 	 to liaise with the operating departments of MAWD,

foreign donors, agencies and other government ministries
 
and parastatals;
 

3. 	 to perform economic and statistical analyses and other
 
special studies within the agricultural sector such as
 
commodity pricing studies, supply and demand projections

of agricultural commodities and inputs; and
 

4. to coordinate MAWDwide activities such as budget

submission, annual reports, etc. (World Bank 1982:6).
 

The MAWD Planning Division is divided into six sections (Figure 2)

- Technical Assistance (TA), Budget Analysis (BAS) Project Analysis

and Implementation (PAI), Production and Marketing Section 
(P&M),

Sectoral Policy Analysis (SPA) and Agricultural Statistics (ASS).

A new Director of Planning was appointed in November 1985. He has
 
indicated a desire to make several changes in the structure of the
 
PD in accordance with the recommendations of a 1982 World Bark

study. Acting Section Heads (senior economists) were appointed on
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January 15, 1986. 
 The post of Deputy Director has remained vacant

for the past two years, but the Director has indicated his strong

desirp 
to fill the position as soon as possible. He has also
 
indicated his intention to 
try to implement the two recommended,

but never-established, posts of principal economists. 
 Thus, PD is

assuming a more hierarchical structure than it has in the recent
past, so that it will in practice, as well as in theory, reflect
 
the organization depicted in Figure 2. Further, 
the January 15

memorandum presaged some 
eguelly importanc procedural and

substantive changes to facilitate the flow of work and 
to maximize
 
the use of divisional resources.
 

The Ministry of Finance and National Commission for Development
 
Planning
 

The Ministry of Finance (Figure 3) is responsible for the financial
 
management of the GRZ. 
 Its functions include both budgeting and

financial accounting. 
 In 1985, the National Commission for
 
Development Planning was subsumed under the portfolio of the
Minister of Finance. Thus, the Ministry now has a planning arm as
well as a financial administration arm. 
 For ease of discussion,

however, the budgec and financial aspects wi.l be descrined first,

and NCDP, housing the planning function, wil be described
 
subseauentlv.
 

The Ministry of Finance has three major departments, a.1 of which
 
are relevant to the agriculture sector. The first is the Budget

and Economic Affairs Department. Within that departm.nt, the

Budget Division has responsibility, along with the Se:toral
 
Planning and Investment Policy Departments of NCDP, for preparing

the annial budget submission to Parliament. It is in the Tludget

Division that resource allocation decisions are made for the
 
recurrent budget, while NCDP makes decisions for 
the capital

budget. Both of these arms of the Ministry of Finance are

concerned with global allocation within the GRZ rescurces; that is,
they do not examine agriculture in isolation., nor do they reach the

level of detail of any of the sectoral ministries such as MAWD.
 

There are two other important sections besices the Budget Division
within the Budget and Economic Affairs Department. The Loans and
 
Investments Office in the Budget and Economic Affairs Department

has approval authority for all agreements between the GRZ and

donors. 
 After the merger with NCDP, the Economic and Technical
 
Cooperation Department of NCDP was moved under Loans and

Investments Section. 
 It has specific responsibility for liaison
with the different donors. 
 As the MOF is usually the signatory to
 
agreements with donors, the Loans and Investments section also has

responsibility for monitoring the financial flows from donors, 
ana
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for, certifying to each donor that any conditions on which
 
assistance is premised have been met.
 

The second department is Central Accounts, which is responsible for
financial accounting, internal audits, the issuing of'checks and 
so
forth. The department has Senior Finance Officers, and sometimes
other junior officers, seconded to each ministry to perform the

financial accounting services. Technically, all such officers
 
report to the Ministry of Finance.
 

The third department is Finance and Central Administration, which
has sections for Taxes, Revedue, Treasury Solicitor ana Customs and
Excise, in addition to central administration of the MOF. Insofar
 as macroeconomic policies affect the agriculture sector, this

Department also plays a role in encouraging or constraining

sectoral growth.
 

National Commission for Development Planning
 

The NCDP (Figure 5) is reaponsible for coordinating sectoral
planning across 
the Zambian economy, for coordinating all technical

assistance, for managing the Provincial Planning Units, which have
an impact on agricultural development at the regional level 
(Peat,

Marwick et. al. 1985:8), and for national-level data collection and
statistical analysis. It coordinates and has final authority over
the preparation of the country's five-year development plans and

the annual plans deriving therefrom. The NCDP is divided into six
departments - Sectoral Planning; 
Investment Policy, Programming and
Project Preparation; Regional Planning; Central Statistics Office;
Manpower Planning and Research; and Administration. The firsc four
departments listed are 
most relevant to agricultural policymaking.
 

I 

In contrast to MAWD, NCDP's mandate requires it to place the
agriculture sector in the context of the overall economy. 
Thus, in
 terms of investment potential, the Investment Policy Unit weighs
the alternatives presented in the agriculture sector against those
 
in other productive sectors. It analyzes non--government (aonor and
private sector) as well as 
government respurce allocation. The

Project Preparation and Evaluation Unit has responsibility for
technical assessment of all dcnoz project proposals, and for
monitoring and evaluation. However, the Permanent Secretary stated

that lack of adequately trained manpower, coupled with the high

number of donor projects in the agriculture sector preclude either

of these units from completely fulfilling their responsibilities.
 

The Sectoral Planning Department includes on its staff three
professionals 
- two economists and a senior economist- whose

specific responsibili:y is to liaise with MAWD. 
 Their tasks

include examination and analysis of MAWD's budget submission,
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recommending alterations and negotiating with MAWD to resolve any

differences.
 

The Regional Planning Department has central administrative
 
responsibility for the direction of.the Provincial Planning Units
 
(PPUs). There is a PPU in each province, and each serves as

technical advisory staff to its respective Provincial Development

Council, the local bndy for development decisionmaking. Those PPUs
with donor assistance appear to be taking a more active role and to
be more effective in actually fulfilling their objectives.
 

Central Statistics Office ,
 

The Central Statistics Office (Figure 6) has statutory authority to
 
approve and oversee all data collection efforts in Zambia.
 
Specifically, the law requires CSO to
 

-
 carry out any census or sample survey required in Zambia;
 

- generally to organize a coordinated scheme of social and 
economic statistics related to Zambia; and 

-
 submit an annual report to the Minister [of Finance] on the
 
Department's activities (Republic of Zambia 1955:5).
 

With respect to agriculture, CSO is responsible for collecting and

processing national agricultural statistics and for implementing

special surveys for MAWD or other ministries as required. Thus, it
 
is the primary provider of empirical information on the agriculture
 
sector.
 

The University of Zambia
 

Rural Development Studies Bureau
 

The RDSB is another source of data that is complementary to the CSO
 
in terms of types of collection efforts, levels of analysis,

methodologies and study purposes. 
 Formerly the Rhodes-Livingston

Institute, it is one of four research institutes that comprise the
 
National Integrated Rural Development Studies Centre, which is part

of the research arm of the University of Zambia. It has a
 
Director, four senior research fellows, 
seven research fellows
 
(three on study leave), three research officers and an
 
administrative staff of six. 
 In addition to the salary, benefit
 
and operating cost support received from UNZA, RDSB enters into
 
contracts to perform studies and analyses for or
GRZ, donor other
 
entities and is thus self-financing to a certain extent. This
 
allows it some flexibility in undertaking data collection and
 
analysis activities. In addition to his 
more academic role, the
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Director is an advisory member of the UNIP Central Committee's
 
Rural Development Subcommittee, described below and in Section
 
III.D.
 

The Schools of Humanities and Social Sciences and Agricultural
 
Sciences
 

The University of Zambia (Figure 7) was established in 1965,

beginning with three schools - Education, Humanities and Social
 
Sciernces, and Natural Sciences - and incorporating the former
 
Rhodes-Livingston Institute and the Oppenheimer College of Social
 
Service. Subsequently,'Schools of Law, Engineering, Medicibe,
 
Agricultural Sciences, Mines, Business and Industrial Studies,
 
Environmental Studies and Veterinary Medicine have been added. 
 In
 
1979, a new Act of Parliament created a federated university

structure with three constituent institutions in LusaKa, Ndola, and
 
a rural location, later determined to be Solwezi. Throughout the
 
late 1970s, as the movement for federation grew, it was expected

that the School of Agricultural Sciences would be located in
 
whatever rural location was chosen. The development of the program
 
and physical plant lagged considerably because the site had not
 
been selected, and resources were not devotea to what was thought
 
to be a temporary site. In 1980 the decision was taken to
 
permanently locate Agricultural Sciences in Lusaka. Recently, the
 
Japanese government has undertaken construction and staffing of the
 
School of Veterinary Medicine. The university farm exists, but it
 
is not well developed (University of Zambia 1984).
 

ehe UNZA is the primary supplier of trained manpower to the
 
government and political agencies responsible for policy

formulation in the agriculture sector. These agencies have relied
 
primarily on the School of Humanities and Social Sciences to
 
provide graduates holding the Bachelor of Arts degree from the
 
Department of Business and Economic Studies.
 

The School of Agricultural Sciences offers a five-year, Bachelor of
 
Science degree in general agriculture, with a fifth year

specialization in agricultural economics, under the Department of
 
Rural Economy and Extension Education (DPREE). This specialization
 
was established in 1984, but has not yet been fully activated.
 
There are conflicting opinions as to whether this program is
 
considered adequate to qualify as a B.Sc. in agricultural

economics, either for immediate GRZ service in MAWD and elsewhere,
 
or for entrance into a graduate program. According to the Deputy

Vice-Chancellor, funding constraints will preclude the university

from establishing a separate bachelor's degree program in
 
agricultural economi.cs in the foreseeable future. The DPREE
 
faculty has an establishment of nine, of which one is encumbered by
 
a Zambian lecturer, six are encumbered by Zambians on study leave,
 
two are filled by expatriates (topped-up by bilateral donors).
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There are two additional expatriate lecturers-in the department who
 
are not encumbering establishment posts.
 

The Central Committee
 

The Central Committee (CC) coordinates UNIP activities (See Figure

8). It is the highest executive body of the party, and,. according

to t'le 1973 Constitution, it is to devise policies that the Cabinet
 
is tu execute. As a practical matter, the Cabinet generally

recommends policies, but major policy decisions are 
usually taken
 
only with the concurrence of the Central Committee. 
 The CC has 25
 
members including the president, the prime minister, twenty persons

elected by the party's General Conference (which meets at least
 
annually) and three appointed by the president. Of pafticular

importance to the agriculture sector is the Rural Development

Subcommittee of the CC (Figure 9). The subcommittee is comprised

of CC and Cabinet members and is staffed by both technical and
 
political personnel.
 

The UNIP Research Bureau serves the Central Committee as an
 
advisory body. There are conflicting opinions as to its access 
to
 
technical expertise, but it is clear that for major policy

decisions, as have been take in 
the past four years, the Research
 
Bureau does render an independent assessment of proposed policy

changes to the CC in 
the course of the latter's deliberations. It
 
is unlikely that the Research Bureau undertakes the same
 
empirically-based, detailed analysis that provided the background

for some of the recent policy decisions; however, it is likely that
 
it draws on material generated by the civil service agencies and
 
makes an assessment of the political impact of the proposed change

for. consideration by the CC.
 

The cabinet
 

Cabinet members are appointed by the President from among the
 
members of Parliament (who may be either elected or appointed).

There are twenty-five Cabinet members. Cabinet posts of particular

significance to agriculture iaclude the Ministers of Agriculture

and Water Development, Works and Supply, Lands and Natural
 
Resources, Cooperatives, Commerce and Industry and
 
Decentralisation, the president, secretary general of the Party,

and prime minister (Kaplan 1979:133-41. As outlined in Section
 
III.D., the Cabinet may take or 
ratify decisions on agricultural

policy, depending on the magnitude and political sensitivity of the
 
issue. The more politicized the issue, the less likely that the
 
Cabinet will be the decision-making body.
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Parliament
 

The parliament is comprised of the president and the National
 
Assembly, which consists of 125 members - one from each

constituency - elected for five-year terms, and ten members
 
appointed by the President. All parliament members are UNIP
 
members. Althouch all candidates for parliament must be UNIP
 
members, elections are still contested at the local level between
 
or among candidates.
 

Parliament may legislate, but all bills must be approved by the

president before they can become law. "The National Assemoly has
 
not been an effective body, especially during the Second Republic.

• . . It still [holds) the executive accountable for policies and
 
performance, and it continue[s] to constitute and arena for
 
vigorous debate and a forum for contact among elected politicians

and between the people and their government (Kaplan 1979:132-3)."
 

The President and State House
 

The President sits at the apex of a two-pronged gove rnment 
structure, consisting on the one hand of the UNIP anc on the other 
of the civil service. Direczly below the president are the 
secretary ceneral of UNIP, and the prime minister, who heads t e
 
government administration. Both are appointed by the president,

subject to parliamentary approval. President Kaunda has received
 
his party's nomination from the General Conference of UNIP at each

of the five-year intervals in which he has run for office. There
 
is no limitation on the President's term of office and he has

constitutional powers to act "on his own deliberate judgment and
 
[is not] obligated to follow advice rendered by any other person or
 
authority (Kaplan 1979:130)."
 

The president maintains a small staff of advisors at State House,

including several with technical skills in economics and other
 
subjects. As mentioned in Section III.D., these aavisors may be
 
asked to comment on a policy decision, particularly when the
 
President is asked to arbitrate among his advisors.
 

The Commercial Farmers' Bureau
 

The Commercial Farmers' Bureau (CFB) is a powerful pr.ivate sector
 
lobby group, originally made up of Zambia's large-scale farmers,

cooperatives and agribusiness corporations. it has now broadened

its base to include emergent farmers. Constitutionally, any "bona
 
fide farmer," whether a person, association or company, is eligible
 
to join.
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The basic components of the CFB are thirteen local Farmers'
 
Associations. Each association's chairman is a member of the CFE

Council, which in turn elects an 
Executive Committee comorised of a

Chairman, two Vice Chairmen and two other members, for 
a total of

five. 
 There are also seven commodity committees designated as

follows: beef cattle, dairy cattle, pigs, poultry, grain, irrigated
 
crops and oilseeds. Each committee has a chairman who serves as an
 
ex-officio member of the CFB Council.
 

The CFB raises revenue by charging a nominal (K10) annual

membership fee, and by assessing each member a 0.05 percent levy on
 
crops and livestock produced. The Executive Cpmmittee controls

expenditures, and control of the Bureau's property is handled by

two trustees.
 

Published information on the CFB states that "[t]he Bureau seeks to
 
maintain the closest possible relationship with thE authorities

which frequently consult it on such matters as 
pricing policies,
 
crop logistics, foreign exchange allocations, overseas aid, new
 
legislation, etc.' It also "provides support and advice for

members in their dealings with the authorities in appropriate

cases, and keeps them informed on matters affecting farmers,.

[and] represents the agricultural sector on foreign exchange

allocations . . . Contacts with similar organisations in other
 
countries and international bodies dealing with agriculture are
 
maintained (Commercial Farmers' Bureau 1985:1-2)."
 

POLICY IMPLEMENTATION ORGANIZATIONS
 

The Ministry of Cooperatives
 

The MOC (Figures 10 and 11) was formed in 1983 from the former

Department of Cooperatives and Marketing within MAWD. This
 
elevation to ministerial status was intended to give the
 
cooperative movement higher visibility and better support, at a

time when cooperatives were expectea to rather quickly assume a
 
larger proportion of the marketing responsibility from the
 
heretofore parastatal monopoly. The MOC is a comparatively small

ministry, with essentially one technical and one administrative
 
department. 'The Marketing Section advises on the setting of

commodity floor prices, but its chief role is in the analysis of
 
the physical requirements for marketing, i.e., ensuring that the
 
necessary stocks are in country, or that adequate foreign exchange

is available in anticipation of the cooperative unions' purchase of

supplies by projecting marketing flows. The Cooperatives Section
 
provides outreach services to potential cooperatives, working

closely with the Zambian Cooperative Federation. It also has
 
responsibility for monitoring and enforcement of the Cooperative

Societies Act of 1970.
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the end of this caendar year. 

Tfforts were made to enhance tue sets of imteractions between th*Planni-ag Division and the Department of Agirulture within the fimistry.The Research Branch withim the Department of Agricultu-e requested re toconduct a management and development planning workshop for all of thefrstzff along the same Iines as the anz .whirb.ias-da.signed for PlanningDivision staff. The output report is expected to be publi-shed soon. Aspecial seminar on formalizing indigenous agricultural knowledge stems was conducted for all staff of the.9 provincially-based farming systersAdaptive Research Plxir. T -e..A f inal effo-± I as invazo d I wuas tsocial irpzct -ralysis of the Adapt e Resewcrh ?laimiM leam operating -IMthe Central Province under the auspices of the USAID-funded Zambia
Agricultural Research. and. Extensio6 Project being 'implemented by the
 
Vniversity of Illinois.
 

All of the individual project activit-i-es discussed in this palper.emrerelated in a complex set of relationships and expressed in a PERT chart.an, of the activities are continuing with a new team of long-term

personnel with the expectations that these activities 
will -become
institutionalized prior to the end of the project in 1987. Personally, theproject allowed me to operationalize a number of skills specific toanthropology and to iimprove my own knowledge of agricultural planning byinteracting with agricultural economists and individuals from a variety of
technical agricultural fields. 
It also allowed me to demonstrate that a
development anthropologist could work effectively as a leader for a 
team

otherwise drawn exclusively from economics and agriculture.
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ILLUSTRATIVE LIST OF POLICY AREAS OF CONCERN 
- ZATPID-II
 

The key areas of Zambian agricultural policy most likely needing
continued attention and possibly further reform over the next sever,
years, and the 
reasons therefore, include those on 
the followina list
(the institutions that would be involved are indicated in parens):
 

1) Pricina policy (MAWD/PD, CSO)
 

While the GRZ recoanizes the need to eliminate maize and fertilizer
subsidies and to align its domestic prices with world market values,
it has not yet done so. Especially now that the foreign exchange
rate auction system has 
resulted in such a substantial depreciation
of the kwacha (from K2.3/S in September 1985 to 
K6.7/S in February
1986), increasing these prices to the new border price equivalents
is fraught with political difficulties, and yet the economic need to
do so as soon as possible is just as important as before. Once the
 new marketing arrangements are implemented, with NAMBoard serving 
as
the buyer and seller of last resort at the upper and lower edges of
an economic range of prices, the effort to monitor what that price
range ought to be and to effect timely changes basedon long-run
market trends, distinguishing those from short-term fluctuations,

will be an important task for MAWD/PD.. 
Since MAWD still sets floor
prices for other agricultural crops, it must also continue to
monitor market trenas affectinc those commodities and be able tc

change them as appropriate on G timely basis.
 

2) Marketing Dolicy (MAWD/PD, NAMBoard, MOC)
 

The GRZ announced the withdrawal of the NAMBoard market monopoly in
maize and fertilizer in January 1986. 
 MAWD will need to monitor

closely the extent to which private traders are willing and able to
enter these markets in the different parts of the country, to seek
ways to encourage and assist them if possible, and to better define
the new marketing roles of the Provincial Cooperative Unions (PCU's)
and of NAMBoard itself, as 
the buyer and seller of last resort.
 

3) Establishment and management of a National Grain Reserve (AWD/PD,
 
NAMBoard)
 

Two of the more important reasons for GRZ reluctance to free up the
maize market have been 1) a fear that unscrupulous traders would
 gouge the small farmers on one end and then hoard the grain, driving
consumer prices up and gouging the consumers on the other.end, and
2) the feeling that the GRZ ought to maintain control over a certain
minimum amount of maize as 
a strategic reserve against a bad
harvest, especially in view of its dependence on politically

unstable neighbors for transportation links 
to the outside world.
Thus the political will 
to free up the maize market is partly
dependent on NAMBoard's ability to establish and properly nanage a
National Grain Reserve, and its continued ability to buy grain
anywhere in the country at an economically viable floor price and to
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sell at the upper limits of an appropriate price range, to prevent
unfair price gouging at either end. 
 In order to ensure the
political acceptance of its plan to free up the maize market, MAWD
must make sure that NAMBoard learns to perform its new role

efficiently and effectively.
 

4) Small farm production systems water management, land use and relate

problems (MAWD/PD, CSO, MLIRi
 

In order to assist the small.-scale farmer increase his production,
MAWD/PD must continue to study small farm production systems, land
tenure and other land use issues, and the various constraints they
face, so that remedial measures may be properly designeu. The
potential for increasing production by enhancing water management,
such as through alternative irrigation systems, marsh drainage,
water storage and stock watering, will need to be subjected to
technical, social and economic feasibility analyses.
 
5) Rural non-farm small-scale enterprises, constraints they face and
opportunities for promotion (MAWD/PD, RDSB, MCI, SIDO, VIS)
 

Not only are non-farm rural activities important complements to farn
production itself, providing inputs and processing outputs, but the)
also constitute important sources of household employment and income
for low-income farm families. 
A considerable amount of data was
collected in the 1985 Survey of Rural Small-scale Enterprises that
has not been fully analyzed. An additional survey focussing on the
characteristics and constraints facing the rural metal and ceramics
industries--two of the larger groups of rural enterprises--should be
'conducted by RDSB, under MA1WD/PD auspices and supported by the
ZATPID Project, -inthe near future.
 

6) Private sector aaribusiness climate, potential and ability to assume

NAMBoard marketing functions (MWD PD, RDSB, MCI, SIDO, VIS)
 
Like rural 
non-farm small-scale enterprises, the larger-scale urban
agribusiness activities complement'agricultural production and
provide important sources of employment and income. 
As noted above,
MAWD/PD must be especially concerned with the ability of private
traders to provide timely and efficient marketing services for maize
and fertilizer. 
There is a need to investigate the effect of
various national and local legal and regulatory constraints on the
small-scale enterprise sector.
 

7) Agricultural credit (MAWD/PD, MOC)
 

The provision of timely and sufficient credit to farmers and to
off-farm processing, storage, transportation and other marketing
activities will 
assume even greater importance as NAMBoard yields
its market monopoly to private traders. 
 The Provincial Coops are
especially concerned with the provision of credit to their
membership, and much havoc has resulted in 
recent years from the
inability of NAMBoard to pay producers in
a timely manner.
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8) Fertilizer production, marketing, subsidies and use. (MAWD/PD)
 

Fertilizer is produced in Zambia by d government parastatal and has
been distributed solely through the NAMBoard marketing monopoly.
Past pricing policies resulted in a substantial subsidy element in
the form of NAMBoard operating deficits financed by the GRZ, adding
to the latter's recurrent cost burden. 
 Low fertilizer prices
encouraged economically inefficient overuse of the input, especi.ally
by large-scale commercial farmers. 
 Government attempts to rbise
fertilizer prices and reduce the subsidy meet stiff political
opposition. Successful implementation of the recently announced
decision to end the NAMBoard monopoly in fertilizer distribution
will 
require an end to the subsidies and careful monitoring -f the
private sector's ability to participate.
 

9) Decentralized aaricultural development proarams and local 
participation, especial the cooperative movement (AWD/PD, 
MOD, MOC
 
Successful rural 
development requires increasing participation by
local 
leaders and the people being developed. To achieve this GRZ
goal more work is required to devise more effective techniques for
involving local people in the decision-making and implementation
processes of centrally-funded development programs, in local 
revenue
generation and expenditure control, and 
in designing and
implementing local 
self-help activities, particularly those
involving land and water development, forestry and environmental
conservation. 
 Elements of the cooperative movement, fbr example,
have been criticized for being top-down in orientation and not

permitting grassroots control.
 

10) Land tenure situation and its impact on 
aqricultural production

incentives (MAWD/PD, CSO, 
 LNR)'
 

There is growing recognition that land tenure arrangementi have an
important effect on the farmer's incentives to conserve the
fertility of his land and to 
invest in long-term improvem1ents. They
can also determine what use the farmer or the community will make of
different parcels of land.
 

11) Cross-border trade in agricultural commodities, and the need for
official controlor encouraement (MAWD/PD, MCI)
 

The magnitude and economic effects of unofficial cross-border trade,
especially of commodities subsidized in Zambia, has long been
matter of official concern. a
 
While the supposed detrimental aspects
of this trade should diminish as domestic prices approach b6rder
price equivalents and subsidies are reduced, MAWD/PD will want to
monitor this trade and analyze its economic impact, if for no other
reason than to persuade the political leadership to leave it alone.
 

12) Effectiveness of aricultural services and supporino infrastructure
 
(MAWD/PD) 
 -

The need for reliable studies in this area 
of concern should be self
evident, to enable MAWD to design more effective development
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programs. 
 Inaddition to the need for more effective agricultural
research and extension services, areas of immediate concern include
a) the transportation and storage of agricultural commodities,
particularly in view of the recent decision to liberalize maize and
fertilizer markets, allowing private traders to compete in this area
and requiring NAMBoard to establish and manage a strategic grain
reserve; b) how to achieve more efficient storage on farms and at
local, provincial 
and national levels; and c) the appropriate role
of cooperatives in providing agricultural services, especially input
and output marketing, storage and credit, and what impediments exist
to fulfilling these roles, including the economic viability of
various activities as well as organizational and management problems.
 
13) Budgetary resource allocation in support of ariculture (1MAWD/PD, MOF)
 

In its effort to restructure the economy away from copper ind toward
agriculture as the key productive sector, the GRZ has increased the
level of budgetary resources allocated to MAWD. 
 The most effective
use of these resources, and those received from foreign donors, isa
matter of great concern, particularly during the current period of
severe budgetary pressure, as is the justification of sufficient
 
allocations to do the job.


14) verall agricultural development strategy, program 
riorities, and
 

criteria foprojec elect 
 design MAWD/PD, NCDP)
 
The institutional capacity to devise a rational and coherent
development strategy and achieve an efficient use of scarce
investment 
resources in its implementation is of great importance
when the country is
on the downslide and resources are limited.
This will require careful monitoring of the domestic resource costs
and international comparative advantages of different crop,
subsector and production alternatives (e.g., livestock vs. crop
production, export crops vs. 
those that will substitute for imports,
different mixes of food crops, etc.).
 

15) Effects of macroeconomic trends andpolicies on aricultural
 
development (MAWD/PD, PICOP, MOF, CSO)
 

MAWD must not accept the macroeconomic environment as a given and
leave such things as 
the foreign exchange rate, the structure and
level of tariffs and other trade restrictions, the interest rate
structure, minimum wage rates and domestic tax levels uncritically
within the purview of other ministries. 
 Itmust make sure NCDP and
MOF and the other members of cabinet understand the implications of
macroeconomic trends and policies on the ultimate success and
efficiency of the agricultural development effort. 
 NCDP and MOF
must also improve their own institutional capacity to analyze and
understand better the effects and trade-offs of such macro-level
policies that are under their control 
or influence.
 
16) Relative emphasisof agricultural development programs in the overall
economic developmentplan (MAWD/PD, NCDP, MOF)
 

Ifagricultural development is 
to be sustained as the priority
sector of the restructuring process, particularly during times of
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fiscal stringency, well-informed choices must be made to support
various agriculturdi 
services and other develooment activities with
sufficient resources 
to have the desired positive economic impact,

without over
 1 ing it to the point of waste.
 

17) Labor shifts resultinc from recent oolicv chances and economic
 
restructurino (NICDP, MAWD/PD, RDSB)
 

As the desired economic restructuring progresses, the GRZ will want
to know whether there is a need for labor to shift from, say, the
declining miring sector to agriculture and, if so, how to encourage
and facilitate it--or whetner it is sufficient for the miningworkforce simply to stop growing ana for the agricultural sector to
absorb the annual 
increase in the labor force, and how -co encourage
'that absorption, since rruch of the increase will 
occur in the urban
sector. Important aspects of this area of concern will 
include how
to reorient the expectations of school-leavers toward agricultural

pursuits and what additional skills training or 
retraining might be
helpful. 
 In this regard, the CSO Labor Force Survey, planned for
 
1986 or 
1987, will provide baseline data and information on
employers and employees, including education, technical training,

economic activity, self-employment, apprenticeship, income, nature
of employment and immigration essential for this kind of analysis,

and it should be supported to the extent needed and possible with
 
technical assistance and local currency.
 

18) imoact of policy reforms on various socialoroups and ways to
alieviate worst cases 
of hardship alic to avoic serious oitical
conflict (T FD/PD,.NCDP, CSOj 

The success of the economic restructuring program, and of the policy
reforms designed to support it, will ultimately depend on its

political acceptance by important and articulate groups within the
society, or at least their acquiescence, until the expected positive
benefits begin to accrue. Therefore, the ability of the QRZ to

identify and alleviate, on 
a timely basis, potential sources of
destabilizing conflict is of the utmost importance to the 
success of
the whole effort, in addition to its humanitarian aspects.
 

19) Foreign donor coordination, program priorities and criteria for

project selection and desion (MAWD/PD, NCDP)
 

The only effective way to rationalize and coordinate the
multiplicity of foreign donor-supported activities in a country like
Zambia is for the host-country to do it itself. 
MAWD/PD and NCDP
 must develop the capacity to establish a coherent development

strategy, with a clear sense of priorities, and to impose that
rationale on 
the selection and design of foreign donor-funded
 
projects.
 

20) Intra- and inter-institutional coordination of GRZ institutions

involved in rural development (PEC, 4AWD/PD, NCDP)
 

How to achieve closer and more effective communication and

coordination among the various GRZ rural 
development agencies

themselves warrants P.YDcrt 
 ntanfnn
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21) Procedures and incentive structure for the selection, retention, and
 career development of professionals in government institutions
serving agriculture and making agricultural policy (MAWO/PD, NCDP,

PSC)
 

The GRZ attempt to improve its institutional capacity to manage the
agricultural sector, the particular effort supported by this
project, can 
easily founder if the government agencies involved are
unable to attract; develop and retain the professional personnel
required. MAWD and NICDP, 
with technical support from this project,
should take a hard look at the problem and determine what they can
do by themselves to improve the situation and what reforms or
improvements,they should recommend to the Public Service Commission

(PSC) for government-wide adoption. 

22).Other oroanization and management issues within FAWD and other key
institutions engaged inpolicy formulation for the agricultural

sector (PEC, MUWD/,PD, NCDP) 

As identified by the PEC.
 

23) Other areas of im'portance as determined by the PEC
 

The essence of this project is to -improve GRZ policy formulation,
planning and management of the agricultural sector. Inthat spirit,
the above list of major areas of policy concern can only be
illustrative. 
The PEC, composed of the key policy-making
institutions dealing with the agricultural sector, must decide which
of the above areas should be given priority at a given point in time
and what other areas of concern itshould add as conditions change.
 
An attempt to put this list inpriority order at this time would bepurely artificial. This will be the task of the PEC as 
itsorts out its
annual workplans. Inthis regard, the Mission agrees with the AID/W
assessment team's conclusion that the development of the institutional
capacity to perform these tasks on a 
continuing basis must take
precedence over the prior identification of specific studies to.be
undertaken. 
Given the urgent need to deal with the aftermath effects of
the major policy reforms presently underway, inorder to help assure
their positive economic impact and continued political viability, the
most likely candidates for the earliest attention under ZATPID-II, if
they are not satisfactorily dealt with under ZATPID-I, are:
 

1) Pricing policy

2) Marketing policy

3) Establishment and management of a
National Grain Reserve
4) Private sector agribusiness climate, potential and ability


to assume NAMBoard marketing functions
 
5) Agricultural credit

6) Fertilizer production, marketing, subsidies and Use
7) Effects of macroeconomic trends and policies on agricultural


development

8) Impact of policy reforms on various social groups and ways
to alleviate worst cases of hardship and to avoid serious
political conflict
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SUMMARY OF ZATPID -PROJECT ANNEX J
 

Backaround.
 

The GRZ has embarked on a comprehensive package of policy

rlforms in order to restructure tne economy away from its
 
reliance on ccpper, imported inputs and capital 
intensive modes
 
of production. The success 
of such a reszructur:nc effort 
depencs neavily on changing the price signals 1) zc encourage
produders and potential 
investors to direct more productive
 
resources toward the agricultural sector and toward 
more
 
labor-intensive 
industrial activities and 2) to encourage
 
consumers 
to switch tneir consumption habits away from tradanle
 
commodities (ootn exports and imports) 
toward otter commod:ties
 
produced domesticaily, 
 This is a necessary and v:zal-..rst
 
step, and most of the reforms undertaken to date involve price

adjustments of one kind 
or another, including i) tne
 
devaluation and continued flexibility of the excnange rate,

culminating in the October 1985 initiation of an auction system

for available foreign exchange, 2) the increase of 
agricultural

producer prices and an 
agreement to adopt a pricing methodology

utilizing border price concepts, 3) the raising and gradual

decontrol of agricultural consumer prices, 4) the phased

elimination of consumer, farm input (namely fertilizer) and
 
commodity subsidies, 5) budgetary and wage restraint, and 6)

the elimination of 
interest rate controls. :n addition, the

Government has recently announced tne withdrawal 
of NA:I3oard's
 
monopoly control 
over maize and fer-illzer marketz and naz
 
agreed to allow private traders to compete with NAMBoard and
 
tne Provincial Cooperative Unions.
 

In May 1984 the GRZ presented the report, *Restructuring in :he
 
Midst of Crisis,' to the Consultative Group (CG) for ZamDia.
 
The report outlined 
policies the GRZ proposed to undertake to

reduce dependence on the sector
mining and develop the
 
productive capacity of the agricultural sector, concentrating
 
on the smallholders, reforming price incentives, making

marketing systems more open and competitive, and increasing the
 
availability of consumer wage goods in rural areas. in
 
addition, it stressed: "i) the importance of macroeconomic
 
policies, including exchange rate and oudgetary policies, 
in
 
ensuring the efficient allocation and use of scarce resources;

ii) the need to ensure that parastatal companies operate

efficiently within a commercial 
environment to the maximum
 
extent possible; and 
iii) the importance of institutional
 
changes to upgrade economic management."
 

In its 1985 presentation to the CG, the GRZ reconfirmed 
its
 
commitment to these 
development policy objectives. Over the
 
last year the GRZ has sought to reach a national consensus in
 
support of the required, and politically difficult,
 
measures--an effort led by President Kaunda himself.
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Recognizing the importance of better economic policies, the
 
•USAID/Zambia 	FY 1982 CDSS (approved in 1980) identified the
 
improvement of Zambia's institutional capacity to generate and
 
process reliable data an to analyze development problems and
 
the implications of alternative policies as key areas for AID
 
support. The importance of better policies and of improving
 
the institutional capacity of the GRZ to deal with policy

issues was re-emphasized in the FY 1985 CDSS (which was written
 
in 1982-3) and validated by a major evaluation of AID's
 
assistance strategy for Zambia in May 1983. The ZATPID 'Project
 
has been a key element in the implementation of this USAID
 
strategy, and provides the substantive imputs and daily
 
personal contacts essential to the conduct of what has so far
 
been a very effective policy dialogue process, a process that
 
has been supported by substantial amounts of non-project
 
assistance, as well.
 

Progress Under ZATPID I.
 

ZATPID I, funded at a life of project level of US$9,755,000,
 
was authorized in September 1980 to assist the GRZ to improve
 
and strengthen its capacity for planning and management in the
 
agricultural sector. An early political impasse, completely
 
unrelated to the project, delayed full. implementation until
 
1982. The project will continue through FY 1987.
 

The project addresses the necessary and close relationship
 
between good policies, especially those relating directly to
 
the agricultural sector, and the performance of that sector.
 
Since policy formulation is a continuing process reflecting
 
changing objectives and circumstances, the project aims to
 
develop, within key GRZ institutions, a greater capacity for
 
analyzing problems in the agricultural sector. The end product
 
sought is a process which involves multiple institutions
 
adequately staffed by competent-personnel. Ideally, these
 
institutions will make those policy decisions which, when
 
implemented, will achieve desired objectives in the
 
agricultural sector.
 

A central activity of the project has been collaboration by
 
ZATPID advisors and GRZ.personnel in conducting studies.
 
MAWD/PD has produced nineteen significant research and planning
 
studies ranging from groundnut production and marketing in
 
Eastern Province, fertilizer supply and distribution, regional
 
production and pricing models, and the economics of wheat
 
production, to an inventory and assessment of Planning Division
 
outputs. Studies are carried out using a collaborative
 
problem-solving approach with the dual purpose of (1) improving
 
current policy and management, and (2) contributing to the
 
institution building needed for improved policymaking over the
 
longer run. Thus, the studies are aimed at improving the GRZ's
 
performance in, and strengthening its capabilities for,
 

management in the agricultural sector.
analysis, planning and 
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The January 1986 *ZATPID Impact Assessment and Institutional
 
Analysis' (Annex G) found 
that the project has begun to make a

significant impact on the agricultural policy process both in
 
terms of the effect of specific project studies, and in terms
 
of strengthened coordination between key 
Zambian institutions.
 
For example, certain of 
the studies (e.g. Groundnut Study,

Agricultural Finance Markets Study, Tractor Hire Study) 
formed
 
a basis for specific policy recommendations. Also, several
 

.participants h*ve returned to Zambia, most of them to 
the
 
institutions which sent to
them and positions from which tney

can affect agricultural policies. Accomplishments cited as
 
important to the institution building ocjective 
have included
 
establishment of a library in a computer
MAWD, center in MAWD,

and a data processing center at CSO, the 
regular publication of
 
an Agricultural Planning Newsletter and 
other information
 
dissemination, and various seminars related to improved

procedures and management. 
 Also noted in the assessment was
 
the collaboration between CSO and MAWD/PD 
on a major

agricultural survey, whereas in 
the past both organizations

independently collected 
this type of data.
 

The conclusion from the assessment 
is that while some progres

toward sustained, institutionalized and localized processes 
has

been made during the implementation of ZATPZD 1, a great deal
 
more needs to be done in both policy formulation and
 
institutional coordination. 
 AID's involvement in strengthening
 
a Zambian policy formulation and planning process should
 
continue, since that job is 
not yet completed. This is even
 
more the case 
since, within the last 2 or 3 years, pressure for

policy change in agriculture has mounted, and there has 
oeen
 
greazly increased demand for poliioy analysis. The institutions
 
are simply unable 
to keep up. The team found the basic design

concept of ZATPID be sound, and
I to recommended its
 
continuation under ZATPID II. 
 According to the assessment, the

situation of continued need and 
the positive impact of ZATP:D I

clearly justify proceeding to a follow-on project..
 

Project Description.
 

Goal and Purpose. Consistent with the USAID/Zambla emphasis on
 
improving performance in the agricultural sector, the goal of
 
this project is to increase Zambia's total agricultural and per

capita food production and small farmer income.
 

The specific purpose of the project is 
to improve GRZ
 
agricultural policy formulation, sectoral planning and'
 
management. Changes to be expected by the end of the project

which will indicate tha. the project purpose 
has been achieved
 
will be: (1) improved planning and management in MAWD/PD, NCDP,

MOP and CSO, and other relevant institutions; (2) an increase
 
in the availability and 
effective utilization of information
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*and analysis for policy decisions; 
(3) improved communication
and coordination among GRZ 
institutions key to 
the policymaking
process; (4) improved and 
more 
effective allocation of GRZ and
donor resources for investment in the agricultural sector; 
and
(5) improved design and execution of agricultural projects.
 

Project Strategy. 
 Inadequate performance of the Zambian
agricultural sector is the main problem that this proposed
project addresses. The project's basic premise is 
that two
main factors account for Zambia's unsatisfactory agricultural
performance: (1) inappropriate macroeconomic and agricultural
policies and poor planning 
for implementation of 
policy
reforms, and 
(2) inadequate implementation of agricultural
programs and projects. 
 Both ZATPID I and the proposed ZATP:D
II deal primarily with 
the first factor. Inappropriate
policies are largely the result of 
(a) insufficient and
unreliable data for 
the analysis of agricultural and related
macroeconomic problems; 
(b) inadequate data processing and
storage capabilities and performance; (c) inadequate

capabilities for carrying out needed analyses and
formulation of alternative policies, and 

the
 
(d) inadequate
management procedures and organizational effectiveness,
including cooperation among relevant GRZ 
entities involved in
the policymaking process.
 

ZATPID I has been 
helping the GRZ address these constraints.
Much progress has been made 
during the last 
few years, with
increased availability and utilization of 
information and
 
improved procedures in
analysis, planning and management in NCDP and MAWD noted 
in the
OZATPID 
Impact Assessment and Institutional Analysis" (Annex
G). Considering the improvements in agricultural pricing and
marketing that 
have been made since 1980 and their apparent
effect of 
increased production, it is 
clear that considerable
 
progress has also 
been made toward a more coherent and
effective agricultural strategy and 
in stimulating investment
in the agricultural sector. 
 This progress should be greatly
accelerated when the 
recently agreed upon 
reforms involving
maize and fertilizer pricing and marketing 
are implemented.
 

The GRZ has undertaken a comprehensive and far-reaching set
economic reforms during the 
of
 

last few years. In fact, the pace
of change may begin 
to outstrip government's ability 
to deal
with any 
social and economic problems they may engender and 
the
consequent need 
for detailed and well-designed supporting
measures. 
 These reforms have included the foreign exchange
auction system, the elimination of all controls on interest
rates, the effective decontrol of all 
commodity prices except
maize and fertilizer, and continued wage 
restraints. 
 Also
important are commitments 
to end the NAMBoard parastatal
monopoly in maize and 
fertilizer markets and 
to allow the
prices of those commodities to fluctuate within 
an economic
 



range determined by border price equivalents. 
 The GRI has thus
adopted, or agreed 
to adopt within the 
next two years,
virtually all the 
major agricultural pricing and 
marketing
policy reforms (including the institution 
of'a realistic
foreign exchange rate 
through which commodity prices are
related to 
world market values) so far recommended by AID, 
the
 
World Bank and 
the IMF.
 

The next few years, therefcre, will 
be a period of
consolidation, of 
refinement of 
the major policy reforms
already approved, and of learning to m&nage the 
implementation

of these reforms. It will also be 
a period requiring careful
monitoring of 
tne effects of 
new policies on different' groups
within the society and 
on the economy, of subsidia:y policy
adjustments in response to 
policy impacts, and of designing and
implementing measures 
to ease the transition period for those
most adversely affected. 
 At the same 
time, the GRZ should also
be encouraging 
renewed investment in agriculture and other
employment- and export-generating activities. 
 Ultimately, more
emphasis will also 
have to be placed on the design and
execution of agricultural projects which address non-policy
constraints and problem areas, 
and on determining their most
 
effectiv-e priority order.
 

Whereas foreign donors 
have been important participants in the
design and rationalization of 
the major polic- reforms adopted
to date, their analysis and advice will 
play a somewnat smaller
role during the period of consolidation. 
 The details and
timing of policy refinements and supporting measures will 
nave
to account 
for culturai and political factors peculia: 
to the
Zambian context, and be undertaken by Zambians with others in 
a
supporting (but collaborative) position. 
 Success will depend
on the quality of 
Zambian data generation, processing and
analytical efforts, 
in support of improved Zambian policy

formulation and decision making. 
The continuation of 
the ZATPID
effort 
to improve Zambian institutional capacity to perform
these functions therefore 
assumes added importance.
 

Four types of 
project outputs are anticipated, which 
are
required to 
assist the core policymaking institutions 
improve
GRZ agricultural policy formulation, sectoral planning 
and
management -- the' purpose of 
the project. These are:
 

Collaborative policy studies;
 

Better collection, processing and 
analysis of appropriate

data 
for formulating and-implementing policy:
 

Studies and plans 
for improved management systems and

procedures and institutional coordination;
 

Trained personnel 
in key analysis, management and decision
 
making positions.
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The areas of Zambian agricultural policy most likely needing

continued attention and possibly further reform over 
the next
 
seven years, and the reasons therefore, as listed as Annex I.
 
They are likely to include, as candidates for early'attention

under ZATPID II: pricing policy; development of a market
 
information system; marketing policy; private 
sector
 
agribusiness climate, potential and ability 
to assume NAMBoard
 
marketing functions; establishment and management of a National
 
Grain Reserve; agricultural credit; fertilizer production,

marketing, subsidies and use; effects of macroeconomic trends
 
and policies on agricultural development; and, impact of policy

reforms on various social groups. Because of the evolving
 
nature of the economic and political context within which
 
policy must De determined, and because of its inherent
 
cnmplexity, particularly in the wake of the major package of
 
reforms currently being implemented,'the list of priority 
areas
 
for study must be kept flexible, and under the control of Lhe
 
GRZ's Project Executive Committee (PEC) for ZATPID II as it
 
assembles annual workplans.
 

Project Elements and Inputs.
 

Overview. The ZATPID II 
Project inputs have been designed to
 
emphasize professional staff training, both short- and
 
long-term; to reduce the number of long-term technical
 
advisors; slotting those retained only for the OcoreO
 
institutions involved in policy formulation; and to rely

little more heavily on short-term technical assistance to 
fill
 
specific needs as they might arise.
 

Resident advisors in MAWD/PD, NCDP, CSO and MOF, and short term
 
consultants, will work with'the policy institutions to: provide

guidance in the collection, processing and analysis of data;

conduct policy studies; conduct management studies; address
 
internal organization and management issues; and conduct oc
 
assist with local 
training courses, seminars and workshops on
 
topical and management issues. On-the-job training will be
 
conducted during the process of executing analyses and
 
studies. Long range participant training will be provided to
 
counterparts of the long term advisors. Short term external
 
in-service training will be provided to GRZ professionals to
 
augment specific skills. Long term advisors will 
also identify

training needs, make arrangements for training, and propose

spe:ific sh6rt term technical assisqance needs.
 

Commodities to be purchased include computer equipment, 
books
 
and learning materials, office equipment, some audio/visual

training tquipment, and vehicles. Counterpart funds, derived
 
from non-project assistance, will be obtained for the support

of in-country seminars, workshops and training courses;

construction of a conference facility at MAWD; a fund to permit
 
.the GRZ to contrac for selected studies; and for additional
 
operational costs incurred as the result of initiatives by
 

technical assistance.
project 
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Technical Assistance. Long 
term advisors will represent a
 
number of disciplines. Although project needs be
can stated in
 
a general way during the design phase, final 
terms of reference
 
for these individuals should be reviewed and approved by 
the
 
PEC. Although some of 
the short .term"technical assistance,

such as that to be provid _d to CSO, c#n be configured with some
 
detail at this point, 
much of it will be specified only as GRZ

staff of the relevant institutions or ZAT:DT long term advisors
 
plan and proceed with the studies and other project

activities. Terms of reference for thor: term technical
 
assistance should also be reviewed 
and approved by the PEC.
 
In-country courses will address specific policy 
areas, planning

issues (for example, establishment of a rational project cycle,

resource 
allocation), organization and management, research and
 
statistical methodologies, or computer applications.
 

Training. For the most part, the focus of long and short term
 
training will be as it has been during 
ZATPID I, that is in the
 
areas of agricultural economics, economics, statistics,
 
computer science, rural sociology, survey methods,
 
international development and punlic policy. 
 However, more
 
emphasis will ne given to 
management developmen: of MAWD/PD and
staff involved in agricultural policy in the core institutions
 
in the 
second phase pro)ect, and training is anticipated in
 
such areas as public administration and business management.
 

Data Orocessing Equipment. Further requirements for increased
 
computer capacity have been identified jointly with the GRZ,

and exact specifications will 
take into account assessment of
 
existing capacity, planned uses, overall need 
and
 
compatibility. The needs of CSO in this area are 
greater than
 
other institutions, given its mandate for 
national statistics
 
and its current con-3traints.
 

The Agricultural Policy Institutions
 

Ministry of griculture and Water Develooment/Planning Division
 
(MAWD/PD)
 

ZATPID II will support a broad program of assistance to MAWD,

including technical-assistance, both long and short term;

degree training; short term training; 
and procurement of

microcomputet equipment, office materials, training materials,

and some furnishings. Activities will 
include improvement of
 
data quality, on 
the job training in analysis and agriculture

policy concerns; seminars and workshops on research
 
methodologies, computer 
use, policy issues, and management;

management studies; 
increased information dissemination; and
 
establishment of a monitoring and evaluation system. Much of
the training material and furnishings will be provided to the
 
planned conference and resource facility, which will be
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constructed near the MAWD headquarters building using
 
counterpart funds made available through the project.

Counterpart funds will also be made available to 
contract for
 
studies and analyses locally, to RDSB or private organizations,
 
in order to enhance the breadth and number of analyses produced
 
for MAWD/PD.
 

Three long term personnel will be provided, for a total of 14
 
person yeara. The configuration and number of people is baied
 
on a request by MAWD/PD, to include:
 

(1) One person.in the Sectoral Policy Analysis Section.
 
This person will continue the':work on key sectoral policy

issues begun in ZATPID I, including marketing and pricing,

and also provide outreach assistance on marketing issues
 
(as developed in the annual workplans) to NAMBoard and the
 
Ministry of Cooperatives. An agricultural ecbnomist who
 
is strong in the field of marketing will be required.
 

(2) One person in the Production and Marketing Section.
 
This person will be charged with assisting MAWD/PD in its
 
program of smaller scale surveys of the agricultural
 
population. The Director of MAWD/PD is particularly
 
interested in examining contributions to production and
 
agricultural income by different household members, and 
in
 
the role of women in agricultural production. The surveys

undertaken by this section should provide one key source
 
of information on the socioeccnomic impact of different
 
policy changes, and of defining continuing constraints at
 
the level of 
the household which should be addressed at
 
the national policy level. Studies are likely to include
 
costs of production and household decision making. This
 
position requires a social scientist (rural sociologist,

anthropologist, or agricultural economist) with experience
 
in conducting agricultural and social surveys and relating
 
them to policy formulation.
 

(3) One person in the Project Analysis and Implementation
 
Section. This person will assist MAWD/PD to establish an
 
overall system of monitoring and evaluation of all
 
agricultural projects, and will train staff to implement

this system. Monitoring and evaluation is a new but very
 
important mandate for MAWD/PD, and establishment of such a
 
system is required of a rational planning process in
 
agriculture. The person in this position can also assist
 
with (1) efforts to rationalize the overall agricultural
 
project cycle, (2) the management of different donor
 
inputs, and (3) along with colleagues in NCDP, the
 
analysis of investment alternatives in agriculture.
 
Activities undertaken in this section can include in-depth

anthropological fieldwork as well as broader surveys 
to
 
address policy and program impact on target groups. The
 
position- requires a social scientist with experience in
 
organizational management and a strong.financial
 

background.
 

http:person.in


Master's level degree training will be provided for 2
 
individuals. Short term training for MAWD/PD staff 
(35 person

months) and short term technical assistance (15 person months)

will be in a wide range of agricultural, development and
 
management topics, and will include public administration. All
 
training will be consistent with the already- developed MAWD/PD
 
staff training plan.
 

National Commission for Development Planninc (NCDP)
 

ZATPID.I1 will provide one long term (four year) advisor to the
 
Sectoral Planning department, the unit oZ NCDP charged with
 
analysis of resource allocations to the agriculture secto: and
 
coordination with MAWD. Short term technical assistance (15
 
person months) will be provided to this department and to the
 
departments for Investment Policy and Regional Planning.

Degree training in economics will be provided to 3
 
individuals.A total of 32 person months of 
short term trainind
 
is budgeted. Relatively greater levels of term
short training

and technical assistance are planned f.or NCDP and this is
 
intended to provide opportunities for external and in-country

training of staff in the investment Policy and Regional

Planning divisions, as well as Sectoral Planning, whose
 
responsibilities relate to agriculture. Funds for two
 
microcomputers and some learning materials and office equipment
 
are budgeted.
 

Ministry of Finance (MOF)
 

Long term technical assistance (a total of 3 years) will oe
 
provided in budget analy~sis and in agricultural economics. The
 
budget analyst will work with the Budget Division, and the
 
agriculturl economist with the 
Economic Affairs Division, of
 
the Budget and Economic Affairs Department of MOF. Funds are
 
budgeted for ii person months of short term technical
 
assistance to supplement the work of the long term advisors.
 
This assistance will probably include in-country training in
 
computer applications. Long term degree training (three

persons) and short term training (36 person months) will be
 
provided in agricultural economics, to familiarize staff
 
economists with policy issues in agriculture. Some short term
 
training may also be provided in finance, public administration
 
and management. Funds for two.microcomputers and various
 
training materials are included.
 

The Central Statistics Office (CSO)
 

Support will follow the program laid out in the current PASA
 
with the U.S. Bureau of tte Census for ZATPID I. That document
 
presents a 5 year progam, but only a portion of it will be
 
funded with ZATPID I funds. The rest will be picked up under
 
ZATPID II, and will include long and short term technical
 

ZH 
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assistance, long and short term training, and commodity
 
support, in the general areas of survey/census design, and the
 
development of procedures for data collection, processing and
 
analysis.
 

Two long term advisors (3 years each) will be provided. The
 
current data processing advisor will continue to assist CSO to
 
establish a fully functioning data processing center. The
 
BUCEN PASA will include a survey manager/census advisor, who
 
will work with CSO counterparts for planning, implementation
 
and analysis of the agriculture and demographic surveys, and
 
1990 census planning. This person will also coordinate the
 
work of B6CEN short term statisticiansi systems analysts, data
 
processing experts and mathematical statisticians. Sixteen
 
person months of short term assistance is budgeted. Short term
 
advisors will provide on the job training and workshops,
 
according to the general plan laid out in the PASA document.
 
Long term training (three persons) and short term training (17
 
person months) will be provided to CSO staff in such areas as
 
survey methods, agricultural statiscics, demographic
 
statistics, computer science, and data processing. Commodity
 
support will include computer equipment -- to be specified in 
final following review by a consultant -- and training 
materials.
 

Ministry of Cooperatives and NAMBoard
 

The Ministry of Cooperatives (previously a part of MAWD) and
 
NAMBoard (a parastatal administratively under MAWD) will
 
receive assistance in key areas of marketing policy. Also,
 
both institutions will have access to the skills of the
 
marketing advisor placed in MAWb/PD, and will collaborate with
 
MAWD/PD in conduct of policy studies related to marketing
 
issues. In addition, both institutions will be receiving
 
support from other donors, and in the case of MOC, other
 
support to the institution may come from USAID via a different
 
mechanism. The ZATPID II assistance to these institutions is
 
fully complementary to other sources of assistance.
 

Short term technical assistance (10 person months) and short
 
term training, particularly in managem,ent (10 person months), a
 
microcomputer and learning materials will be provided to the
 
MOC, along with funds for in-country training. ZATPID II
 
assistance will improve MOC management and planning capacity
 
for cooperative support, and its coordination with MAWD/PD in
 
the areas of pricing and marketing policy.
 

NAMBoard will receive short term technical assistance (8 person
 
months), short term training (11 person months), one
 
microcomputer, and funds for in-country training. This
 
assistance will help NAMBoard with foodgrain projections and
 
monitoring and assist it to establish and manage a national
 
foodgrain reserve.
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Ru:al Develooment Studies Bureau (RDSB)
 

RDSB, administratively a part of the University of Zambia, will
 
be provided microcomputer and office and learning equipment and
 
some counterpart funds for operating costs. In addition, RDSB
 
should benefit from ZATPID support to MAWD/PD in two ways: (1)

participation in seminars, workshops and .courses in such areas
 
as research methodologies, computer use, and policy issues; and
 
(2) contracts from MAWD/PD to undertake specific studie's on its
 
own or in collaboration with PD analysts.
 

Imolementation Plan.
 

GRZ Responsibilities. The primary GRZ institution responsible
 
for implementation of the ZATPID 1I project is to be the
 
Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development, Planning

Division (MAWD/PD). Implemen-tation will require regular
 
coordination of project activities between MAWD/PD and MOF,

NCDP, CSO, and other institutions receiving ZATPID support.

Active participatiofi of representatives from these institutions
 
will be critical to successful implementation of the project.
 

GRZ coordination of ZATPID I activities will oe through the
 
Project BCecutive Committee (PEC) established during ZATP:D :
 
to provide a means to coordinate and approve actions necessary

for implementation of the project. The Director of MAWD/PD

heads this fully-functioning committee, and other institutions
 
with representatives on it include NCDP, MOF, UNZA, the
 
Contractor, and USAID.
 

The .PEC develops and reviews annual project workplans based on.
 
proposals by each institution, and coordinates and assures the
 
approval of the workplan by each committee member. The
 
workplans for ZATPID II will set forth planned short and long

terlz training, studies, in-country training, and short term
 
technical assistance. Traininj proposals are reviewed against

general criteria and compared with each institution's training

plan. .The PEC reviews and approves candidates for long term
 
training and may recommend specific types of iraining and
 
training sites. The PEC approves the terms of reference for
 
each major study. Other responsibilities of the PEC are to
 
assure GRZ funding for project activities and GRZ supporting

actions such as provision of counterparts, survey personnel,
 
supplies and transport. The PEC will also be involved in
 
developing and approving evaluation plans, will participate in
 
review of evaluations, and will, in general, review the
 
progress of the project.
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In general, the GRZ has 
provided inputs (trainees, salary
support, office space) 
in a timely fashion during the
implementation of 
ZATPID I. Communications are regular and
working relationships excellent between those GRZ institutions

involved in 
ZATPID I and USAID/Za.mbia. This condition is
expected to 
continue through implementation of ZATPID i. 
 It
is important to note 
that adequate counterpart support to the
technical assistance team will be critical 
to successful
implementation of ZATPID 1I. 
 The current head of MAWD/PD, as
chairman of'the PEC and 
as Director of MAWD/PD, 
is taking steps
to ensure 
that technical assistance will be provided

appropriate counterparts and that sound counterpart

relationships will 
be mcaintained (e.g., he has 
recently

appointed permanent section chiefs, who will 
in turn be
responsible for designating and maintaining appropriate
counterpart relationships within 
their respective staffs.).
 

USAID and Contractor Responsibilities. 
 Primary responsibility
for overall A.I.D. project management will be with the AID
Director in Zambia. The project manager 
will be the General
Development Officer, 
who will coordinate, activities of 
the
contractor and 
the SUCEN PASA team 
and maintain liaison with
MAWD/PD and with 
other GRZ institutions. USAID will 'also
interact with GRZ 
and the contractor through participation on
the PEC, and be actively involved 
in development of the annual
workplan and review of project progress.
 

The Commodity Management Officer will 
assist with commodity
procurement matters. 
 The USAID Training Officer will 
provide
backstopping assistance 
for long term and 
short term training.
REDSO/ESA will provide legal, contracting, and periodic project
backstopping. Logistic support for 
contractor staff and 
many
project activities will provided by USAID/Zambia's Project

Support Unit.
 

The majority of project activities will be implemented through
a contract with 
a private institution. The contractor will

provide appropriate long 
term and short term technical
assistance to the 
key ZATPID II institutions, provide placement
and support services to 
long and short term trainees, review
commodity needs, 
and undertake a proportion of the commodity
procurement. The contractor's chief of party will 
supervise
the long term technical assistance provided to MAWD/PD, NCDP
and MOF and will coordinate closely with 
the GRZ, primarily
through the PEC, and with USAID
the Project Manager, to ensure
 proper completion of 
items as planned and progress towavd
project outputs. The project 
includes counterpart funds for 
a
locally-hired Administrative Assistant 
to the contractor's

chief of party, 
to assist with administrative matters.
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Counterpart Funds.
 

Counterpart funds, generated under 
the program assistance
 
components of USAID/Zambia's portfolio (e.g., CIP programs and
 
ZAMCAM) will be made available in direct support of project
 
activities. Counterpart funds for:
will be Provided In-country

seminars, workshops and training coursei; selected studies;
 
operational costs and project adminiscr&tion; and construction
 
of a conference and resource facility at MAWD headquarters.
 
bisbursement of counterpart funds to those entities charged

withn implementation of the above activihies will 
be made in
 
conformity with procedures agreed-upon by the GRZ and USA:D.
 

Funds required for conference facility construction will be
 
released from the Bank of to
Zambia MAWD/PD, and dominated in a
 
dictated special account of MAWD/PD's choice, controlled by the
 
Project Executive Committee Chairman.
 

Funds required for seminars, workghops, training, operational
 
costs and project administrotion will be released from the BO
 
in conformity with tne annual work plan drawn-up and approved

by the Project Executive Committee on ah 
annual basis. These
 
funds will oe deposited into a dedicated special account under
 
the joint control of the PEC Chairman, and the COP.
 

Evaluation Arrancements.
 

Evaluation, both formal and informal, will be important to t'he
 
success of the project. Since much of the project's direction
 
in terms of participant selection, analysis, and in-country

training will be determined during the course of
 
implementation, as 
it has been in ZATPID I, annual reviews of
 
the project's course are essential, and are to be conducted zy

USAID/Zambia in consultation with the PEC, the project's
 
resident advisors, and a representative from REDSO/ESA or
 
AID/Washington. The annual internal reviews should examine
 
timeliness of inputs and any implementAtion 3r management

problems, and also examine the appropriateness of ongoing or
 
planned activities given the constantly. changing policy and
 
socioeconomic environment.
 

These in-houe reviews should be held each year dur'ing the
 
November-October period, 
so that the results will be available
 
to inform the PEC as it prepares the annual workplan for the
 
following year. Results of the internal reviews will also
 
guide AID as it participates, as a member of the PEC, in the
 
development of that workplan.
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In addition to 
the annual internal reviews, 
the ZATPID II
project budget includes funds for 
two formal external
evaluations during 
the life of the project. A mid-term
evaluation should take place during the third year of 
ZATPID
II, in order to guide the 
final three years of 
implementation.
This evaluation will 
focus in particular on whether the
expected inputs 
have seen deployed as planned and whether the
expected outputs have been achieved, and on the apparent
progress toward achievement of 
the project purpose and
expected end-of-project status. 
the
 

It will evaluate 1) the extet.
to which the activities supported and 
personnel trained 
under..
the project have had 
a positive impact 
on
agriculturally-related policies, 2) the 
effectiveness of
project management by USAID, the contractor, and the GRZ, 
and
3) the general direction of 
the project as compared to its
original design; 
and it will recommend ways to improve any of
 
the above.
 

A formal end-of-project evaluation will 
be conducted to assess
the overall success or failure of the project 
to achieve the
project purpose and the expected end-of-project status.
 

It should also be noted that 
a formal end-of-project evaluation
is to be carried out at 
the end of the ZATPID I Project in
1987. Many of the implementation details 
at the beginning of.
the follow-on ZATPID II 
Project should benefit from this

evaluation.
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